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Abstract

The present work highlights some aspects of ski base sliding friction and ski base structure. Ski base

structure causes speed differences that range from negligible to almost 10 % of the skier speed. The

great speed difference under some snow conditions makes the choice of the best structure an important

issue for competition skiers and an interesting aspect to understand the physical processes that control

friction against snow.

The thesis discusses and explains ski base sliding friction by use of tribology, impact and compaction

resistances, electrical charging and electrostatic pressures. The optimum ski base structure roughness

varies under different snow conditions according to the generated frictional water film thickness under

the ski and the roughness of the snow surface. Thick water films correspond to coarse ski base

structures, while it is advantageous to use finer ski base structures and increase the water film thickness

when the water film is thin. The possible increase of water film thickness along the ski implies an

increase of the ski base structure roughness along the ski. Impact and compaction resistances are

important when the snow hardness is below a certain limit, and when the water film thickness is low

relative to the roughness of the ski base structure and the snow surface. The dry friction process is

dominated and characterised electrically by accumulation of electrostatic charge in the ski base contact

points. The frictional water film initiates discharge of potential differences between ski and snow due to

the much higher electrical conductivity of water relative to snow. When the air gap volumes between the

water film and the ski base structure, and the water film and the snow surface get small, the electrostatic

pressures in the air gaps increase, and suction or drag may start occurring. The wet friction process is

characterised electrically by electrolytic behaviour. Further research is necessary in order to increase the

knowledge and understanding of the simultaneous processes of mass, impulse, energy, electrical and

chemical balances between the two interacting surfaces in relative motion during friction.

A Ski base Structure Analyser (SSA) utilising laser technology has been developed to analyse the

detailed structure of a stone-ground ski base. The SSA displays the measured surface as an image with

739×570 pixels, where each pixel can have a grey level value from 0 to 255. The value of each pixel is

proportional to the height at the corresponding point of the measured surface. In the period between

1995 and 1998 almost 1700 ski base structure measurements were performed on more than 350 skis. It

was found that ski pairs ground with the "same" structure at two different times are not necessarily equal

if no quality control of the ski base structure and the stone grinding process has been performed. On

several competition ski pairs higher structure roughness (up to 84 %) was revealed on the forebody than

the afterbody of the ski. The work has resulted in development of ski base structures with increased

roughness along the ski, development and extreme optimisation of the best structures, and improvement

of the grinding diamonds used to set the grinding stone. Further, it has given ski technicians and

competition skiers confidence in that optimum structures and skis are used in competitions under

different snow and weather conditions, and that the best structures can be reproduced. The ski base

structure roughness can be divided into four categories: fine (arithmetic mean roughness 1-4 µm),

medium (arithmetic mean roughness 4-7 µm), coarse (arithmetic mean roughness 7-10 µm) and very

coarse (arithmetic mean roughness higher than 10 µm) that correspond to dry to moist, moist, moist to

wet, and wet to very wet snow conditions, respectively.
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A structure test series consisting of ten ski pairs with eight different structures has been ground and

quality-controlled. Accurate sliding tests showed that ski pairs with arithmetic mean structure roughness

≤ 5.4 µm were best under snow conditions with snow humidity ≤ 0.6 %, snow temperatures below zero

and new snow. A ski pair with arithmetic mean structure roughness equal to 9.3 µm was best under

snow conditions with snow humidity between approximately 0.3 and 4.0 %, snow hardness higher than

4.1×104 Pa and transformed snow types. Under snow conditions with snow humidity higher than

approximately 4 %, a structure with arithmetic mean roughness 12.7 µm was best. Coarser structures

were relatively better than finer structures at high speeds compared to low speeds, thus implying an

increase in the water film thickness and optimum structure roughness with speed. A decrease of the

structure roughness along the ski was unfortunate under most snow conditions.

Various snow parameters have been registered during measurement campaigns in ski tracks in Norway

(1995-98), Hakuba/Japan (1996-98) and Sundance/USA (1999). Specific attention has been paid to

snow hardness, snow humidity, snow density, snow grain structure and electrolytic conductivity. Snow

hardness between 104 and 106 Pa is most common in ski tracks, and snow hardness below 105 Pa is

likely to be present 60 % of the time. The mean density of snow in ski tracks (0.50 g/cm3) is

considerably higher than typical densities of seasonal snow covers (0.26-0.38 g/cm3) and higher for

transformed snow types (0.51-0.59 g/cm3) than new snow types (0.39-0.43 g/cm3). The snow humidity

in a ski track typically ranges between 0 and 12.5 %. It is typically less than 2 % for snow temperatures

below -2°C and less than 1 % for snow temperatures below -7°C. Snow humidities exceeding 4 % have

only been registered at air temperatures above +1°C. High electrolytic conductivities (61.7 µS/cm and

94.5 µS/cm, respectively) and high levels of Na+- and Cl--ions have been registered in melted snow

samples from Trondheim and Sundance/Heber due to salt being a major agent during snow nucleation in

the snowfalls. These values are approximately 3 times higher than the maximum values found for snow

samples from Hakuba (21.9 µS/cm). The electrolytic conductivity of a melted snow sample may indicate

the rate of ions introduced to the interface between snow and ski by frictional melting and thereby the

rate and ease of discharge between ski and snow through the frictional water film during skiing.
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1. Introduction

1.1 General remarks

The low friction coefficient of ski base sliding friction is primarily caused by the development of a
tiny water film between ski base and snow due to frictional heating. The development of this water
film is regarded as favourable for below zero snow temperatures i.e. snow with low initial liquid
content. Under wet snow conditions the water film may cause suction or viscous drag and thereby
increase the friction coefficient. The ski base sliding friction and water film development depends on
the speed and weight of the skier, and ski and snow parameters.

The most important ski parameters are the tension or pressure distribution, structure, base material
quality and wax. Given otherwise equal skis, i.e. skis with the same pressure distribution, base
material quality and ski wax, manipulation of the structure can to some extent be used to control the
ski base sliding friction. The importance of the manipulation of the structure depends on skier speed
and snow conditions. Measured skier speed differences caused by structure ranges from negligible to
almost 10 % of the skier speed. The great speed difference under some snow conditions makes the
choice of the best structure an important issue for competition skiers and an interesting aspect to
understand the physical processes that control friction against snow. The literature in the field is in
addition very insufficient. The structure of the ski can be handmade, made by a stone grinding
machine or made combining the two processes. Stone grinding of cross-country ski bases has been
widely used since the end of the 1980s. Nowadays it is common that skis have factory finished base
structures intended for different snow conditions. Skis are in addition often restructured due to
structure wear or a wish of improving the original structure. Local stone grinders mostly do this.
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Unfortunately the stone grinding process is not highly automated and reliable. Different inaccuracies
in the process result in equal adjustment of the stone grinding machine parameters not necessarily
giving the same structure from time to time. It is also difficult for the human eye to distinguish small
structure quality variations that can have practical importance to the ski base sliding friction, due to

the fact that structure groove depths vary from approximately 5 µm for fine structures to 100 µm for
coarse structures. In order to evolve the understanding of the ski base structure sliding process against
snow, it is therefore necessary to measure and characterise the structure qualitatively in a proper way.

It is also equally important to measure and characterise snow structure and weather parameters in-situ
in the cross-country race track during accurate sliding tests. Human caused and nature caused snow
and snow friction processes are important in several physical processes on Earth, often in combination
with ice processes. Knowledge of this is important when working with matters like:

• Friction between different vehicles and snow/ice

• Avalanche prediction and forecasts

• Glacier and ice sheet advance and retreat as an indicator of climate change

• Hydrological processes and construction and control of hydroelectric plants in areas with snow
accumulation and/or glaciers

• Tracking of pollution spreading

• Cold region structural engineering

It is also needed in order to increase the knowledge about these processes and improve existing snow
and snow friction models to develop snow measurement technology, do in-situ snow measurements
and characterisation and thereby develop snow experience databases.

1.2 Objectives, scope and organisation of the thesis

The intent of this thesis has been to evolve the understanding of factors that affect ski base sliding
friction. It can also be viewed as case study of a frictional process against snow. In addressing these
matters, the overall objectives of the present study were:

• To evolve the understanding of the physical processes that control ski base structure sliding

against snow and develop models that expresses the relation between structure, tension or
pressure distribution and sliding properties of cross-country skis.

• To develop a PC-based instrument for non-contact measurement of the ski base structure.

• To execute accurate sliding tests that can verify theory and contribute to an optimum shape of
a cross-country ski in addition to making and proposing new ski base structures.

With these items in mind, the thesis consists of seven chapters in addition to the introduction chapter.
The thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 reviews ski base sliding friction theories and experiments and discusses how ski base sliding
friction works. The chapter focuses on tribology and impact and compaction resistances.
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Chapter 3 introduces the ski base structure analyser (SSA). The basic theory behind the SSA
instrumentation and measurement technology is given, as well as SSA characterisation of ski base
topography.

Chapter 4 presents some of the results from the ski base structure measurement experiments between
1995 and 1998. In this period almost 1700 measurements were taken of more than 350 skis. This
unique collection of structure measurements included characterisation of 8 Olympic and 6 World
Championship gold medal winning skis. Due to respect for the ski technicians and stone grinding
experts that have been co-operating on this project and the knowledge this collaboration has given,
some of the results from the measurements are given restricted access until 30 July 2002. These are
not presented here.

Chapter 5 describes different measurement methods and procedures for characterisation of snow
structure and weather parameters in a cross-country race ski track. Results from different measurement
experiments are given and discussed.

Chapter 6 is called searching for the optimum structure. This chapter briefly presents some hypotheses
for low ski base sliding friction and ski base structures, together with results from in-situ experiments
of skis made with structures according to the hypotheses. An evaluation of the hypotheses in light of
the structure series experiment and ski base structure measurements is also given.

Chapter 7 discusses the effect of electrical charging and electrostatic pressures on ski base sliding
friction. A present interpretation of friction is suggested that combines knowledge of tribology,
electrical charging and electrostatic pressures and uses ski base sliding friction as a case study. A
summary of the processes that must be accounted for in order to minimise ski base sliding friction in
different friction regimes is also given. Chapter 8 concludes the study and makes recommendations for
further work within the realm of ski base sliding friction and ski base structure.

1.3 Readership

This study of ski base sliding friction has been highly multi-disciplinary and involved many fields of
science. In order to understand the basic physics and tribology between ski and snow, different tools
from applied computer science and instrumentation, image processing, interferometry, snow and ice
science and basic mathematics have been used. The primary readership targeted by the thesis consists
of:

• Ski and stone grinding technicians, ski engineers, ski and stone grinding manufacturers, ski
federation authorities, competition and recreational skiers and others involved and interested
in skiing.

• Scientists, research engineers, lecturers, students and engineers employed in companies
dealing with snow friction or snow and cold regions related problems.

• Physicists and tribologists dealing with friction.
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Besides scientists, research engineers, lecturers, students and others interested in such fields as
interferometry, image processing and measurement, characterisation and quality control of surface
topography may read chapter 3 as an example of exploiting these disciplines in applied physics.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Basics of ski base sliding friction 
 
 

Notation 
 
A wind blocking area, m2 
Ad actual dry contact area, m2 
An nominal contact area between ski and snow, m2 
Aw wet contact area, m2 

Cd air drag coefficient 
Fair viscous air drag force against a body moving with relative speed v, N 
Fc compaction resistance, N 
Fd dry friction (adhesion), N 
Fi  impact resistance, N 
Fsn  ski base sliding friction, N 
Fw wet friction (viscous drag), N 
g acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m/s2 
h height difference between the beginning and the end of the test length, m 
hb height of the body of the skier, m 
hmin,wf minimum water film thickness between a specific area on the ski and snow at a specific time 

during skiing, µm 
hwf water film thickness, m 
i index 

5 
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l ski length in contact with snow surface i.e. effective ski length, m 
l1 half nominal contact length on the forebody of a ski (l1 = lf/2), m 
l2 half nominal contact length on the afterbody of a ski (l2 = la/2), m 
la nominal contact length on the afterbody of the ski, m 
lf nominal contact length on the forebody of the ski, m 
m mass of skier and skis, kg 
mb mass of the body of the skier, kg 
N normal load from skier, N 
N number of registrations in Eqs. (2.12) - (2.14) 
pair dry air pressure, Pa 
pn(x) nominal pressure distribution along the ski in the x-direction, Pa 
R ideal gas constant, 8.314 J/mol·K 
Ra arithmetic mean surface roughness, µm 
Rq root mean square (rms) roughness, µm 
Rq,sbs root mean square roughness of the ski base structure surface in a specific area on the ski, µm 
Rq,sn root mean square roughness of snow surface, µm 
Rt maximum peak-to-valley height, µm 
s distance, m 
S test length in a ski test track, m 
T0 air temperature at sea level, K 
Tair air temperature, K 
Tsn snow temperature, K or °C 
v speed, m/s 
vf final speed of the skier at the end of the test length, m/s 
vi initial speed of the skier at the beginning of the test length, m/s 
w width of the ski, m 
wa nominal contact width on the afterbody of the ski, m 
wf nominal contact width on the forebody of the ski, m 
Wtot work over the test length S, J 
x direction along the ski 
y direction across the ski 
z height above sea level, m 
zi surface height registrations on a surface profile across the ski, where the surface heights refer 

to a reference line which gives a mean value of zero for zi, µm 
∆z  vertical snow compaction distance, m 
α inclination of the test length S in the ski test track, ° 
γc surface pattern parameter 
ηwf absolute viscosity of the water film, Pa⋅s 
Λ film parameter 
λx autocorrelation length in the x-direction, i.e. the direction along the ski, mm 
λy autocorrelation length in the y-direction, i.e. the direction across the ski, mm 
µ sliding friction coefficient 
µd dry friction coefficient 
ρ0 air density at sea level, kg/m3 
rair  air density, kg/m3 
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ρsn,i initial snow density before compaction under the ski, kg/m3 
σ unconfined compression strength of snow, Pa 
τ shear strength of the softest material in the interfacial contact between snow and ski (i.e. 

snow or glide wax or powder), Pa 
Φ(x) total nominal pressure distribution function for a ski 
Φ1(x) total nominal pressure distribution function for the forebody of a ski 
Φ2(x) total nominal pressure distribution function for the afterbody of a ski 
 
 

2.1. Friction against a moving skier 
 
The friction against a moving skier consists of two parts: 
 
• Air resistance 
• Ski base sliding friction 
 
Air resistance and ski base sliding friction are briefly introduced in the following section. The next 
section fully concentrates on ski base sliding friction. 
 
 

2.1.1. Air resistance 
 
The viscous air drag force, Fair, against a body moving with relative speed, v, is given by: 
 
 F Cair air d=

1
2

2ρ Av

b

  
(2.1)

 
where: 
 

rair - air density, kg/m3 
Cd - air drag coefficient 
A - wind blocking area, m2 

 
According to Nørstrud (1997) the drag area of a skier CdA reads: 
 
 C A m h

m h
d b

b b

= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

≈ ⋅ ⋅

0 2029 0 35

0 025

2 0 425 0 725

0 4 0 7

. .

.

. .

. .

 
(2.2)

 
where: 
 

mb - mass of the body of the skier, kg 
hb - height of the body of the skier, m 
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Typical values for the drag area CdA of a cross-country skier are given in Table 2.1. The drag area is 
known to be dependent on the shape and speed of the skier and the quality of his or her clothing 
(Spring et al., 1988; Erkkilä et al., 1985). It is normally assumed constant when analysing results from 
ski base sliding friction experiments (Leino and Spring, 1984; Leino et al., 1983). 
 
Table 2.1. Typical values for the drag area CdA of a cross-country skier. 

Posture CdA (m2) Experiment Reference 
Competition skier (weight 75 kg, 
height 1.80 m) with competition suit in 
a semi-squatting posture 

≈ 0.23 
(0.21-0.24) 

Deduced from Eq. (2.2) Nørstrud (1997) 

Average size skier (weight 80 kg, 
height 1.75 m) with tight-fitting ski 
suit in semi-squatting posture 

0.27±0.03 Determined from retardation of 
cross-country skiers when gliding 
on roller-skis over a horizontal 
smooth asphalt surface in a subway 

Spring et al. (1988) 

Average size skier (weight 80 kg, 
height 1.75 m) with tight-fitting ski 
suit in upright posture 

0.65±0.05 „ „ 

Average size skier (weight 80 kg, 
height 1.75 m) with tight-fitting ski 
suit in semi-squatting posture pacing 
up with skier ahead also gliding in 
semi-squatting posture 2-3 m ahead 

0.21±0.03 „ „ 

 
 
By applying the ideal gas law for dry air: 
 
 p RTair air air= ρ  (2.3)
 
where: 
 

pair - dry air pressure, Pa 
R - ideal gas constant, 8.314 J/mol·K 
Tair - air temperature, K 

 
and further assuming isothermal conditions (Hess, 1959), the following equation is obtained: 
 
 

ρ ρair air
air

z T T
T

e
z

,b g = −

0
0 8000  

 
(2.4)

 
where: 
 

z - height above sea level, m 
ρ0 - air density at sea level, kg/m3 
T0 - air temperature at sea level, K 

 
It follows from Eq. (2.4) that the air resistance against a moving skier in principle is reduced by height 
above sea level. We also see that at the same altitude the influence is largest at low air temperatures. It 
can furthermore be calculated that at the same speed the air resistance is approximately 15 % less at 
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1000 m above sea level than at sea level. Air resistance contributes therefore more to the total friction 
(air resistance and ski base sliding friction) against a moving skier in lowlands than in more elevated 
regions. More details can be found in Løset et al. (1995). 
 
 

2.1.2. Ski base sliding friction 
 
The ski base sliding friction, Fsn, can be expressed as: 
 
 F Nsn = µ  (2.5)
 
where: 
 

µ - sliding friction coefficient 
N - normal load from skier, N 

 
The sliding friction coefficient is known to vary with speed. Fig. 2.1 shows measured values of the 
sliding friction coefficient on snow as a function of speed. The values from Kuroiwa (1977) and 
Spring (1988) were measured using skis gliding on snow, while the values from Shimbo (1961) were 
measured in laboratory using a rotational friction instrument consisting of a rotational disk and a snow 
pan. The observed values range from 0.02 to 0.11. The sliding friction coefficient decreases below the 
static value at the onset of motion because of lubrication by frictional melting (Colbeck, 1992). It then 
reaches an optimum point where it has its minimum value. After passing through this optimum point, 
friction increases with speed. Notice that friction increases rapidly already at low speeds under wet 
snow conditions (curve a), while under dry cold snow conditions (curve c) it almost remains constant. 
This can be explained by wet friction (suction or viscous drag) taking place at a much earlier stage 
under wet snow conditions than under dry cold snow conditions. Under dry cold snow conditions it 
takes much higher speeds to form thick water films and thereby introduce wet friction under the skis. 
The kinetic friction coefficient between metal and ice has a typical value of 0.01 (Løset et al., 1995). 
This value can be considered as a lower limit for the sliding friction coefficient during skiing and may 
be possible to attain under extremely icy conditions.  
 
The average sliding friction coefficient, µ, for a skier gliding over a test length, S, in a ski test track 
can be found experimentally. The work, Wtot, over the test length S can be assumed to be given by: 
 
 

W F F
S

tot sn air= +z b g
0

ds  
 

(2.6)

 
where air resistance, Fair, is given by Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4), and ski base sliding friction, Fsn, is given by: 
 
 F mgsn = µ αcos  (2.7)
 
where: 
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m - mass of skier and skis, kg 
g - acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m/s2 
α - inclination of the test length S in the ski test track, ° 

 
 

 
Fig. 2.1. Measured values of the sliding friction coefficient as a function of speed (Colbeck, 1992). a) 

Old grainy wet snow with 20% snow humidity (Spring, 1988). b) P.T.F.E. on wet snow 
(Shimbo, 1961). c) Old grainy dry snow with 0 % snow humidity at -7.5°C (Spring, 1988). 
d) Waxed (circles) and unwaxed (triangles) polyethylene on dry (solid circles and triangles) 
snow at -2.5 to -1.6°C and on wet (open circles and triangles) snow (Kuroiwa, 1977). 

 
From energy considerations for a skier (and skis) with mass, m, Eq. (2.6) takes the following form: 
 
 1

2
1
2
1
2

2 2

2

mv mgh mv F S F S

mv mgS F S

i + = + +

= + +

f sn air

f aµ αcos ir

 

 
 
 

(2.8)
 
where: 
 

vi - initial speed of the skier at the beginning of the test length, m/s 
vf - final speed of the skier at the end of the test length, m/s 
h - height difference between the beginning and the end of the test length, m 

 
From Eq. (2.8) the average sliding friction coefficient, µ, can be obtained as: 
 
 

µ
α

=
−

− +
F
HG

I
KJ

1
2

2 2

g
v v

S
F
m

gh
Scos

i f air  
 

(2.9)
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By measuring α, vi, vf, S, h, m, z and Tair (the last two parameters come from Eq. (2.4)) during sliding 
tests, and further assuming CdA ≈ 0.23 m2, the average sliding friction coefficient, µ, can be estimated 
for different ski pairs of a skier under different snow and weather conditions. In Table 2.2 an example 
of sliding friction coefficients estimated from Eq. (2.9) is given. The coefficients were registered 
during two different in-situ sliding tests of waxed and unwaxed new-ground cross-country skis under 
different snow and weather conditions (Moldestad, 1995). The sliding friction coefficients were much 
higher under the wet snow conditions (0.062-0.069) than when the snow temperature was below zero 
(0.048-0.051), although the skis were unwaxed in the second case. 
 
Table 2.2. Example of sliding friction coefficients estimated from Eq. (2.9). The coefficients were 

registered during two different in-situ sliding tests of waxed and unwaxed new-ground 
cross-country skis under different snow and weather conditions (Moldestad, 1995). The 
mass of the skier and the skis were the same in both tests (82.5 kg). Snow hardness is 
termed according to Colbeck et al. (1990). 

Parameter Value/Remark 
Sliding friction coefficient 0.048-0.051 0.062-0.069 
Skis New-ground unwaxed cross-

country skis 
New-ground waxed cross-country 
skis 

Speed 8.19-8.44 m/s 6.99-7.61 m/s 
Weather Cloudy Cloudy and high relative humidity. A 

bit rainy at the end of the test. 
Snow type Combination of new and trans-

formed snow, mainly new snow. 
(Ski track: Dry new snow with 
some ice underneath, during the test 
the track turned a bit glassy). 

Transformed wet snow 

Snow surface temperature -4.2 to -2.7°C 0°C 
0.5-m air temperature -0.7 to 0.4°C 5.5 to 4.9°C 
Snow hardness 5.4×105-3.0×105 Pa 

High: R4 
0.24×105-0.36×105 Pa 
Medium: R3 

 
 
The sliding friction coefficient can to some extent be described and explained by: 
 

• Tribology 
• Impact and compaction resistances 
• Electrostatic charging effects 

 
The two first items are outlined in Section 2.2. The electrostatic charging effects are described in 
Chapter 7. 
 
 

2.1.3. Air resistance and ski base sliding friction estimated as a function of speed 
 
Fig. 2.2 shows air resistance and ski base sliding friction estimated as a function of speed. Ski base 
sliding friction is estimated from the sliding friction coefficient values given by Spring (1988) for a 
skier of mass 75 kg. The air resistance is estimated at different heights above sea level at zero air 
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temperature for a skier with CdA = 0.23 m2. In the air resistance calculations ρ0 has been set to 1.2928
kg/m3 according to Perry (1984). From Fig. 2.2 it can be deduced that ski base sliding friction

dominates over air resistance at dry, dense snow at -7.5°C, when the speed of the skier is less than
approximately 10 m/s. The influence of the air resistance takes over when the speed of the skier
exceeds this value. When the speed of the skier is 10 m/s at dense, wet snow, the ski base sliding
friction is almost 4 times higher than the value at dry, dense snow. Given a drag area of 0.23 m2, it
seems likely to assume that ski base sliding friction dominates over air resistance under these
conditions, when the speed of the skier is less than approximately 25 m/s. At higher altitudes ski base
sliding friction probably exceeds air resistance also at even higher speeds. It is difficult to execute
accurate in-situ sliding tests at such high speeds, due to the large influence of possible changes in the
skier's drag area during a test ski run.

Fig. 2.2. Air resistance and ski base sliding friction estimated as a function of speed. a) Ski base
sliding friction for a skier with mass 75 kg at old grainy wet snow (sliding friction
coefficient values from Spring, 1988). b) Ski base sliding friction for a skier with mass 75 kg

at old grainy dry snow at -7.5°C (sliding friction coefficient values from Spring, 1988). c)
Air resistance estimated for a skier with CdA = 0.23 m2 at sea level and zero air temperature.
d) Air resistance estimated for a skier with CdA = 0.23 m2 at 1000 m and zero air
temperature. e) Air resistance estimated for a skier with CdA = 0.23 m2 at 2000 m and zero
air temperature.
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2.2. How does ski base sliding friction work? 
 
The low ski base sliding friction can be explained with lubrication by a thin water film created 
between ski and snow during skiing. Creation of water film under the ski is considered positive for 
minimum ski base sliding friction at cold snow temperatures. For snow close to or at the freezing point 
and containing a considerable amount of initial liquid content, water film creation may increase ski 
base sliding friction due to suction or viscous drag.  
 
Reynolds (1901) suggested that the water film was created by pressure melting, i.e. lowering of the 
freezing point due to high pressure. It can be shown that the pressure from a slider against snow or ice 
is insufficient to lower the freezing point significantly in most sliding situations. Mayr (1979) 
estimated that the freezing point was lowered by 0.00021°C for a 75-kg skier with a ski contact 
surface of 2700 cm2. Løset et al. (1995) calculated that the freezing point could be lowered by 0.74°C 
for a 90 kg ice skater with skate blades of 1.1 mm width and 80 mm contact length. Colbeck (1995a) 
pointed out that the pressure needed to reach melting temperature would be approximately 2.7×108 Pa, 
i.e. 2700 times atmospheric pressure, at -20°C, thus implying a contact area of 2.3 mm2 for a typical 
ski in order to introduce pressure melting at that temperature. A contact area of that size order is much 
less than observed contact areas (Colbeck, 1994a). It is therefore unlikely that the pressure melting 
theory should be the main explanation for the low ski base sliding friction. 
 
Bowden and Hughes (1939) were the first to suggest the friction melting theory. They meant that 
frictional heating created the water film between slider and snow. The friction melting theory has been 
supported experimentally by e.g. Evans et al. (1976), Ambach and Mayr (1981), Warren et al. (1989) 
and Colbeck et al. (1997). Ambach and Mayr (1981) used a capacitor probe in the ski to estimate 
water film thickness under the ski during skiing (See Section 2.2.2). They found increased film 
thickness as the snow temperature rose, thus implying the importance and effect of snow temperature, 
frictional heating and heat loss on water film generation. 
 
Warren et al. (1989) installed thermocouples in an alpine ski base and measured a large thermal 
response from frictional heating. The temperature rise of the moving ski base increased with lower 
snow temperature due to more heat production caused by less water film development and higher 
sliding friction coefficient. It also increased with heavier loads. Long ski runs showed steady-state 
temperatures at the ski base that increased with snow temperature. Warren et al. (1989) also found that 
heat generation was more uniformly distributed when the snow was soft and could conform to the 
shape of the ski. Colbeck (1994b) performed a similar experiment for skating skis and Colbeck et al. 
(1997) for ice skates. Colbeck (1994b) found that the greatest temperature response at the ski base of a 
skating ski was just behind the foot, where the ski is heavily loaded. He also experienced increasing 
temperatures along the length of the ski. Further theoretical arguments for the friction melting theory 
have been provided by e.g. Oksanen (1980), Oksanen and Keinonen (1982) and Colbeck (1995a). 
 
Reviews of ski base sliding friction mechanisms have been given by e.g. Glenne (1987), Balakin and 
Pereverzeva (1991), Colbeck (1992 and 1994a) and Lind and Sanders (1996). Perla and Glenne and 
Glenne addressed respectively skiing and the mechanics of skiing in Handbook of Snow (Gray and 
Male, 1981). Performance and properties of alpine skis have been specifically discussed by e.g. 
Schultes (1980), K2 (1996), Lind and Sanders (1996) and Glenne et al. (1997). Studies of friction 
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against snow or ice have also been performed by e.g. Shimbo (1971), Kuroiwa (1977), Slotfeldt-
Ellingsen and Torgersen (1983), Hensvold (1985), Hämäläinen and Spring (1986), Pikhala and Spring 
(1986), Spring (1989), Lehtovaara (1989), Petrenko (1994), Petrenko and Colbeck (1995) and Sahashi 
and Ichino (1998). The electrical charging of skis gliding on snow has been examined by Colbeck 
(1995b). These results are further discussed in Chapter 7.  
 
The influence of high-quality ski base structures on ski base sliding friction has been paid very little 
attention to in the literature. Slotfeldt-Ellingsen and Torgersen (1982) studied sliding properties of 
different polyethylene ski bases and the effect of different ski base grinding techniques. Their studies 
mainly considered manual grinding techniques and band grinding, but initial testing with stone 
grinding was also performed. Stone grinding of competition skis has been revolutionised since their 
study. Slotfeldt-Ellingsen and Torgersen reported stone-ground grooves with depths of 3 to 5 µm. 
Nowadays a ski base structure with such characteristics would have been characterised as very fine 
and almost plane. Groove depths of up to 100 µm have been made with present ski base grinding 
machinery. Slotfeldt-Ellingsen and Torgersen pointed out that the optimum glide was established with 
coarse and deep grooves under wet conditions and fine and shallow grooves under cold conditions. A 
wrong structure was referred to give 5-10% less glide than an optimum structure.  
 
Mathia et al. (1989) and Mathia et al. (1992) reported the development of a 3D profilometer for 
systematic study of micro- and macro-topography of ski bases. Their research had concentrated on 
non-dimensional parameterisation of ski bases and wear mechanisms associated with alpine skiing. 
The measurements of 60 areas on ski base surfaces for two manufacturing processes were reported to 
give skewness between -0.6 and 1.2 and kurtosis between 2.2 and 4.8 for wheel grinding, and 
skewness between -1.5 and 1 and kurtosis between 2.2 and 5 for belt grinding (Mathia et al., 1992). 
Skewness and kurtosis are defined as the normalised third and fourth central moments of the 
probability density function of the height distribution of an analysed surface. Measurements of 
skewness and kurtosis at different wear stages for a ski base during a whole ski season in the Alps 
were also shown in Mathia et al. (1992). Mathia et al. did not characterise different types of ski base 
structures in their papers. Neither did they study the effect of different ski base structures on ski base 
sliding friction. Mathia et al. claimed that the sliding friction coefficient remains constant at a value of 
0.05 in the range of bump heights from 10 to 30 µm referring to McConica (1950) and Midol and 
Mathia (1985). For phenolic resins Shimbo (1971) similarly reported that the kinetic sliding friction 
coefficient remained constant in the range of bump heights from 15 to 35 µm at an air temperature of 
3°C and snow temperature of 0°C. These results can not be generalised for ski base structures. An 
assumption that ski base structures with bump heights from 10 to 30 µm, i.e. arithmetic mean surface 
roughness from approximately 1.4 to 4.3 µm, should have constant and equal sliding properties, is 
completely meaningless and wrong from my point of view and experiences with characterisation and 
testing of ski base structures. A complete definition of the arithmetic mean surface roughness is given 
together with a few other roughness parameter definitions in Section 2.2.4. 
 
Both Shimbo (1971) and Mathia et al. (1992) referred an abnormal increase of the sliding friction 
coefficient to 0.10 for smooth surfaces. Shimbo also commented that most of the roughened surfaces 
gave kinetic sliding friction coefficients between 0.02 and 0.05. K2 (1996) has stated that polyethylene 
surface structures on alpine skis should have an arithmetic mean surface roughness of approximately 
1.5-1.9 µm. Such a claim is indeed questionable for different snow conditions. Colbeck (1996) 
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presented a simple theoretical model of a two-dimensional grooved polyethylene surface adhering to 
ice. This model was not based on measurements of actual ski base structures. Moldestad (1995) has 
shown that visual interpretation of ski base structure characteristics is insufficient to characterise ski 
base structures. Colbeck (1997) further explored capillary bonding of wet surfaces and the effects of 
contact angle and surface roughness.  
 
 

2.2.1. Tribology and ski base sliding friction 
 
Tribology is defined as the science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative motion and of the 
practices related thereto (Hamrock, 1994). A tribological system consists of three parts: 
 

• Upper surface i.e. moving ski with structure, pressure distribution, glide wax and base 
properties. 

• Lubricant i.e. microscopic water film created by frictional melting and free water content in 
the snow. 

• Lower surface i.e. snow. 
 
By describing the three parts the frictional regime of the sliding friction coefficient, µ, can be found 
and determined. Fig. 2.3 shows the lubricant conditions for different frictional regimes. The left part of 
Fig 2.3 shows the conditions when dry friction dominates. Such conditions can exist under the ski 
when skiing on dry snow at cold snow temperatures, at least at the start of the forward contact line 
between ski and snow. The middle part of Fig 2.3 indicates the conditions when both dry and wet 
friction are significant. The conditions when wet friction dominates are shown in the right part of Fig. 
2.3. This is typically achieved when the snow contains a high free water content.  
 
 

Upper surfaceLubricant

Lower surface

Dry friction Wet friction 
Fig. 2.3. Lubricant conditions showed for different friction regimes. 
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2.2.2. The lubricant (water film) 
 
Ambach and Mayr (1981) were the first to publish measurements of water film thickness under a 
moving ski. Their measurements were performed with a comb-shaped capacitor with a surface of 
10×10 mm2, installed in the sliding surface of an alpine ski. The capacitor was used to measure the 
relative permittivity (dielectric constant) in the contact zone between ski and snow during skiing. The 
measurement frequency was 100 kHz. High values of the relative permittivity corresponded to thick 
water films under the ski, since the relative permittivity of water is known to be high compared with 
that of snow and ice at the frequency of 100 kHz. A special calibration procedure and calibration curve 
was used to convert measured voltage signal, i.e. change in capacitance of the probe due to relative 
permittivity changes in the contact zone between ski and snow, to water film thickness. Thus, Colbeck 
(1992) commented that the reported values of water film thicknesses were necessarily not exact, but 
certainly of the right order of magnitude. The relative permittivity of snow is known to be a function 
of snow density and snow wetness, see e.g. Tiuri et al. (1984). 
 
Fig. 2.4 shows the water film development under the ski during two comparable test runs at different 
snow and air temperatures, but otherwise equal conditions. In Test Run 1, at the highest air and snow 
temperatures, the water film thickness increases quickly after start and approaches an approximately 
constant value during the first half of the test run. In Test Run 2, at lower air and snow temperatures, 
the water film thickness shows almost no increase during the first two-thirds of the test run, but 
increases quickly during the last third of the run, when the speed is getting higher. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2.4. Water film development under the ski during test runs in the same course at different snow 

and air temperatures (Ambach and Mayr, 1981). Run 1: Air temperature -5°C, snow 
temperature -5°C. Run 2: Air temperature -7°C, snow temperature -10°C. The speed 
development in the two runs was equal. 
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Mean values of the water film thickness measured at nearly constant speed up to 20 km/h and different 
snow and air temperatures are given in Table 2.3. Ambach and Mayr performed too few measurements 
to find quantitative relations, but it is easy to see from their results that the developed water film 
thickness decreases as the snow temperature decreases.  
 
Table 2.3. Mean values of water film thickness at different snow and air temperatures at speeds up to 

20 km/h (Ambach and Mayr, 1981). 
Snow temperature (°C) Air temperature (°C) Water film thickness (µm) 

0.0 +3.0 13.5 
0.0 -0.7 10.6 
-1.0 -2.0 6.5 
-1.0 -3.0 6.0 
-1.3 -2.5 5.7 
-4.0 -4.5 5.0 

 
 
Fig. 2.5 shows test results from a ski run that alternated between skiing in prepared piste and deep 
snow at constant speed. Ambach and Mayr claimed that the difference in the shape of the curve was 
caused by a more constant contact with the surface in deep snow compared to a prepared piste. In the 
prepared piste bumps in the piste caused lifting of the ski and measurement probe and fluctuations in 
the measured signal. Ambach and Mayr meant that the difference in measured water film thickness 
between prepared piste and deep snow was due to slight distinctions in snow temperature. In addition 
Mayr (1979) pointed out that the difference in free water content of the snow could play a part. The 
difference could also have been caused by the increased snow compression that takes place in deep 
snow compared to in a piste and thereby possible percolation of water on the ski base if the deep snow 
contains some free water. 
 
The water film development for three different glide waxes at different snow and air temperatures is 
depicted in Fig. 2.6. The glide waxes used belonged to the Toko System 4 series. According to the 
manufacturer, an optimum glide should be obtained by yellow wax at temperatures down to -2°C, by 
red wax at temperatures down to -5°C and by green wax at temperatures below -5°C. The green wax 
produced most water film at air temperatures below -7°C. Above -6°C red wax produced most water 
film. The yellow wax produced least water film, which was natural since its given optimum 
temperature area was outside the tested temperature area. Ambach and Mayr concluded that at least for 
temperatures below -5°C, the optimum glide is performed with the glide wax that produces most water 
film. They also stated that the results could not be generalised, since wet snow and high speeds can 
give opposite effects with poorer glide behaviour for thicker water films. 
 
Ambach and Mayr also performed two test series with ski bases with different roughness. These tests 
were done on a medium hard test course at a snow temperature of -7°C. The ski base in the first test 
series had been smoothed between the ski tip and the sensor with a sharp smoothing knife. In the 
second test series the same part of the sliding surface had been roughened with a special ski-grinding 
machine. The test series gave no difference in water film development. The two series give a too 
fragile basis and too little information to decide the effect of ski base roughness on water film 
development. 
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Fig. 2.5. Estimated water film thickness for a test run in deep snow and prepared piste at constant 

speed (Ambach and Mayr, 1981). 
 
 
The paper of Ambach and Mayr (1981) is based on the thesis written by Mayr (1979). In his thesis 
Mayr also described results from some other tests e.g.: 
 

• A test performed with two ski runs with two different speeds, 15 km/h and 25 km/h, at the 
same course under otherwise equal conditions. When the speed was 15 km/h, a mean water 
film thickness of 5.7 µm was produced, while a mean water film thickness of 12.5 µm was 
produced when the speed was 25 km/h. This addresses the speed dependency of water film 
development and ski base sliding friction.  

• A test performed with two subsequent ski runs in the same track. In the first run 3 cm of new-
fallen snow was lying in the track. The second run was taken in the exact same track as the 
first run. The second run gave almost two times the water film thickness of the first at high 
speeds. This addresses the importance of snow compaction and snow hardness on water film 
development and ski base sliding friction. 

 
More details can be found in Mayr (1979). 
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Fig. 2.6. Water film development for different glide waxes at: (a) different snow temperatures and (b) 

different air temperatures (Ambach and Mayr, 1981). 
 
 

2.2.3. The sliding surface (snow) 
 
The most important snow parameters for ski base sliding friction are: 
 

• Snow temperature 
• Snow humidity 
• Snow density 
• Snow hardness 
• Snow type and snow grain structure 
• Thermal conductivity of snow 
• Electrical conductivity of snow and electrolytic conductivity of meltwater 
• Pollution in the snow 
• Snow roughness 
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The characterisation of snow temperature, snow humidity, snow density, snow hardness, snow type 
and snow grain structure in a cross-country race ski track is described in Chapter 5. The 
characterisation of electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples from ski tracks is also found 
there. The electrical conductivity of ice has been measured by e.g. Petrenko and Colbeck (1995). 
 
Snow consists of ice, water and air. The thermal conductivity of snow may therefore be regarded as a 
combination of the thermal conductivities for ice (2.21 W/mK at 0 K), water (0.55 W/mK at 0 K) and 
air (0.025 W/mK at 0 K). Sturm et al. (1997) have performed an extensive study on the thermal 
conductivity of snow. 
 
Two other interesting snow parameters when dealing with ski base sliding friction or other types of 
snow (or ice) friction, are the specific heat capacity of snow (2.09 J/gK) and the latent heat of fusion 
of snow (334 J/g). From the values of these two parameters it can be deduced that it takes 
approximately 160 times the energy to melt 1 g snow compared to increase the temperature of 1 g 
snow by 1°C. This indicates that the frictional conditions at -5°C and -15°C do necessarily not have to 
be very different given otherwise equal snow conditions, since the main part of the frictional energy at 
both temperatures has to be used to melt the snow, not to increase the snow temperature. 
 
When doing in-situ sliding tests weather parameters such as air temperature, relative humidity, 
cloudiness and net radiation also have to be characterised in addition to the snow parameters. It is 
important to notice that input of energy in the energy balance under the ski during skiing also can be 
contributed from solar radiation in addition to frictional energy. The total amount of energy is decisive 
for snowmelt under the ski and thereby water film creation during skiing. Some of the energy is 
conducted away in the snow and in the ski and thereby heats the ski and the snow under the water film 
developed. This addresses the importance of the thermal conductivity of the snow and the ski base. 
Colbeck (1992) stated that when the ski base is black and receiving intense solar radiation, it can 
absorb nearly as much heat at the base due to diffusion from the underlying snow, as it produces by 
friction. He further claimed that when heat absorption at the sides and top were considered in addition, 
solar radiation could control the heat balance under the ski under such conditions. Colbeck (1994b) 
showed in his measurements of bottom temperatures of skating skis on snow that solar radiation 
absorption heated the ski base directly and raised the temperature of the ski base considerably. 
 
When modelling ski base sliding friction some authors use snow parameters e.g. Lehtovaara (1989) 
and Balakin and Pereverzeva (1991), while others use water parameters e.g. Warren et al. (1989). We 
find it natural to use water parameters given for 0°C for the water film and snow parameters for the 
snow underneath in a ski base sliding friction model. Presently an exactly correct ski base sliding 
friction model is extremely difficult to present due to the uncertainties in how the contact behaviour 
between ski base and snow/water film is in reality during friction. 
 
 

2.2.4. The slider (ski base) 
 
The most essential ski parameters for ski base sliding friction are: 
 

• The pressure distribution of the ski 
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• The ski base material and quality 
• The glide wax or powder applied at the ski base 
• The ski base surface structure 
• The speed of the ski 

 
The contact between the ski and the sliding surface is from a macroscopic point of view given by: 
 

• The pressure distribution of the ski 
• The snow hardness i.e. the bearing strength of the snow 

 
These parameters indicate the nominal contact between the ski and the sliding surface, i.e. the area on 
the ski where the contact between the ski and the sliding surface possibly can exist, when a given 
weight is applied on the ski. The real contact between the ski and the sliding surface is found from a 
microscopic point of view and is given by: 
 

• The ski base structure with applied ski wax or powder 
• The snow roughness and the orientation, size and hardness of the snow grains 
• The free water content in the snow and the development of frictional water film along the ski 

 
 
Research on measurement of mechanical properties of skis has been performed in Norway since 1969 
(Stemsrud and Brun, 1976). The Madshus Compuflex System is a result of this research. This unique 
system measures e.g. the camber and kick zone of any ski along its entire length, thereby helping to 
identify the proper ski design for each type of Madshus ski. The ideal flex patterns for each Madshus 
model can therefore be developed and reproduced. Figs. 2.7 and 2.8 show the pressure (or load) 
distribution for two types of dry snow skating skis measured by the Madshus Compuflex System. The 
half skier weight has been applied 8 cm behind the balance point on both skis. Fig. 2.9 shows the 
cumulative pressure distributions for the same skating skis. The pressure distribution of a Nordic ski is 
characterised by two main peaks respectively on the forebody and afterbody of the ski. Ski preparation 
with glide wax or powder is therefore of course most important and effective in the areas under the 
two peaks, at least under hard packed snow conditions. Glenne (1981), Glenne et al. (1997) and K2 
(1996) have shown that an alpine ski typically has a big pressure (or load) peak under the foot and 
nominal peaks at the end of the ski. The Madshus 234 WC Supraflex Skate Dry skating ski in Fig. 2.7 
is specially designed for loose and uneven track conditions. The ski is said to perform better the softer 
the snow conditions are. This is natural due to: 
 

• The soft pressures in the tip and tail sections of the pressure distribution of the ski in Fig. 2.7. 
• The late pressure increase in the tip section and the early pressure decrease in the tail section 

in the cumulative pressure distribution of the ski in Fig. 2.9. 
 
Impact and compaction resistances against the ski are therefore minimised, and the ski does not bury 
down into the snow. Due to the influence of such resistances a stiffer ski may have less glide in soft, 
loose snow and under some soft wet snow conditions where suction occurs. The Madshus 134 WC 
Supraflex Skate Hard Packed Dry skating ski in Fig. 2.8 is specially designed for firm and well-
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packed tracks. This ski has higher torsion stiffness than the softer ski in Fig. 2.7 and is said to have 
more "life", sensitivity and power than softer skis in hard packed courses. It is characterised by: 
 

• Relatively hard pressures in the tip and tail sections of the pressure distribution in Fig. 2.8. 
• Early pressure increase in the tip section and late pressure decrease in the tail section in the 

cumulative pressure distribution in Fig. 2.9. 
 
The early pressure increase in the tip section in the cumulative pressure distribution is favourable for 
early water film development and minimum dry friction length on the ski under cold snow conditions. 
 
The contact area between ski and snow vary with ski properties, snow conditions and ski course 
preparation. Pikhala and Spring (1986) found a contact area of 5-15 % of the ski base area between ski 
and snow for old, dry, grainy snow with temperature below or at -5°C and a snow density of 520-580 
kg/m3 in their experiments. Old, wet, grainy snow close to 0°C with 12 % free water content and 600 
kg/m3 snow density, gave a contact area of 45-50 %. A contact area of 90-100% was reached when the 
same snow had a free water content of 28 % and snow density of 620 kg/m3. Lehtovaara (1989) has 
pointed out that the contact at the afterbody of the ski can be only approximately 20 cm in icy tracks, 
while the contact length can consist of almost the whole ski length on newly fallen snow. The nominal 
contact area between ski and snow, An, can be defined as: 
 
 A l w l wn f f a a= +  (2.10)
 
where: 
 

lf - nominal contact length on the forebody of the ski, m 
wf - nominal contact width on the forebody of the ski, m  
la - nominal contact length on the afterbody of the ski, m 
wa - nominal contact width on the afterbody of the ski, m 

 
The nominal pressure distribution pn(x) along the ski in the x-direction can then be defined as (after 
Lehtovaara, 1989): 
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(2.11)
 
where: 
 

N   - normal load on the ski from skier, N  
Φ(x)  - total nominal pressure distribution function for a ski 
Φ1(x) - total nominal pressure distribution function for the forebody of a ski 
Φ2(x) - total nominal pressure distribution function for the afterbody of a ski 
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Pressure distribution (1/2 weight = 41.5 kg)
Madshus 234 WC Supraflex Skate Dry 195 cm 

-100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Length (cm)
 

Fig. 2.7. Pressure (or load) distribution for a Madshus 234 WC Supraflex Skate Dry skating ski 
measured by the Madshus Compuflex System. Half skier weight (41.5 kg) has been applied 8 
cm behind the balance point of the 195 cm long skating ski. The balance point is the zero 
point of the length axis. 

 

Pressure distribution (1/2 weight = 41.5 kg)
Madshus 134 WC Supraflex Skate HP Dry 195 cm 

-100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Length (cm)
 

Fig. 2.8. Pressure (or load) distribution for a Madshus 134 WC Supraflex Skate Hard Packed Dry 
skating ski measured by the Madshus Compuflex System. Half skier weight (41.5 kg) has 
been applied 8 cm behind the balance point of the 195 cm long skating ski. The balance 
point is the zero point of the length axis. 
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Fig. 2.9. Cumulative pressure distributions for the Madshus 234 WC Supraflex Skate Dry and Madshus 

134 WC Supraflex Skate Hard Packed Dry skating skis in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. 
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l1  - half nominal contact length on the forebody of a ski (l1 = lf/2), m 
l2  - half nominal contact length on the afterbody of a ski (l2 = la/2), m 

 
 
The most important ski base material parameters are: 
 

• Thermal conductivity 
• Electrical conductivity 
• Graphite content 
• Molecular weight 
• Density 
• Hydrophobicity (contact angle) 
• Glide wax and powder absorption 
• Colour (absorption of solar radiation) 
• Hardness 
• Elasticity 
• Abrasion resistance 
• Oxidation resistance 
• UV radiation resistance 
• Amount of hairs in the ski base surface 

 
High quality ski bases are normally made of sintered ultrahighmolecular-weight and high-density 
polyethylene (UHDPE). The UHDPE is modified with graphite (carbon black) and/or other additives. 
Some manufacturers use e.g. fluorocarbon additives in their top model ski bases. The graphite content 
of the ski base influences both the thermal and electrical conductivity.  
 
Table 2.4 shows the density and thermal conductivity for some specific ski bases and ski base 
materials. Notice the high thermal conductivity values for steel and graphite compared to 
polyethylene. Warren et al. (1989) observed both in field measurements and finite element models of 
alpine skis that steel edges increase the heat flow out the sides of the skis and thereby reduce the 
frictional melting under the skis. Graphite wax can also lead heat away from the frictional interface 
(Colbeck, 1992). Pikhala and Spring (1986) have reported thermal conductivities of 0.15-0.23 W/mK 
for ski bases, 0.18-0.24 W/mK for ski waxes and 0.13-0.25 W/mK for snow registered with their 
thermal conductivity meter. 
 
Table 2.4. Density and thermal conductivity for some specific ski bases and ski base materials. 

Material Density (g/cm3) Thermal conductivity (W/mK) Reference 
P-tex 2000 Clear 0.937 0.4 Geisbühler (1995) 
P-tex 2000 Electra 0.99 0.45 „ 
P-tex 4000 Electra 0.99 ? „ 
Polyethylene 0.95 0.4 Warren et al. (1989) 
Steel 7.8 50 „ 
Graphite, high strength 1.7 125 Hamrock (1994) 
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Polyethylene is an electrical isolator with an electrical conductivity in the order of 10-10 µS/cm 
(deduced from the electrical resistivity value given for moulded/extruded HDPE by MatWeb, 1998). 
Graphite on the other hand is an electrical conductor with electrical conductivity of size order 108 
µS/cm (deduced from the electrical resistivity value given for graphite in CRC, 1977). The graphite 
content of the ski base is therefore highly decisive for the electrical conductivity of the ski base. The 
electrical conductivity of P-tex 2000 has a measured value ≥ 0.1 µS/cm (IMS Kunststoff AG, 1998). 
The same can be stated for the electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples from ski tracks. The 
electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples from ski tracks is further discussed in Chapters 5 and 
7. The electrical conductivity of the ski base and the ski wax applied at the ski base is important for 
electrostatic charging of the ski base and drainage of electrostatic charges. The effect of electrical 
charging on ski base sliding friction is further discussed in Chapter 7.  
 
Ski base material and quality are not the objective of this thesis and are therefore not discussed any 
further here. More information on the subject can be found in e.g. Slotfeldt-Ellingsen and Torgersen 
(1982) and K2 (1996). Skis from the same production series have always been used in our ski base 
structure sliding tests. The sole quality of the skis in the production series has been quality controlled. 
Ski base material parameters and ski base quality have therefore been assumed constant for the used 
ski pairs. 
 
Glide wax or powder are neither the objective of this thesis and are therefore not discussed. 
Information on the subject can be found in e.g. Slotfeldt-Ellingsen and Torgersen (1982), Torgersen 
(1983), Street and Tsui (1987), Lind and Sanders (1996) or material published by wax manufacturers 
e.g. SWIX (1996). 
 
The structure of a ski base can be characterised in many different ways. From the discrete set of 
surface height registrations of a surface profile across the ski (z1, z2, .., zN), three different surface or 
structure parameters may for instant be computed: 
 
Arithmetic mean roughness, Ra, defined by: 
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, root mean square (rms) roughness, Rq given by: 
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and the maximum peak-to-valley height, denoted Rt: 
 
 )min()max(t zzR −=  (2.14)
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All discrete height registrations (z1, z2, .., zN) of the surface profile refer to a reference line. The 
reference lines used in this thesis and by the SSA (Ski base Surface Analyser) give a mean value of 
zero for zi.  
 
Many surfaces have a roughness that is directionally oriented. This can be described by the surface 
pattern parameter γc, introduced by Peklenik (1968) as:  
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where: 
 

λx - autocorrelation length in the x-direction, i.e. the direction along the ski, mm 
λy - autocorrelation length in the y-direction, i.e. the direction across the ski, mm 

 
The characterisation of ski base structures is further described in Chapter 3. 
 
 

2.2.5. Ski base sliding friction theory 
 
According to Glenne (1987) the ski base sliding friction can be divided into 4 parts: 
 

1. Dry friction (adhesion), Fd 
2. Wet friction (viscous drag), Fw 
3. Impact resistance, Fi 
4. Compaction resistance, Fc 

 
Dry friction, Fd, can be expressed by: 
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where: 
 

Ad - actual dry contact area, m2 
τ - shear strength of the softest material in the interfacial contact between snow and ski (i.e. 

snow or glide wax or powder), Pa 
σ - unconfined compression strength of the snow, Pa 
µd - dry friction coefficient 

 
The unconfined compression strength of snow is assumed to be a function of snow density, snow 
temperature and structure and size of snow grains (Mellor, 1964). Notice that the last expression in Eq. 
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(2.16) is almost similar to the general expression for ski base sliding friction given by Eq. (2.5) in 
Section 2.1.2. 
 
Wet friction, Fw, can be expressed by: 
 
 F vA

hw
wf w

wf

=
η

 (2.17)

 
where: 
 

ηwf  - absolute viscosity of the water film, Pa⋅s 
Aw -  wet contact area, m2 

hwf -  water film thickness, m 
 
A resistance against the ski base due to snow compression may occur under soft snow conditions. This 
compaction resistance, Fc, can be expressed by: 
 
 F z

l
Nc =

∆
 (2.18)

 
where: 
 

∆z  - vertical snow compaction distance, m 
l - ski length in contact with snow surface i.e. effective ski length, m 

 
An impact resistance occurs at the front of the ski when skiing under soft snow conditions. This 
resistance, Fi, can be obtained as: 
 
 F w zi sn,i v= ρ ∆ 2  (2.19)

 
where: 
 

ρsn,i - initial snow density before compaction under the ski, kg/m3 
w  - width of the ski, m 

 
Hämäläinen and Spring (1986) studied the influence of snow hardness on ski friction. In their 
experiments they used a miniature ski and a circular shaped friction meter placed in a freezer. A 
general observation was that the kinetic friction coefficients decreased when snow hardness increased 
at ski speeds of 1 and 4 m/s. Glide wax coated skis had almost constant friction coefficients at snow 
hardness above ≈ 0.4×105 Pa and a ski speed of 4 m/s. 
 
A skating track has lower snow hardness than a classic track under most snow conditions and can 
often be soft and loose. The vertical compaction distance, ∆z, is therefore often significant during 
skating, thus leading to significant compaction and impact resistances. This is important to account for 
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when designing, testing and selecting skis and ski base structures for respectively skate and classic 
skiing. 
 
From the science of fluid-film lubrication the sliding friction coefficient, µ, between two interacting 
surfaces in relative motion, is known to vary with the film parameter, Λ. For skiing the non-
dimensional film parameter, Λ, can be defined as: 
 

Λ =
+

h
R R

min,wf

q,sbs q,sn
2 2

 
 

(2.20)

 
where: 
 

hmin,wf - minimum water film thickness between a specific area on the ski and snow at a 
specific time during skiing, µm 

Rq,sbs - root mean square roughness of the ski base structure surface in the specific area, µm 
Rq,sn - root mean square roughness of the snow surface, µm 

 
The characteristic dependence between µ and Λ is shown in Fig. 2.10 (based on a figure in Hamrock 
and Dowson, 1981). Under snow conditions where impact and compaction resistance contributions are 
negligible or small due to ∆z approaching zero, i.e. the snow surface has snow hardness above a 
certain threshold level, the friction situation in an area under the ski at a given time during skiing is 
possible to approach by exploiting the knowledge of Eq. (2.20) and Fig. 2.10. The dry and wet friction 
parts can then be treated by one tribological framework, instead of a theoretical division into two 
frictional parts.  
 
From Fig. 2.10 it can be deduced that the optimum glide, i.e. minimum sliding friction coefficient, 
arise when Λ ≈ 8-10. A classic ski should therefore seek to have Λ ≈ 8-10 in the sliding phase and Λ ≈ 
0 in the kick phase in order to have both optimum sliding and grip properties. 
 
It is favourable to increase Λ when Λ < 8. Such frictional sliding conditions can possibly exist for 
instance under cold snow conditions where the free water content is small. Λ can then be increased by: 
 

• Water film generation, i.e. increase of water film thickness hmin,wf. 
• Decrease of Rq,sbs, i.e. use of a finer ski base structure with less roughness. A finer structure 

has little effect if Rq,sbs is small compared to Rq,sn, i.e. snow surface roughness. 
 
Oksanen and Keinonen (1982) showed that the dynamic sliding friction coefficient decreased with 
increased speed at cold snow temperatures (Tsn = -15°C, 0.5 ≤ v ≤ 3 m/s), thus indicating: 
 

• The positive contribution of increased frictional melting, water film thickness hmin,wf and film 
parameter Λ for better glide with increased speeds at cold snow temperatures. 

• The movement from the left side of the minimum point of the graph in Fig. 2.10 towards the 
optimum point with increased speeds at cold snow temperatures. 
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Fig. 2.10. Variation of friction coefficient, µ, with film parameter Λ (after figure in Hamrock and 

Dowson, 1981). 
 
It is favourable to decrease Λ when Λ > 10. Such wet friction sliding conditions can possibly exist for 
instance when the snow contains a considerable amount of free water content. Λ can then be decreased 
by: 
 

• Water film dilution, i.e. decrease of water film thickness hmin,wf. 
• Increase of Rq,sbs, i.e. use of a coarser ski base structure with higher roughness. 

 
The free water content of the snow or snow humidity which is possible to register in-situ by means of 
snow humidity measurement equipment can be viewed as: 
 

• An indicator of initial water film thickness under the ski. 
• A potential start point for estimation of generated water film thickness under the ski during 

skiing at different speeds. 
 
Oksanen and Keinonen (1982) showed that the dynamic sliding friction coefficient increased with 
increased speed at near zero snow temperatures (Tsn > -1°C, 0.5 ≤ v ≤ 3 m/s), thus indicating: 
 

• The negative contribution of increased water film thickness hmin,wf and film parameter Λ on the 
sliding properties of a flat surface when sliding with increased speeds at near zero snow 
temperatures. 
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• Movement towards the right side of the graph in Fig. 2.10, i.e. wet friction area, with increased 
speeds at near zero snow temperatures, at least for flat surfaces. 

 
Fig. 2.10 indicates that a ski base structure should be coarser, i.e. have higher roughness, when the 
water film thickness under the ski is large, compared to situations when the water film thickness is 
small. Moore (1975) stated that friction between a ski and ice quite probably is dominated by solid 
friction in the front, surface tension in the middle and viscous drag at the rear. This indicates that the 
ski base structure ought to be different in the length direction of the ski. Thus, a fine structure that 
effectively induces and increases the water film production ought to be used at the front part of the 
forebody of the ski, at least for cold snow and snow with negligible free water content. As the water 
film development possibly increases along the ski, structure with regularly higher roughness should be 
applied in order to stay in the optimum point of Fig. 2.10 all along the ski. The increased bottom 
temperatures found along the length of skating skis during skiing by Colbeck (1994b), support the 
hypothesis of increased water film thickness along the ski. In spite of this it is very difficult at present 
to assume and predict water film thickness development along the ski under different snow, weather 
and skiing conditions. Another important issue is that the water film development should be a function 
of the weight of the skier and the ski length. Given equal ski length, heavier skiers should tend to have 
coarser structures. 
 
Cann et al. (1994) have criticised the lambda ratio defined in Eq. (2.20) for not: 
 

• Describing theoretically the collapse of a lubricant film and determining when a lubricated 
rough surface in contact with another surface can come into solid contact through the lubricant 
film. 

• Accounting for the fact that the film thickness needed to separate two lubricated surfaces is 
strongly dependent on the structure of the surface roughness, not only the values of different 
surface roughness parameters. 

 
Cann et al. also stated that using Λ as a measure of how well surfaces are separated by a film, 
underestimates how well smooth surfaces are lubricated compared with rough surfaces. They further 
claimed that smooth surfaces not only need proportionally thinner films for good lubrication, but that 
also the optimum Λ can be decreased. This indicates that a smooth surface can be favourable for 
maintaining lubrication under cold snow conditions compared to a rougher surface with the same 
roughness value. Furthermore a non-smooth surface should have better functionality than a smooth 
surface with the same roughness value under wet friction conditions. Colbeck (1992) has observed that 
melt films can slide along the base of the slider if the slider base is smooth and hydrophobic. 
 
Patir and Cheng (1978) developed an average flow model for determining effects of roughness with 
arbitrary surface pattern parameter γc (defined in Eq. (2.15)) on film thickness. They found that 
longitudinally oriented surfaces tend to decrease the film thickness, while transversely oriented 
surfaces tend to increase the film thickness. Colbeck (1992) concluded from this that a transverse 
structure should be beneficial at low temperatures, while a longitudinal structure should be better at 
high temperatures. He also commented the positive effect of frequent resurfacing of sliders on 
roughness orientation and optimum sliding performance. Fig. 2.11 shows typical flow patterns and 
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contact area configurations for surfaces that are longitudinally oriented, Fig. 2.11a (γc = 6), isotropic, 
Fig. 2.11b (γc = 1) and transversely oriented, Fig. 2.11c (γc = 1/6).  
 
 

 
Fig. 2.11. Typical flow patterns and contact area configurations for surfaces with: (a) longitudinally 

oriented (γc = 6), (b) isotropic (γc = 1) and (c) transversely oriented (γc = 1/6) roughness 
(Patir and Cheng, 1978). 

 
Guha and Roy Chowdhuri (1996) found that the surface temperature increased monotonically with 
roughness when 45 % carbon steel discs with different roughness slid against a sapphire pin in a pin-
on-disc apparatus. This observation was physically explained by a rougher surface having the total 
frictional heat only distributed over a small number of asperity peaks, thus causing an increase in the 
individual maximum peak temperature as well as average surface temperature. This indicates that a 
too large structure contact area can be poor for initial frictional heat generation and water film 
production under cold snow conditions. Itagaki et al. (1989) experienced experimentally that rough 
metal runners with transverse grooves sometimes gave lower friction than smooth metal runners on 
cold ice (-10°C). 
 
Williamson (1984) stated that surfaces with mixed structures can be designed for particular 
combinations of properties which can not be obtained with a single surface treatment, e.g. can: 
 

• One process make a structure on the slider surface that causes wide interfacial gaps relative to 
the sliding surface in order to facilitate lubricant access. 

• Another process makes shallow-domed plateaus that can carry the load with very little 
deformation and wear. 

 
Mixed structures are interesting e.g. under soft and wet snow conditions where dilution of water film 
and sufficient bearing area capabilities must be combined at the same time. Relatively low snow 
hardness is quite normal under wet snow conditions. 
 
To minimise the friction between snow and ski when the frictional sliding situation in an area under 
the ski at a given time is on the left side of the minimum point of the graph in Fig. 2.10, i.e. dry 
friction area, several aspects must be taken into account at the same time by means of structure, base, 
skier weight distribution given by the tension of the ski and glide product used on the ski: 
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• Creation of water film and increase of water film thickness under the ski in order to optimise 
the film parameter Λ given by Eq. (2.20) according to Fig. 2.10. It might not be possible to 
produce enough water film and reach an optimum water film thickness under all snow 
conditions, for instance when the snow is extremely cold. 

• Optimisation of the structure roughness along the ski in order to optimise the film parameter Λ 
given by Eq. (2.20) according to Fig. 2.10. 

 
These aspects highlight the means of e.g.: 
 

• A pressure distribution due to ski tension that induce higher pressure at the start of the contact 
area on the forebody of the ski and thereby decrease dry friction length and induce water film 
development quickly. The same effect might also be possible to provoke by e.g. mounting the 
ski binding some centimetres in front of the balance point or the skier adjusting her/his 
downhill position, but this can cause poorer ski performance. 

• A fine ski base structure and structure roughness in order to increase the film parameter Λ 
when optimum film parameter can not or is not reached. At the same time the ski base 
structure must seek to optimise the contact pressure, frictional heat generation and water film 
production, at least at the beginning of the contact length of the ski. Transversal structure 
patterns tend to thicken the water film, but give resistance to water flow. Longitudinal 
structure patterns tend to dilute the water film. It might be a good idea to have a special pattern 
on the first centimetres of the contact area on the forebody of the ski under hard, cold snow 
conditions in order to provoke friction, frictional heat and water film generation. This may 
induce less friction on the rest of the contact length and less total friction. The dry friction 
length has great influence on the total ski base sliding friction due to the sliding friction 
coefficient being higher in the dry friction area than all other friction regimes (Fig. 2.10). The 
dry friction length should furthermore decrease with increased snow density and skier speed 
according to Colbeck (1992). A smooth surface can be favourable for maintaining lubrication 
along the ski under cold snow conditions compared to a rougher surface with the same 
roughness as discussed and mentioned earlier. 

• A coarser ski base structure and higher structure roughness with ski length in order to optimise 
the film parameter Λ along the ski as mentioned and discussed earlier. 

• The wear of applied glide wax or powder due to significant direct contact between ski base 
and snow asperities when the surfaces are not fully lubricated. The impact of applied glide 
product on ski base sliding friction is not the objective of this thesis, but some important 
aspects are mentioned in Chapter 7. 

 
To minimise friction between snow and ski when the frictional sliding situation in an area under the 
ski at a given time is on the right side of the minimum point of the graph in Fig. 2.10, i.e. wet friction 
area, several aspects must be taken care of at the same time by means of structure, base, skier weight 
distribution given by the tension of the ski and the glide product used on the ski: 
 

• Dilution of water film and decrease of water film thickness under the ski in order to optimise 
the film parameter Λ given by Eq. (2.20) according to Fig. 2.10. 

• Optimisation of structure roughness along the ski in order to optimise the film parameter Λ 
given by Eq. (2.20) according to Fig. 2.10. 
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• Minimisation of the capillary forces in the contact points between ski base and water film or 
snow and in air gaps between ski base and water film or snow. 

 
These aspects highlight that: 
 

• An increased water film thickness hmin,wf requires increased ski base surface roughness Rq,sbs. 
The water film thickness increases with the speed of the skier (Ambach and Mayr, 1981) and 
most likely also along the ski. 

• Longitudinal structure patterns tend to dilute and disrupt the water film. What values do the 
characteristics, i.e. frequency, depth, width and length, of optimum structure grooves have 
under different wet snow conditions? 

• The ski base structure must work favourable with so-called capillary forces. Capillary bonding 
occurs when the water film is in a state of tension, i.e. the pressure of the water film is below 
atmospheric pressure (Colbeck, 1997). What is the characteristics of the structure patterns that 
give less drag surface under different wet snow conditions? Colbeck (1997) commented that 
coarser structures can lead to greater wetted areas, instead of the intentional decrease of wetted 
area. The steepness of the grooves and the size of flat area plateaus also seem to be important 
for capillary bonding. Colbeck (1996) stated theoretically that adhesion could be minimised if 
the grooves were cut square rather than in a vee shape. This theory does not necessarily hold 
in real in-situ capillary contact situations during ski base sliding friction. Squared cut grooves 
increase the exposed surface area compared to vee grooves. In some practical contact 
situations snow grains can be smaller than the groove widths. Broad square-cut grooves might 
then be filled up with small snow grains, thereby increasing surface wetted area and capillary 
forces compared to vee grooves. 

• A pressure distribution that cause the main pressure to be induced softly and late on the 
contact area on the forebody of the ski, may start suction late and have suction over a shorter 
total ski length. This influences the choice of ski tension, binding placement and skier weight 
distribution under wet snow conditions. The influence of suction is greatest when the snow is 
fresh and wet because of smaller and more numerous pores (Colbeck, 1992). The suction in a 
pore increases inversely with pore size, i.e. fresh, fine-grained snow has smaller pores. 

• The wear of ski base and glide wax due to dry contact between ski base and snow occurs 
infrequently under wet snow conditions compared to dry snow conditions. Softer glide waxes 
can therefore be applied. Hydrophobicity and minimisation of attachment of dirt on the ski 
base are more important parameters, when choosing glide wax or powder for wet snow. 

 
In addition minimisation of macroscopic (mainly given by tension) and microscopic (mainly given by 
structure) impact and compaction resistances on the ski by optimisation of ski base bearing area might 
have to be taken care of both in the dry and wet friction area of Fig. 2.10. This addresses the 
importance of aspects such as e.g.: 
 

• Structure roughness and hairs in the ski base surface that can cause the ski base to cut deep 
into the snow and increase the effective contact area with the snow surface. This can for 
instance be a problem when the snow is cold and new-fallen and has very fine snow grains and 
low snow hardness. 
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• High early pressure on the forebody of the ski that can cause the skis to bury down into the 
snow. Relations between snow type, hardness and grain size, point pressures under the skis 
(given by load/pressure distribution of the skier and ski base structure characteristics such as 
e.g. typical groove and plateau widths and lengths, some points are load-supporting, while 
others are not) and the buoyancy of the skis probably exist. Colbeck (1992) has stated that 
polished ice grains respond elastically due to their flat surfaces, while virgin ice grains (fresh 
new-fallen snow) behave plastically or fracture. The eventual elasticity at the interface 
between a snow and a ski base surface will be a function of their surface slopes and hardness 
as well as pressure from the skier. Hirano and Tada (1996) have stated that an edged ski 
creates a snow impacting force when the snow is soft, while a snow cutting force occurs when 
the snow is hard. 

 
Electrostatic charging effects on the ski base sliding friction are described in Chapter 7. 
 
According to the measurements of Ambach and Mayr (1981) in Table 2.3, mean water film 
thicknesses of 5.0 and 13.5 µm were generated during alpine skiing at constant speed of 20 km/h at 
snow temperatures of -4.0 and 0°C respectively. Assuming that optimum Λ equals 8 and ignoring 
snow roughness, the optimum ski base roughness Rq,sbs under those conditions should be 0.63 and 1.69 
µm, respectively. These optimum roughness values seem underestimated according to our experiences 
with cross-country ski base structures. An optimum ski base roughness Rq,sbs of 11 µm is for instance 
not abnormal under wet snow conditions, thus indicating a possible water film thickness of 
approximately 90 µm, if Λ ≈ 8 is assumed optimum under such conditions. If the measurements of 
Ambach and Mayr are assumed exact correct and the width of alpine skis relative cross-country skis is 
accounted for, Λ-values of 5-7 seem reasonable to assume as optimum for sliding friction of cross-
country skis. The qualitative model of ski base sliding friction vs. water film thickness shown in 
Colbeck (1992) and based on the empirical model of Colbeck (1988) predicts an optimum water film 
thickness of 8 µm for ski base sliding friction. This prediction seems reasonable for flat sliders with 
ski base roughness Rq,sbs of 1-2 µm. 
 
This section has described the nature of ski base sliding friction in light of existing theories. The hope 
is that the rest of this thesis can cast even more light on this nature. In spite of this it is obvious that 
most issues presented here need more research in order to be fully solved. The main goal of the 
research so far has been to optimise the ski base structures for relative broad ranges of speeds and 
snow conditions in order to find robust structures that works good throughout a whole ski race. 
 
In snow friction tests described in the literature, full-scale in-situ measurement and characterisation of 
snow have never been performed. In order to evolve the understanding of friction against snow the 
most important snow and weather parameters have to be measured in-situ during accurate sliding tests. 
The measurement and characterisation of snow in cross-country ski tracks are described in Chapter 5, 
while search of optimum cross-country ski base structures by means of accurate sliding tests is 
handled in Chapter 6. 
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3. The ski base structure analyser - SSA

Notation

a angle between projection from optical unit and measurement surface, radians or 
dz equidistance, e.g. 45 m
G(u,v) 2-D Fourier transform of a measured surface image, i.e. a height matrix z(x,y) transformed to

e.g. an 8-bit image
g(x,y) grey level value of a pixel in a measured surface image, i.e. a height matrix z(x,y)

transformed to e.g. an 8-bit image
gmax maximum value of the grey scale
i index
I(u,v) imaginary part of the 2-D Fourier transform of a measured surface image, i.e. a height matrix

z(x,y) transformed to e.g. an 8-bit image
Ia(x,y) modulation amplitude in an image pixel for the stripe pattern that the optical unit 11 projects
I0(x,y) intensity of an image pixel without projection from the optical unit 11
I1(x,y) intensity of an image pixel when the piezoelectric transducer has given the reference beams

an optical phase shift, 0 <  = 1 < 90, with respect to the object beams
I2(x,y) intensity of an image pixel when the piezoelectric transducer has given the reference beams

an optical phase shift, 1 + 90, with respect to the object beams
I3(x,y) intensity of an image pixel when the piezoelectric transducer has given the reference beams

an optical phase shift, 1 + 180, with respect to the object beams
I4(x,y) intensity of an image pixel when the piezoelectric transducer has given the reference beams

an optical phase shift, 1 + 270, with respect to the object beams
j 1
l* bearing length of a surface profile, mm
M number of sampled points in the x-direction, i.e. number of columns in the measured surface

image
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n number of peaks above a given level parallel and above the mean line of a surface profile
N number of registrations in Eq. (3.8)
N number of sampled points in the y-direction, i.e. number of rows in the measured surface

image in Eqs. (3.10) and (3.14)
O(x,y) phase matrix for the object
R(u,v) real part of the 2-D Fourier transform of a measured surface image, i.e. a height matrix z(x,y)

transformed to e.g. an 8-bit image
Ra the arithmetic mean of a surface profile, m
Ra,2D Ra for a surface relative to a reference plane parallel with the xy plane, m
Ra,x mean of the Ra of the rows in a measured surface image, i.e. along the ski, when each row

has an individual reference line parallel to the x-axis, m
Ra,xs mean of the Ra of the rows in a measured surface image, i.e. along the ski, when each row

has an individual possibly sloping reference line relative to the x-axis, m
Ra,y mean of the Ra of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each

column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, m
Ra,ys mean of the Ra of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each

column has an individual possibly sloping reference line relative to the y-axis, m
Rq the root mean square (rms) of a surface profile, m
Rq,2D Rq for a surface relative to a reference plane parallel with the xy plane, m
Rq,x mean of the Rq of the rows in a measured surface image, i.e. along the ski, when each row

has an individual reference line parallel to the x-axis, m
Rq,y mean of the Rq of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each

column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, m
Rt maximum peak-to-valley height for a surface profile, m
Rt,2D Rt for a surface, m
Rt,x mean of the Rt of the rows in a measured surface image, i.e. along the ski, when each row has

an individual reference line parallel to the x-axis, m
Rt,y mean of the Rt of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each

column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, m
R(x,y) phase matrix for a plane reference surface
T characteristic period perpendicular to the characteristic direction for a measured surface, mm
u frequency variable in the x-direction, u = 0, 1, 2, ... , M - 1
v frequency variable in the y-direction, v = 0, 1, 2, ... , N - 1
x direction along the ski
(x,y) position of an image pixel
xc x-coordinate relative to the origin for a bright point in the 2D Fourier spectrum of a

measured surface image, pixels
xr resolution in the x-direction for the measured surface image, mm/pixel
y direction across the ski
yc y-coordinate relative to the origin for a bright point in the 2D Fourier spectrum of a

measured surface image, pixels
yr resolution in the y-direction for the measured surface image, mm/pixel
z profile height, m
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z(x,y) height matrix, m
z* distance of the mean value of z from the value chosen as the origin of the height axis, z*

equals zero if the mean line of the profile is set as the origin of the height axis, m
zi surface height registrations on a surface profile, m
 optical phase shift angle between reference beams and object beams, radians or 
1 initial optical phase shift angle between reference beams and object beams, radians or 
’(x,y) phase difference between the object beams and the phase shifted reference beams in an

image pixel, radians or 
(x,y) phase difference caused by the texture of the measured object, radians or 
c surface pattern parameter
 angle relative to the x-axis for a vector from the origin to the bright point in the 2D Fourier

spectrum of a measured surface image, the angle must be adjusted accordingly if the
resolution of the measured surface image is different in the x- and y-direction, radians

 sample interval, mm
 phase angle between two light beams emitted from the same source (Mercer and Beheim,

1992), radians or 
x autocorrelation length in the x-direction, i.e. the direction along the ski, mm
y autocorrelation length in the y-direction, i.e. the direction across the ski, mm
~k autocorrelation parameter

 standard deviation of the profile given by Rq, see Eq. (3.6), m
 characteristic angle relative to the x-axis for a measured surface, radians
~ probability density function of the height distribution of a profile

3.1. Introduction

For skis applied in competitions the requirements to the sliding surfaces are high. One of the major ski
parameters is the ski base structure. The ski base structure contains grooves aligned along the ski that
is in the order of 10-1 mm wide and 10-2-10-1 mm deep. It is important to be able to characterise the
surface topography and roughness of this structure, for instance in order to select competition skis with
optimum sliding properties under different snow conditions.

Systematic measurements of high-quality ski base structures have been paid very little attention to in
literature. However, Mathia et al. (1989 and 1992) have reported the development of a 3D
profilometer for systematic study of micro and macro topography of ski bases, but they did not
characterise different types of ski base structures or study the effect of different ski base structures on
ski base sliding friction in their papers. Surface topography has important implications for wear,
friction, lubrication, fatigue, sealing, painting and bearing surfaces, and related measurement problems
exists in metals, plastics as well as electronics industry.

Grinding of ski bases is performed with a stone grinding machine. The primary components of the
stone grinding machine are the stone and the diamond. The diamond can be positioned on the stone
surface transversally to the rotational direction of the stone. Moving the diamond transversally over
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the surface while the stone rotates provides grooves on the stone surface (Fig. 3.1). During grinding
the groove pattern on the stone surface produces and decides the structure of the ski base. The
roughness of the ski base structure is varied by the transversal speed of the diamond over the stone
surface. If the transversal speed is low, the structure will be shallow, since the diamond in that case
will grind a lot of the stone.

Fig. 3.1. Principle sketch of stone grinding.

The minerals in the stone surface get blunt during ski grinding, and after that a couple of dozens of ski
pairs have been ground, the stone looses the ability to provide sharp grooves in the ski base. The
pattern in the stone surface must then be restructured. The diamond is also worn during use, and must
be changed from time to time.

When setting the surface of the stone, the rotational speed of the stone is typically 1300 rotations per
minute. The rotational speed of the stone is lower when grinding the skis, but a constant speed is used
also then. This speed can be adjusted, but a low speed is preferable in order to avoid frictional heating
of the ski base and thereby a burnt ski base.

By moving the diamond back and forth over the stone, a cross structure is produced in the ski base. On
the contrary, if the diamond is moved only one way, a line structure is produced.

Both non-contact and contact methods are used for measuring the surface structure of an object. The
contact method is based on a sensor head that traverses the surface while in contact. Normally the
sensor head or stylus has a tip radius of about 2 µm and a static load of less than 0.0007 N (Hamrock,
1994). Such a sensor head would not give a correct measurement result if the object material is soft, or
the movement of the sensor head is obstructed during the measurement. This may be a problem for ski
bases of polyethylene prepared with glider products based on fluor or hydrocarbons. Non-contact
measurement methods are therefore preferable in that case.

It is well known to use phase-measurement interference (PMI) techniques to detect surface
characteristics, see e.g. Creath (1988). However, no appropriate portable method/instrumentation has
so far existed for performing rapid, repeatable and non-destructive measurements of 3-D surface
textures of sliding surfaces, i.e. skis, snow boards or similar equipment made for sliding on snow.

Mercer and Beheim (1992) described a system for surface topography measurement based on phase
shifting, projected fringes and use of fibre optics. A projected fringe interferometer designed for
measuring the topography of an object shifts stepwise and periodically the phase angle  between two
light beams emitted from the same source. The steps are /2 radians (90) apart, and at each step a
video image of the fringes is registered and stored. Photo detectors measure either the phase angle  of
the beams or 2, and one of these angles is used to control one of the light beams so that the 90-
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angle is accurately maintained. A camera, computer, phase modulator and phase controller establish
closed-loop control of . A calibration reference is found by measuring the phase matrix of a plane
surface.

The phase controller described by Mercer and Beheim gives a precise phase shift, but do require
specially designed electronics (Fig. 2 in Mercer and Beheim, 1992) that hampers a flexible integration
with present portable computers. A D/A card and a framegrabber card can easily control our
measurement system. Thereby a compact and portable system can be obtained, where:

 A piezoelectric transducer controls the phase shift between the object beams and the reference
beams by adjusting the position of a mirror in the path of the reference beams.

 A D/A-card in a portable computer controls the piezoelectric transducer.

3.2. Basic theory of the SSA instrumentation and measurement technology

The purpose of the development of the SSA (Ski base Structure Analyser) has been to provide a
portable measurement device that can give rapid, precise, repeatable and non-destructive 3-D
measurements of surface topography. Furthermore the device was intended to execute the
measurements statically, i.e. without relative movement between the device and the object.

The SSA applies a method and instrumentation that is specifically designed for measuring texture and
roughness of black ski base surfaces, but measurements can also be performed on other one-coloured,
dim surfaces. By measuring several test fields on the ski base surface, a sufficient precise estimate of
the roughness characteristics of the total ski base surface can be given. The instrumentation of the SSA
is designed to be compact and easily portable in order to be able to do measurements independent of
special laboratory facilities. Furthermore the SSA has a physical design that allows different
dimensions and flexible positioning of the sliding surfaces that shall be measured.

The SSA measurement provides both a graphical presentation (see Fig. 3.2) and a numerical
characterisation (surface roughness or texture) of the measured surface. Characterisation of ski base
structure topography by the SSA is further described in Section 3.3.

The SSA measurement technology is in the following described by referring to Figs. 3.2 - 3.5, where:

 Fig. 3.2 depicts a principle sketch of the SSA technology and a graphical presentation of the
measured surface.

 Fig. 3.3 shows the major elements of the SSA technology and how it interacts with the
measurement object.

 Fig. 3.4 shows a block diagram of the optical unit (interferometer) that transforms the laser
beam to projected fringes.

 Fig. 3.5 shows a sketch of the arrangement of the compact SSA instrument construction.

In Fig. 3.3 we see the optical unit 11 project an area of the ski base 13 with an interference pattern in
form of projected fringes. The optical unit 11 is designed as described in Fig. 3.4. The projection 12,
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which is further described below, is emitted by the optical unit 11 at an angle a to the surface 13. The
structure of the measurement surface deflects the interference pattern in form of projected fringes, and
the measurement surface with deflected pattern is registered at different phase shifts (see also the
explanation of Figs. 3.4 and 3.5) with the camera lens 14 of the CCD-camera 15. The CCD-camera 15
is connected to a framegrabber in a portable computer where further registration and processing of
data are performed as described below.

Fig. 3.2. Principle sketch of the SSA measurement technology and graphical presentation of the
measurement result.

The CCD-camera 15 with camera lens 14 register images from a defined area of a surface 13, e.g. an
area of approximately 1115 mm or larger. Normally this will provide sufficient amount of data to
characterise the surface area of interest accurately. A sliding surface may well have different
roughness at different test areas on the surface, e.g. on the forebody and the afterbody of the ski. Thus
measurements should be provided from different areas of the sliding surface in order to obtain
optimum characteristics and knowledge on the sliding surface.

Fig. 3.4 shows a possible flow chart for an optical unit 11 (interferometer) that transforms a laser beam
to projected fringes. A laser 16 emits a beam 17 to a microscope objective 18 where the beam is
scattered 19. The scattered beams enter the beam splitter 20 that splits the beams into two parts, object
beams 21 and reference beams 20. The two parts have the same intensity. The reference beams 22 are
phase shifted in a systematic manner relative to the object beams 21 by a piezoelectric transducer 23
that is controlled by a D/A-card in a portable computer. The setup in the portable computer is not
shown. The optical phase shift angle  can start between 0 and 90 (1) and then be increased in steps,
e.g. by 90, 180 and 270.
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Fig. 3.3. Major elements of the SSA technology.

Fig. 3.4. Possible flow chart for an optical unit (interferometer) that transforms a laser beam to
projected fringes.

The object beams 21 and the phase shifted reference beams 24 are then combined in a beam combiner
25 where they interfere after having propagated different distances. This causes an interference pattern
in form of projected fringes 12 on the surface 13. The intensity of a pixel in the image registered by
the CCD-camera (15), is given by:

)),('cos(),(),(),( 01 yxyxIyxIyxI a  (3.1)

where:

I1(x,y) - intensity of an image pixel when the piezoelectric transducer has given the reference
beams an optical phase shift, 0 <  = 1 < 90, with respect to the object beams

I0(x,y) - intensity of an image pixel without projection from the optical unit 11
Ia(x,y) - modulation amplitude in an image pixel for the stripe pattern that the optical unit 11

projects
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’(x,y) - phase difference between the object beams 21 and the phase shifted reference beams
24 in an image pixel, radians or 

(x,y) - position of an image pixel

Fig. 3.5. Sketch of the arrangement of the compact SSA instrument construction.

The phase shift  can for instance be increased stepwise by 90 in such a way that four images with
different intensities I1(x,y), I2(x,y), I3(x,y) and I4(x,y) are registered with the camera (15). From these
images a computer can calculate the phase difference ’(x,y) between the object and phase shifted
reference beams in each image pixel:
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This method for calculating the phase difference ’(x,y) is called a 4-step technique (Creath, 1988).
The phase difference can also be estimated by a 3-step technique. For more details, see e.g. Creath
(1988).

Eq. (3.2) gives the phase difference ’(x,y) in the different image pixels values between - and . For
’(x,y) < 0, 2 is added, thus ’(x,y) is assigned values between 0 and 2. The system then transforms
the adjusted ’(x,y) linearly to image pixel values between 0 and the maximum value of the grey scale,
gmax. The phase matrix of the object O(x,y) is then found as:
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For a system with an 8-bit grey tone scale, gmax equals 255.
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The phase matrix of the object, O(x,y), is compared with the phase matrix of a plane reference
surface, R(x,y), that is found with the same procedure as O(x,y). R(x,y) is stored in advance in the
computer program that controls the measurement procedure. The program user can therefore choose
between generating a new phase matrix for a plane reference surface or using the stored phase matrix
from an earlier calibration of a plane reference surface. The height matrix, z(x,y), is obtained in the
following way:
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where:

(x,y) - phase difference caused by the texture of the measured object, radians or 
dz - equidistance, e.g. 45 m

The equidistance dz is found from a calibration procedure where the user moves an object manually in
the z-direction with a micrometer system, while a new image is registered after each movement. When
the image repeats itself after the projected fringes have moved one period in the image, the
displacement in the z-direction can be read on the micrometer system, and the equidistance dz can be
found. This calibration procedure is performed initially for a new instrument and later say once a year.
The value of dz is stored in the computer program that controls the measuring device. In the prototype
dz is set to 45 m. Surface topography of sliding surfaces will normally be in the range 0-45 m.

O(x,y) and R(x,y) in Eq. (3.4a) is assumed to take on values between 0 and gmax. Thus the quadrants
must be considered in the subtraction of the phase matrices, i.e. for (x,y) < 0 in Eq. (3.4a), 2 must be
added.

In order to reconstruct the surface topography of the measured object correctly, z(x,y) needs to be
unwrapped. This is performed by correcting (x,y) when the phase difference between adjacent pixels
is larger than . More details can be found in e.g. Creath (1988), Section 3.7. After z(x,y) has been
unwrapped, the surface topography of the sliding surface can be displayed in 3D as e.g. shown in Fig.
3.2. The ski base structure topography can also be characterised numerically. This is as mentioned
earlier further described in Section 3.3.

Fig. 3.5 shows the arrangement of the compact SSA instrument construction. A He-Ne laser 16 emits a
beam to a microscope objective 18 via the mirrors 26 and 27. The microscope objective scatters the
beam prior to the input of unit 20/25, which is a combined beam splitter and beam combiner. Here the
scattered beams are split into two parts with equal intensity, the parts enter mirrors 28 and 29
respectively. The mirrors reflect the beam parts and return them to unit 20/25 where they again are
combined (interfered) before entering mirror 30 and thereafter being projected out the camera opening
31. By means of the piezoelectric transducer 23 that is controlled by a D/A-card in a portable
computer, mirror 29 can be adjusted in such a way that the distance to unit 20/25 can be controlled.
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This means that a phase shift can be introduced between the two beam parts that propagate 20/25-28-
20/25 and 20/25-29-20/25, respectively. By putting the measurement surface 13 against the opening of
the camera 31, fringes are projected on the measurement surface 13. Images at different phase shifts
are then easy to register by the camera lens 14 of the CCD-camera 15, and the structure and roughness
of the measurement surface 13 can be found. In Fig. 3.6 the SSA is shown in use.

Fig. 3.6. The SSA shown in use.

3.3. Basic theory of the SSA characterisation of ski base structure topography

A number of different parameters can be used to characterise the surface topography. Some of the
most common are described in this section. Most of the parameters are described for two dimensions,
i.e. a row or a column of the height matrix z(x,y) or a submatrix of z(x,y). Parameters that are extended
to three dimensions, i.e. the whole height matrix z(x,y) or a submatrix of z(x,y), are calculated
according to the same principles as for two dimensions.
The geometric characteristics, or texture, of a surface as shown in Fig. 3.7, can typically be divided
into three main categories:

 Error of form
 Waviness
 Roughness

Most measurement methods concentrate on roughness when characterising the surface.

 =  +  +

Actual surface profile Error of form   Waviness Roughness

Fig. 3.7. Geometric characteristics of a surface.

There are several ways of characterising the texture of a surface from a surface profile. In most of the
methods a reference line is defined (see Fig. 3.8). All the discrete height measurements zi, i = 1,2,...,N,
refer to this reference line that can be chosen by means of:
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a) The mean line method (M-method) is a method where the reference line is the centroid of the
profile (the areas above and below the line are equal). The method provides a horizontal
reference, which does not consider the slope of the profile (see Fig. 3.8a).

b) The ten-point-mean method is based on finding the five highest peaks and the five lowest
valleys. The mean of these 10 points provides the reference line (see Fig. 3.8b).

c) The least squares method is based on a sloping reference line instead of a horizontal reference
line as is the case for the M-method. Thus this method can compensate for the tilt (linear error
of form) of the profile (see Fig. 3.8c).

Reference lines based on the M-method or the least squares method give a mean value of zi equal to 0.
The three different surface parameters Ra (arithmetic mean roughness), Rq (root mean square
roughness) and Rt (maximum peak-to-valley height) may be calculated from a discrete set of height
measurements z1, z2,..., zN. Definitions of these parameters have already been given in Eqs. (2.12)-
(2.14) in Chapter 2. If a Gaussian height distribution is assumed, Rq will be equal to the standard
deviation of the height profile. Normally Ra  Rq  Rt.

Fig. 3.8. Comparison of three types of reference lines: a) The M-method, b) the ten-point-mean, and c)
the least squares method (Hamrock, 1994).

Fig. 3.9 shows six different surface profiles with the same Ra-values. This demonstrates that there can
be major differences between surfaces with equal Ra-values. The Ra-, Rq- and Rt-values depend on the
profile heights, but are independent of the distances between the heights.

The bearing length l* can be used to characterise the length of the peaks of a surface. The bearing
length of a surface profile is determined by cutting the profile peaks with a line on a given level above
and in parallel with the mean line (Fig. 3.10). The bearing length is defined as:

*
n

*
2

*
1

* llll  (3.5)

The profile bearing length ratio, tp, is given by:
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t l
lp 
*

(3.6)

where:

l - profile length, mm

Fig. 3.9. Geometric profiles with the same Ra-values (Halling, 1976).

Fig. 3.10. Surface profile showing bearing length.

Abbott and Firestone (1933), the founders of profilometry, have defined the so-called Abbott curve.
The profile is then divided into levels that are parallel with the mean line and lie between the
maximum point and the minimum point of the profile. By measuring the percentage of the sample
length that is above the different levels, the Abbott curve can be deduced. Fig. 3.11 shows how the
Abbott curve is derived.

The probability density function of the height distribution of a profile, ~ , can be found by assuming a
Gaussian height distribution and is given by:















2

2*

2
)(exp

2
1~ zz

(3.7)

where:

z - profile height, m
 - standard deviation of the profile given by Rq, see Eq. (3.6), m
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z* - distance of mean value of z from the value chosen as the origin of the height axis, z*

equals zero if the mean line of the profile is set as the origin of the height axis, m

The probability density function indicates the same as the histogram of a surface or profile.

Fig. 3.11. Derivation of the Abbott curve (Halling, 1975).

The autocorrelation parameter, ~k , incorporates the distance between heights and is found by
multiplying the individual profile heights with the heights of points at a fixed horizontal distance
further along the profile. The autocorrelation parameter is defined as:

 






kN

q
k zz

kNR 1i
kii2

1~ (3.8)

The autocorrelation parameter depends on k and is a measure of the similarity of heights separated by
a distance k (where  is the sample interval and assumed to be constant). Fig. 3.12 shows a plot of
the autocorrelation functions and the probability density functions for two different profiles. The
oscillating component of the autocorrelation function indicates the periodicity of the profile as shown
in Fig. 3.12a. The general decrease of the autocorrelation function as k, increase indicates the noise
component of the profile as shown in Fig. 3.12b.

Many surfaces have a roughness that is directionally oriented. This can be described by e.g. the
surface pattern parameter c, that has already been defined in Eq. (2.15) in Chapter 2. The correlation
lengths at which the autocorrelation function of the profile is 50 % of the value at the origin, can be
used as values for x and y in Eq. (2.15) respectively (CRC, 1984). c may also be interpreted as the
length-to-width ratio of a typical contact point between the characterised surface and another plane
surface. A simplified way of obtaining c is then given by:

x

y
c HSC

HSC
 (3.9)
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where:

HSCx – high spot counts in the x-direction, i.e. the direction along the ski
HSCy – high spot counts in the y-direction, i.e. the direction across the ski

                                                a)                                                               b)
Fig. 3.12. Two different surfaces and their autocorrelation functions. a) Profile with a periodic

autocorrelation function. b) Profile with a decreasing autocorrelation function (Halling,
1975).

The directional orientation of the surface roughness can also be found by computing the 2-D Fourier
transform of the measured surface image:
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where:

g(x,y) - grey level value of a pixel in the measured surface image, i.e. the height matrix z(x,y)
from the SSA measurement transformed to an 8-bit image

M - number of sampled points in the x-direction, i.e. number of columns in the measured
surface image

N - number of sampled points in the y-direction, i.e. number of rows in the measured
surface image

u - frequency variable in the x-direction, u = 0, 1, 2, ... , M - 1
v - frequency variable in the y-direction, v = 0, 1, 2, ... , N - 1
j - 1

and subsequently the spectrum of the 2-D Fourier transform:
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     vuIvuRvuG ,,, 22  (3.11)

where:

     vujIvuRvuG ,,,  (3.12)

Fig. 3.13 shows an imaginary surface image where the heights at the different surface points are
described by the grey tones in the corresponding surface image pixels. Light grey tones indicate high
points, while dark grey tones indicate low points. The surface illustrated in Fig. 3.13 has a texture with
a characteristic direction of -45 relative to the x-axis and a characteristic period of 22 pixels
perpendicular to the characteristic direction, if the resolution in the x- and y-direction of the surface
image is assumed equal. Fig. 3.14 shows the spectrum of the 2-D Fourier transform for the surface
image in Fig. 3.13. We see that the surface image in Fig. 3.13 gives rise to three points in the spectrum
shown in Fig. 3.14. The point in the middle of the spectrum, from now on entitled the origin,
corresponds to the static component or the background of the measured surface. The two other points,
which actually is one point due to the symmetry round the origin in a centred 2-D Fourier transform
spectrum, can be used to find the characteristic direction and the characteristic period perpendicular to
the characteristic direction for the surface.

A real surface can be interpreted as a collection of surfaces with different characteristic directions,
characteristic periods perpendicular to characteristic directions and strengths. Bright points, i.e. points
with high values, found in the 2-D Fourier spectrum of a measured surface image often indicate
interesting properties distinctive for the measured surface. The characteristic direction of the bright
point in the spectrum is related to the characteristic angle  relative to the x-axis for the measured
surface. The characteristic angle  indicates the characteristic direction for the measured surface. If the
bright point is located in the first (and third) quadrant relative to the origin in the spectrum,  is given
by:

2


 (3.13a)

where:

 - angle relative to the x-axis for a vector from the origin to the bright point in the 2D
Fourier spectrum of a measured surface image, the angle must be adjusted accordingly
if the resolution of the measured surface image is different in the x- and y-direction,
radians

If the bright point is located in the fourth (and second) quadrant relative to the origin in the spectrum,
 is given by:





2 (3.13b)
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y

x

Fig. 3.13. Imaginary surface image where heights at different surface points are described by grey
tones in corresponding surface image pixels.

Fig. 3.14. Spectrum of the 2-D Fourier transform of the imaginary surface image in Fig. 3.13.

The characteristic period perpendicular to the characteristic direction for the measured surface, T
(mm), is given by:
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where:

xr - resolution in the x-direction, mm/pixel
yr - resolution in the y-direction, mm/pixel
xc - x-coordinate relative to the origin for a bright point in the 2D Fourier spectrum of a

measured surface image, pixels
yc - y-coordinate relative to the origin for a bright point in the 2D Fourier spectrum of a

measured surface image, pixels
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3.4. An SSA example

A SSA-measured surface image has 739570 pixels. Let us consider a part of such an image
consisting of 128128 pixels. A 3-D plot of this surface is shown in Fig. 3.15. Fig. 3.16 displays the
same surface as a grey level image, while the histogram of the surface is shown in Fig. 3.17. The
spectrum of the 2-D Fourier-transform of the surface is depicted in Fig. 3.18. The bright point in the
first (and third) quadrant of the spectrum in Fig. 3.18 is used to find the characteristic angle  and the
characteristic period T of the surface. These two parameters can be found in Table 3.1 together with
the maximum strength of the bright point in the spectrum, log(G(u,v)), and different variants of the
surface parameters Rq, Ra and Rt.

Fig. 3.15. 3-D plot of a part of a SSA-measured surface image consisting of 128128 pixels.

Fig. 3.16. The surface in Fig. 3.15 shown as a grey level image.
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Fig. 3.17. The histogram of the surface in Fig. 3.16. The grey tones are indicated on the x-axis, while
the number of image pixels with different grey tones are given on the y-axis.

Fig. 3.18. The spectrum of the 2-D Fourier transform of the surface in Fig. 3.16.
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Table 3.1. Calculated surface parameters for the measured surface in Fig. 3.15.
Surface parameter Value

Characteristic angle  for the measured surface (found by using the bright point of the 2-D
Fourier spectrum of the surface)

-0.1707 radians

Characteristic period T for the measured surface (found by using the bright point of the 2-D
Fourier spectrum of the surface)

0.1260 mm

Maximum strength of the bright point in the 2-D Fourier spectrum of the surface,
log(G(u,v))

8.2918

Rq for the whole surface relative to a reference plane parallel with the xy plane, Rq,2D 6.53 m
Mean of the Rq for the columns in the measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each
column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, Rq,y

5.88 m

Mean of the Rq for the rows in the measured surface image, i.e. along the ski, when each row
has an individual reference line parallel to the x-axis, Rq,x

4.78 m

Ra for the whole surface relative to a reference plane parallel with the xy plane, Ra,2D 5.20 m
Mean of the Ra for the columns in the measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each
column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, Ra,y

4.68 m

Mean of the Ra for the columns in the measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each
column has an individual possibly sloping reference line relative to the y-axis, Ra,ys

3.61 m

Mean of the Ra for the rows in the measured surface image, i.e. along the ski, when each row
has an individual reference line parallel to the x-axis, Ra,x

3.79 m

Mean of the Ra for the rows in the measured surface image, i.e. along the ski, when each row
has an individual possibly sloping reference line relative to the x-axis, Ra,xs

3.02 m

Rt for the whole surface, Rt,2D 69 m
Mean of the Rt for the columns in the measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each
column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, Rt,y

31 m

Mean of the Rt for the rows in the measured surface image, i.e. along the ski, when each row
has an individual reference line parallel to the x-axis, Rt,x

25 m
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4. Ski base structure measurements 
 
 

Notation 
 

d  mean of dj for the ng snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a microscope image of a 
snow surface, mm 

dj length of the largest 2D diagonal for snow grain surface number j in a microscope image of a 
snow surface, mm 

H snow hardness, N/m2 or Pa 
ng number of snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a microscope image of a snow 

surface 
py typical period between grooves in the y-direction, i.e. across the ski 
Ra arithmetic mean surface roughness, µm 
Ra,y  mean of the Ra of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each 

column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, µm 
Ra,ya  mean of Ra,y  for the afterbody of the ski, µm 

Ra,yas  mean of Ra,ys  for the afterbody of the ski, µm 

Ra,yf  mean of Ra,y  for the forebody of the ski, µm 

Ra,yfs  mean of Ra,ys  for the forebody of the ski, µm 

Ra,ys  mean of the Ra of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each 

column has an individual possibly sloping reference line relative to the y-axis, µm 
Ra,yw  mean of Ra,y for the whole ski, µm 

Ra,yws  mean of Ra,ys for the whole ski, µm 

Rt maximum peak-to-valley height, µm 
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Rt,y  mean of the Rt of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each 

column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, µm 
Rt,yw  mean of Rt,yfor the whole ski, µm 

Ts snow temperature 2 cm below the snow surface, °C 
x co-ordinate along the ski, mm 
y co-ordinate across the ski, mm 
zi surface height registrations on a surface profile, µm 
Wvol,% volume per cent liquid water content in the snow, % 
δd standard deviation of dj for the ng snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a 

microscope image of a snow surface, mm 
δRaya standard deviation of Ra,ya , µm 

δRayas standard deviation of Ra,yas , µm 

δRayf standard deviation of Ra,yf , µm 

δRayfs standard deviation of Ra,yfs , µm 

δRayw standard deviation of Ra,yw , µm 

δRayws standard deviation of Ra,yws , µm 

δRtyw standard deviation of Rt,yw , µm 

ρ  density of snow, g/cm3 
 
 

4.1. Introduction 
 
This section presents some of the results from the ski base structure measurement experiments 
between 1995 and 1998. In this period almost 1700 measurements were taken of more than 350 skis. 
This unique collection of structure measurements included characterisation of 8 Olympic and 6 World 
Championship gold medal winning skis. Due to respect for the ski technicians and stone grinding 
experts that have been co-operating on this project and the knowledge this collaboration has given, 
some of the results from the measurements are given restricted access until 30 July 2002. These are 
not presented here. 
 
 

4.2. Measurement methods and procedures 
 
Ski base structure measurements have been performed with a Taylor Hobson Talysurf 4 profilometer 
and the Ski base Surface Analyser (SSA) described in Chapter 3. Measurement points along the skis 
have been chosen according to typical pressure distributions for cross-country skating skis and classic 
skis. A typical measurement procedure for one ski has involved six measurements along the ski, three 
on the forebody and three on the afterbody. The measurements have been taken: 
 

• 65-70 cm in front of the balance point of the ski 
• 50 cm in front of the balance point of the ski 
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• 40 cm in front of the balance point of the ski 
• 25-30 cm behind the balance point of the ski 
• 35-40 cm behind the balance point of the ski 
• 45-50 cm behind the balance point of the ski 

 
From these measurements different roughness parameters can be calculated. The roughness parameter 
definitions used in this chapter are given in the notation list. Notice that Ra,y  is defined according to 

individual reference lines parallel to the y-axis, whileRa,ys  is defined according to individual possibly 

sloping reference lines relative to the y-axis. Typically Ra,y  equals Ra,ys  for skis that are properly plane 

ground before the ski base structure is set, while Ra,y  can be considerably higher than Ra,ys  for non-

plane ski bases. 
 
 

4.3. Results 
 

4.3.1. Structure types 
 
The ski base structure roughness can be divided into four categories: 
 

• Fine: Ra,ys  = 1-4 µm 

• Medium: Ra,ys  = 4-7 µm 

• Coarse: Ra,ys  = 7-10 µm 

• Very coarse: Ra,ys  > 10 µm 

 
Structures with a fine roughness are typically used under dry to moist snow conditions, while medium 
structures are best under moist snow conditions. For classic skis coarse structures are normally used 
under moist to wet snow conditions, while very coarse structures can be used under wet to very wet 
snow conditions. The optimum structures on skating skis tend to be finer than the optimum structures 
on classic skis under similar snow and weather conditions. The reason is that impact and compaction 
resistances often have more influence on the total ski base sliding friction in a skating track compared 
to a classic track due to lower snow hardness in the skating track.  
 
Roughness statistics for examples of fine, medium, coarse and very coarse structures are listed in 
Table 4.1. Surface profiles across the ski and contour plots of the surface topography for the fine, 
medium and coarse structures in Table 4.1 are shown in Figs. 4.1-4.6, while surface profile and 
contour plot for the very coarse structure are depicted in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 in Chapter 6.  
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Fig. 4.1. Example of a surface profile across the ski for the fine structure in Table 4.1. 
 

 
Fig. 4.2. Contour plot of the surface topography of the fine structure in Table 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.3. Example of a surface profile across the ski for the medium structure in Table 4.1. 
 

 
Fig. 4.4. Contour plot of the surface topography of the medium structure in Table 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.5. Example of a surface profile across the ski for the coarse structure in Table 4.1. 
 

 
Fig. 4.6. Contour plot of the surface topography of the coarse structure in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. Roughness statistics for examples of fine, medium, coarse and very coarse structures. 
Structure type Ra,yws Rayws± δ  (µm) py (mm) Continuity 

Fine 2.5 ± 0.2 0.20 Discontinuous 
Medium 5.0 ± 0.5 0.42 Continuous 
Coarse 8.9 ± 1.1 0.48 „ 

Very coarse 12.7 ± 1.2 0.55 „ 

 
 

4.3.2. Finer structure along the ski 
 
This section presents ski base structure measurements that have revealed finer structure along the ski. 
Roughness statistics for various ski pairs with finer structure along the ski are listed in Table 4.2, 
while surface profiles and 3-D surface plots of the forebody and afterbody of the skis are given in 
Figs. 4.7-4.14. 
 
Table 4.2. Roughness statistics for various ski pairs with finer structure along the ski. 

Ski  Ra,yw Rayw± δ  (µm) Ra,yf Rayf± δ  (µm) Ra,ya Raya± δ (µm) 

CSP4 3.6 4.6 2.5 
CSP11 3.9 ± 1.2 5.0 ± 0.2 2.8 ± 0.5 
CSP14 7.2 ± 2.2 9.1 ± 0.9 5.2 ± 0.7 

TSP19E 5.5 6.5 4.4 

 
 
The first ski base structure measurement of a competition ski pair was performed in June 1995 
(Moldestad, 1995). This ski pair, CSP4, belonged to Bjørn Dæhlie and had been used in two 
competitions where he had won gold and bronze medals (15 and 50 km free technique) during the 
Nordic World Championships'93 in Falun (Sweden). Since then the ski pair had been reground with 
the "same" structure, but the ski technicians claimed that the glide properties of the ski pair had been 
better during the World Championships'93 than it was during the 1995 season. Ski base structure 
measurements revealed that the roughness Ra,yf  on the forebody of ski pair CSP4 was 4.6 µm, while 

the roughness on the afterbody Ra,ya  was 2.5 µm, i.e. 84 % higher structure roughness on the forebody 

of the ski pair relative to the afterbody. The difference in structure roughness along the ski is easy to 
see from the surface profiles across the forebody and afterbody of the ski shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, 
respectively. The decrease in structure roughness along the ski had not been made on purpose during 
stone grinding. Neither had anybody believed nor paid attention to the fact that stone-ground skis 
could have decreased structure roughness along the ski. According to the assumption that the water 
film thickness increases along the ski, it should be favourable with increased structure roughness along 
the ski according to the theories described by Eq. (2.20) and Fig. 2.10 in Chapter 2. This was exactly 
opposite to what was the case for ski pair CSP4. It was therefore suggested to regrind ski pair CSP4 in 
order to improve the structure roughness along the ski. Furthermore, the measurements highlighted 
that quality control of ski base structures was important and an extensive structure measurement 
program was started. 
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Fig. 4.7. Example of a surface profile across the forebody of ski pair CSP4. The distance between the 

horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.8. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of ski pair CSP4. The distance between the 
horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
 
Figs. 4.9 and 4.10 show surface profiles across the forebody and afterbody of ski pair CSP11. This ski 
pair was measured prior to a competition during the Nordic World Championships'97 in Trondheim. 
The measurements showed that the roughness Ra,yf  on the forebody of ski pair CS11 was 5.0 µm, 

while the roughness on the afterbody Ra,ya  was 2.8 µm, i.e. 79 % higher structure roughness on the 

forebody of the ski pair relative to the afterbody. As a consequence the ski pair was reground before 
the competition, and caution was taken in order to avoid decreased structure roughness along the 
competition skis during the rest of the championships. 
 
Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 depict surface profiles across the forebody and afterbody of another competition 
ski pair with decreased structure roughness along the ski, namely CSP14. Structure measurements 
revealed that the roughness Ra,yf  on the forebody of this ski pair was 9.1 µm, while the roughness on 

the afterbody Ra,ya  was 5.2 µm, i.e. 75 % higher structure roughness on the forebody of the ski pair 

relative to the afterbody. A 1 mm riller had been used in addition to stone grinding to make the ski 
base structure of this ski pair. 
 
Three-dimensional surface plots of the forebody and afterbody of ski pair TSP19E are shown in Figs. 
4.13 and 4.14. This measurement was performed in order to characterise a structure produced by a 
new grinding machine. It can be seen from Table 4.2 that the roughness Ra,yf  on the forebody of ski 

pair TSP19E was 6.5 µm, while the roughness on the afterbody Ra,ya  was 4.4 µm, i.e. 48 % higher 

structure roughness on the forebody of the ski pair relative to the afterbody. These findings led to 
development and improvement of the grinding diamonds used to set the grinding stone. 
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Fig. 4.9. Example of a surface profile across the forebody of ski pair CSP11. The distance between the 

horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.10. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of ski pair CSP11. The distance between 
the horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.11. Example of a surface profile across the forebody of ski pair CSP14. The distance between 

the horizontal grid lines is 4 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.12. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of ski pair CSP14. The distance between 
the horizontal grid lines is 4 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
 
At present the best stone grinders usually manage to produce structures with similar roughness along 
the ski. It is believed that differences in structure roughness along the ski mainly are caused by 
pressure variations along the ski during stone grinding. Other causes can be: 
 

• Ski base hardness variations along the ski 
• Poor grinding diamonds 
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• Poor grinding stone 
• Shaky manual treatment of the ski during stone grinding 
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Fig. 4.13. 3-D surface plot of the forebody of ski pair TSP19E. 
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Fig. 4.14. 3-D surface plot of the afterbody of ski pair TSP19E. 
 
 

4.3.3. Rilling 
 
In June 1998 a measurement experiment was performed in order to study the effect of handmade 
structures produced by rilling. An experienced ski technician made "rilling" structures by applying ten 
different SWIX rillers on ten skis. Table 4.3 lists the structure roughness statistics for the various 
SWIX rillers. Figs. 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19 show examples of surface profiles across the afterbody of the 
ski for 0.35, 1.0 and 3.0 mm rillers. Contour plots of the surface topography on the afterbody of the ski 
are given for the 0.35, 1.0 and 3.0 mm rillers in Figs. 4.16, 4.18 and 4.20, respectively. 
 
It can be seen from Table 4.3 that rilling caused higher structure roughness on the afterbody of the ski 
than the forebody of the ski for all rillers except the 0.16 mm and 0.5 mm rillers in this experiment. 
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The increase in roughness along the ski varied between 18 (2.0 mm) and 91 % (0.25 mm) for the eight 
other rillers. 
 
Table 4.3. Structure roughness statistics for different SWIX rillers. 

Riller width 
(mm) 

Ra,yws Rayws± δ
(µm) 

Ra,yfs Rayfs± δ  

(µm) 

Ra,yas Rayas± δ
(µm) 

0.16 3.3 ± 0.3 3.5 ± 0.2 3.0 ± 0.2 
0.25 6.2 ± 2.3 4.3 ± 1.6 8.2 ± 0.2 
0.35 7.3 ± 1.8 5.7 ± 0.9 8.8 ± 0.1 
0.5 4.0 ± 0.3 4.2 ± 0.4 3.8 ± 0.1 

0.75 4.1 ± 0.5 3.7 ± 0.2 4.5 ± 0.5 
1.0 4.9 ± 1.1 4.0 ± 0.3 5.8 ± 0.7 
1.5 7.7 ± 1.0  6.9 ± 0.4 8.5 ± 0.7 
2.0 5.1 ± 0.4 4.8 ± 0.5 5.3 ± 0.2 
2.5 5.3 ± 0.8 4.7 ± 0.3 5.9 ± 0.6 
3.0 4.6 ± 0.7 4.2 ± 0.5 5.1 ± 0.6 

 
 
The structure roughness did not increase with the riller width. The highest structure roughness was 
registered for the 0.35 and 1.5 mm rillers. These rillers gave Ra,yws  equal to 7.3 and 7.7 µm, 

respectively. The lowest structure roughness was produced by the 0.16 mm riller. This riller had Ra,yws  

equal to 3.3 µm. 
 
Ski base mass is replaced during rilling, while it is removed during stone grinding. This effect can be 
studied by examining the surface profiles and contour plots in Figs. 4.15-4.20. The base mass is 
pushed up at the sides of a rilling groove and small tops are created relative to the plateaus between 
the grooves. This is very clear for the 1.0 and 3.0 mm rillers depicted in Figs. 4.17-4.20, but the 
tendency can also be seen in the surface profile for the 0.35 mm riller in Fig. 4.15. No such effects are 
present in the surface profiles and contour plots of stone-ground structures shown in Figs. 4.1-4.8.  
 
It is possible to combine stone grinding and rilling in order to make an optimum ski base structure for 
a specific snow condition. Fig. 4.21 shows an example of a surface profile across the ski for a 
competition ski pair, CSP15, with such a mixed structure. The mixed structure was made by 
combining stone grinding and rilling with a 3.0 mm SWIX riller. The ski pair had a structure roughness 
Ra,yw  equal to 8.8 µm and showed very good sliding properties under a competition with: 

 
• Snow type 5 
• Snow humidity Wvol,% = 1.2 to 1.5 % 

• Snow grain size d ±δd = 1.32 ± 0.50 mm 
• Snow hardness H = 2.2×104 to 6.6×104 Pa 
• Snow density ρ = 0.41 to 0.52 g/cm3 
• Snow temperature Ts = -0.9 to -0.4°C 

 
Full definitions of snow parameters and snow measurement procedures are given in Chapter 5. 
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Fig. 4.15. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of the ski for the 0.35 mm riller in Table 

4.3. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.16. Contour plot of the surface topography on the afterbody of the ski for the 0.35 mm riller in 

Table 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.17. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of the ski for the 1.0 mm SWIX riller in 

Table 4.3. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.18. Contour plot of the surface topography of the afterbody of the ski for the 1.0 mm SWIX riller 

in Table 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.19. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of the ski for the 3.0 mm SWIX riller in 

Table 4.3. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.20. Contour plot of the surface topography of the afterbody of the ski for the 3.0 mm SWIX riller 

in Table 4.3. 
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Fig. 4.21. Example of a surface profile across the ski for ski pair CSP15. The distance between the 

horizontal grid lines is 4 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
 
Ski technicians have experienced when mixing stone-ground structures and rilling that: 
 

• Rounded worn structures need deeper rill grooves than new-ground structures. 
• Optimum rill groove width and depth are related to the snow grain size. Deeper and wider rill 

grooves are needed for larger snow grain sizes. 
 
 
 

4.3.4. Plane grinding 
 
In order to attain optimum structure quality by means of stone grinding the ski base surface has to be 
plane ground thoroughly before the structure is ground on the ski. Figs. 4.22 and 4.23 show a surface 
profile across the ski and a contour plot of the surface topography for the test ski pair TSP52A. It is 
easy to see from Fig 4.22 and 4.23 that this ski pair has not been plane ground properly. The SSA 
characterisation established that the roughness parameters Ra,yws  and Ra,yw  were equal to 3.5 and 5.8 

µm for ski pair TSP52A. The large difference between the Ra,yws - and Ra,yw-values also indicates that 

the ski base surface is not plane. Properly plane ground test skis with similar structure roughness as 
TSP52A have shown up to 3 % higher sliding speeds than TSP52A in sliding tests under snow 
conditions with snow temperatures below zero. 
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Fig. 4.22. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of the test ski pair TSP52A. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.23. Contour plot of the surface topography of the afterbody of the test ski pair TSP52A. 
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4.3.5. Test skis 
 
During sliding tests of a structure test series it was experienced that two ski pairs that had been ground 
with the "same" structure at two different times, showed completely different sliding properties. Ski 
pair TSP8B was better than ski pair TSP8A when the air temperature was above zero and considerably 
better under conditions with falling or new-fallen, glazed snow. The average sliding speed of ski pair 
TSP8B was typically 3 to 6 % higher than the sliding speed of ski pair TSP8A under such conditions. 
Ski pair TSP8A was best under conditions with below zero air temperatures. TSP8A had for instance   
1 % higher average sliding speed than ski pair TSP8B in a sliding test where the snow temperature 
varied between -8 and -10°C. 
 
Figs. 4.24 and 4.25 show examples of surface profiles across the ski for the two test ski pairs TSP8A 
and TSP8B, while Table 4.4 lists structure roughness statistics. It is easy to see from Figs. 4.24 and 
4.25 that ski pair TSP8B has considerably coarser and sharper structure relative to ski pair TSP8A. 
This can also be established from the structure roughness statistics in Table 4.4. Ski pair TSP8B has 
Ra,yw  equal to 4.9 µm and Rt,yw  equal to 30 µm, while Ra,yw  and Rt,yw  equals 3.8 and 26 µm for ski pair 

TSP8A. According to the theories described by Fig. 2.10 and Eq. (2.20) in Chapter 2 it was natural 
that ski pair TSP8B showed better sliding properties than TSP8A at above zero air temperatures 
(higher water film thickness) and TSP8A best under conditions with below zero air temperatures 
(lower water film thickness). The findings resulted in further development and extreme optimisation of 
the structure that was ground on ski pair TSP8B. Measurement of good and poor structures on test and 
competition skis has together with snow parameters like e.g. snow humidity been an important tool for 
optimising the ski base structures and increasing the knowledge on the effect of ski base structure on 
ski base sliding friction. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.24. Example of a surface profile across the ski for test ski pair TSP8A. The distance between the 

horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.25. Example of a surface profile across the ski for test ski pair TSP8B. The distance between the 

horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 
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Table 4.4. Roughness statistics for the test ski pairs TSP8A and TSP8B. 
Ski pair Ra,yw Rayw± δ  (µm) Rt,yw Rtyw± δ  (µm) 

TSP8A 3.8 ± 0.5 26 ± 4 
TSP8B 4.9 ± 0.5 30 ± 2 

 
 

4.3.6. Competition skis 
 
During a 30 km free technique competition that consisted of two rounds á 15 km, sliding times were 
registered in a downhill between 13.8 and 15 km on both rounds. Fig. 4.26 shows the elevation profile 
of the 15 km course together with markings of the test distance between 13.8 and 15 km. The 
competition took place under snow conditions with: 
 

• Snow type 5 
• Snow humidity Wvol,% = 0.3 to 1.0 % 

• Snow grain size d ±δd = 0.93 ± 0.33 mm 
• Snow hardness H = 2.6×104 to 5.6×104 Pa 
• Snow density ρ = 0.48 to 0.65 g/cm3 
• Snow temperature Ts = -8.4 to -6.2°C 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.26. Elevation profile of the 15 km course that was skied two times during the 30 km free 

technique competition. Sliding times were registered on both rounds in the downhill 
between 13.8 and 15 km. 

 
Table 4.5 lists the registered sliding times during the 30 km free technique competition. It is easy to 
see from Table 4.5 that skier NSK4 had considerably poorer glide than the fastest skiers. Skier NSK4 
spent 8.6 % more time on sliding down the downhill between 13.8 and 15 km on the first round than 
the fastest skier and 9.1 % more time on the second round. Although this skier ended up on a 26th 
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place in the competition, it was not natural that he should ski so slowly in the downhill (Rank 53 and 
54 on the two rounds). 
 
Table 4.5. Registered sliding times during the 30 km free technique competition. The sliding times are 

given in minutes, seconds and tenths of a second. 
Round 1 (13.8 - 15 km) Round 2 (28.8 - 30 km) 

Rank Skier Sliding time (Rank 30 km) Rank Skier Sliding time (Rank 30 km) 
1 SK4 2.26.3 (4) 1 SK7 2.24.2 (7) 
2 SK24 2.27.3 (24) 2 SK39 2.24.7 (39) 
3 SK23 2.28.6 (23) 3 NSK2 2.25.5 (3) 
4 SK1 2.29.2 (1) 3 SK33 2.25.5 (33) 
4 SK27 2.29.2 (27) 5 NSK3 2.25.6 (8) 
      

14 NSK1 2.31.4 (2) 14 NSK1 2.28.3 (2) 
15 NSK3 2.31.5 (8) 53 NSK4 2.37.3 (26) 
21 NSK2 2.32.4 (4)    
54 NSK4 2.38.9 (26) ? SK4 ? (4) 

 
 
The structures of the ski pairs of skier NSK1, NSK2 and NSK4 were measured and characterised after 
the 30 km competition. The roughness statistics for these measurements are given in Table 4.6. Figs. 
4.27-4.32 show surface profiles across the forebody and afterbody for the various ski pairs. Notice that 
the distance between the horizontal grid lines is 4 µm in Fig. 4.32, while it is 2 µm in Figs. 4.27-4.31.  
 
Although the structure roughness statistics seem quite good for the different ski pairs, it is easy to see 
from Fig. 4.32 that there is something wrong with the afterbody of the left ski of skier NSK4. It is 
clear from Fig 4.32 that this part of the ski is not plane. The left ski is in fact warped. This highlights 
the importance of having a plane ski base surface before the structure is ground and having a ski base 
surface where the water film can develop along the ski without fading away at snow temperatures 
below zero. 
 
Table 4.6. Roughness statistics for the ski pairs of skier NSK1, NSK2 and NSK4. 

Skier Ra,yw Rayw± δ  (µm) Ra,yf Rayf± δ  (µm) Ra,ya Raya± δ (µm) 

NSK1 2.2 ± 0.3 2.1 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.4 
NSK2 2.6 ± 0.4 2.4 ± 0.3 2.8 ± 0.5  
NSK4 2.8 ± 0.7 2.4 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 0.6 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.27. Example of a surface profile across the forebody of the ski pair of skier NSK1. The distance 

between the horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid 
lines. 
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Fig. 4.28. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of the ski pair of skier NSK1. The distance 

between the horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid 
lines. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.29. Example of a surface profile across the forebody of the ski pair of skier NSK2. The distance 

between the horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid 
lines. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.30. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of the ski pair of skier NSK2. The distance 

between the horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid 
lines. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.31. Example of a surface profile across the forebody of the ski pair of skier NSK4. The distance 

between the horizontal grid lines is 2 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid 
lines. 
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Fig. 4.32. Surface profile across the afterbody of the left ski of skier NSK4. The measurement is taken 

36 cm behind the balance point of the ski. Notice that the distance between the horizontal 
grid lines is 4 µm, while it is 500 µm between the vertical grid lines. 

 
Table 4.7 lists roughness statistics for two competition ski pairs with increased structure roughness 
along the ski. Ski pair CSP1 showed very good sliding properties under a competition with: 
 

• Snow type 5 
• Snow humidity Wvol,% = 0.8 to 1.4 % 

• Snow grain size d ±δd = 1.56 ± 0.53 mm 
• Snow hardness H = 8.8×103 to 1.9×104 Pa 
• Snow density ρ = 0.49 to 0.55 g/cm3 
• Snow temperature Ts = -2.4 to -1.7°C 

 
The structure roughness Ra,yf  on the forebody of this ski pair was equal to 3.2 µm, while the structure 

roughness Ra,ya  on the afterbody was equal to 5.9 µm. Figs. 4.33-4.36 depict surface profiles and 

contour plots of the forebody and afterbody of ski pair CSP1. 
 
Table 4.7. Roughness statistics for the competition ski pairs CSP1 and CSP2. 

Ski pair Ra,yw Rayw± δ  (µm) Ra,yf Rayf± δ  (µm) Ra,ya Raya± δ (µm) 

CSP1 4.5 ± 1.5 3.2 ± 0.5 5.9 ± 0.4 
CSP2 8.3 ± 1.7 6.9 ± 1.1 9.7 ± 0.6 

 
 
Ski pair CSP2 has been very good on transformed and wet snow. The structure roughness Ra,yf  on the 

forebody of this ski pair equals 6.9 µm, while the structure roughness Ra,ya  on the afterbody equals 9.7 

µm. Figs. 4.37 and 4.38 show surface profiles across the forebody and afterbody of ski pair CSP2. 
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Fig. 4.33. Example of a surface profile across the forebody of the competition ski pair CSP1. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.34. Contour plot of the surface topography of the forebody of the competition ski pair CSP1. 
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Fig. 4.35. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of the competition ski pair CSP1. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.36. Contour plot of the surface topography of the afterbody of the competition ski pair CSP1. 
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Fig. 4.37. Example of a surface profile across the forebody of the competition ski pair CSP2. 
 

 
Fig. 4.38. Example of a surface profile across the afterbody of the competition ski pair CSP2. 
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4.4. Discussion  
 
In Section 4.3.3 it was shown that rilling gave structure roughness that mainly increased along the ski. 
This can be explained from the fact that it is natural to increase the pressure on the rilling tool during 
rilling from the tip to the tail of the ski. It also highlights that manual rilling is a more unstable process 
than high-quality stone grinding. 
 
Further, it was shown in Section 4.3.3 that structure roughness did not increase with the riller width. 
This can be explained from: 
 

• Manual pressure instability during rilling. 
• Increased riller width causing larger flat plateaus between the rilling grooves. 

 
An example of a competition ski pair with mixed structure CSP15 was depicted in Section 4.3.3. This 
ski pair had shown very good gliding properties under moist snow conditions with relatively low snow 
hardness i.e. under conditions where dilution of water film and sufficient bearing area capabilities had 
to be combined at the same time. It was referred to in Chapter 2 that surfaces with mixed structures 
can be designed for particular combinations of properties which can not be obtained with a single 
surface treatment (Williamson, 1984), e.g. can  
 

• One process make a structure on the slider surface that causes wide interfacial gaps relative to 
the sliding surface in order to facilitate lubricant access. 

• Another process makes shallow-domed plateaus that can carry the load with very little 
deformation and wear. 

 
The experiences with CSP15 show that such structure design criteria also are efficient for ski base 
structures. 
 
It was referred to in Section 4.3.4 that properly plane ground test skis could have up to 3 % higher 
sliding speeds than non-plane test skis with similar structure roughness in sliding tests under snow 
conditions with snow temperatures below zero. Similar experiences were described in Section 4.3.6 
for the skier NSK4 with a non-plane warped competition ski. This can be explained from the fact that 
it is more likely that generated water film fade away along the ski for a non-plane ski than a plane ski. 
Thus, it is also more likely that water film generation must start from scratch at more points along the 
ski for a non-plane ski. This means that a non-plane ski will have larger contact areas between ski and 
snow with pure dry friction relative to a plane ski during skiing under snow conditions with snow 
temperatures below zero. According to Fig. 2.10 and Eq. (2.20) in Chapter 2, this should cause a 
higher ski base sliding friction coefficient. 
 
It was shown in Section 4.3.5 that a test ski pair TSP8B with Ra,yw  and Rt,yw  equal to 4.9 and 30 µm 

typically had 3 to 6 % higher average sliding speeds than a test ski pair TSP8A withRa,yw  and Rt,yw  

equal to 3.8 and 26 µm under conditions with above zero air temperatures. This shows that the 
assumption that the sliding friction coefficient remains constant at a value of 0.05 in the range of bump 
heights from 10 to 30 µm (McConica, 1950; Midol and Mathia, 1985; Mathia et al., 1992) does not 
hold. 
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It was referred to in Section 4.3.6 that increased structure roughness along the ski has shown very 
good results under some snow conditions. This is very sensible since it is assumed that the water film 
thickness increase along the ski under most snow conditions. Further development of ski base 
structures with increased structure roughness along the ski seems very promising for the future. 
 
 

4.5. Conclusions 
 
In the period between 1995 and 1998 almost 1700 ski base structure measurements were performed on 
more than 350 skis. Among these were 8 Olympic and 6 World Championship gold medal winning 
skis. The ski base structure measurement experiments gave the following findings: 
 

• The ski base structure roughness can be divided into four categories: fine (Ra,ys  = 1-4 µm), 

medium (Ra,ys  = 4-7 µm), coarse (Ra,ys  = 7-10 µm) and very coarse (Ra,ys  > 10 µm) that 

correspond to dry to moist, moist, moist to wet, and wet to very wet snow conditions, 
respectively. 

• The optimum structures on skating skis tend to be finer than the optimum structures on classic 
skis under similar snow and weather conditions due to impact and compaction resistances 
often having more influence on the total ski base sliding friction in a skating track compared to 
a classic track. 

• Higher structure roughness on the forebody than the afterbody of the ski (up to 84 %) has been 
revealed on several competition ski pairs and led to adjustment and regrinding of the ski pairs 
in order to improve the structure roughness along the ski. Increased structure roughness along 
the ski is assumed as favourable for minimising ski base sliding friction according to the 
assumption that the water film thickness increases along the ski. 

• Eight of ten rillers gave higher structure roughness on the afterbody of the ski (18 to 91 %) 
than the forebody of the ski in an experiment with ten different rillers. This was explained by 
increased pressure on the rilling tool during rilling from the tip to the tail of the ski and 
highlighted that manual rilling is a more unstable process than high-quality stone grinding. 
The experiment also showed that structure roughness not necessarily increases with riller 
width. 

• Mixed structures where one process (rilling) make a structure on the slider surface that causes 
wide interfacial gaps relative to the sliding surface in order to facilitate lubricant access, and 
another process (stone grinding) makes shallow-domed plateaus that can carry the load with 
very little deformation and wear (Williamson, 1984), have proved to be efficient also for 
minimising ski base sliding friction. 

• Properly plane ground test skis have shown up to 3 % higher sliding speeds than non-plane 
test skis with similar structure roughness under snow conditions with snow temperatures 
below zero. It has also been experienced that a skier with a non-plane warped competition ski 
spent 8.6 to 9.1 % more time on sliding down a 1.2 km downhill during a 30 km competition 
than the fastest skier. These variations can be explained from the fact that it is more likely that 
the generated water film fade away along the ski for a non-plane ski than a plane ski. 

• Ski pairs ground with the "same" structure at two different times are not necessarily equal if 
no quality control of the ski base structure and the stone grinding process has been performed. 
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In an experiment with two test ski pairs that were assumed to have the "same" structure, 
sliding speed differences typically ranged between 3 and 6 % in sliding tests under conditions 
with above zero air temperatures. Ski base structure measurements showed that the best ski 
pair had Ra,yw  and Rt,yw  equal to 4.9 and 30 µm, while the other ski pair had Ra,yw  and Rt,yw  

equal to 3.8 and 26 µm. It can be concluded from these sliding test results and ski base 
structure measurements that the assumption that the sliding friction coefficient remains 
constant at a value of 0.05 in the range of bump heights from 10 to 30 µm (McConica, 1950; 
Midol and Mathia, 1985; Mathia et al., 1992) does not hold. 

 
 
The ski base structure measurements have also resulted in: 
 

• Focus on the importance of quality control of ski base structures. 
• Improvement of the stone grinding procedure, e.g. development and improvement of the 

grinding diamonds used to set the grinding stone. 
• Avoidance of decreased structure roughness along competition skis and test skis. 
• Development and extreme optimisation of the best ski base structures. 
• Development of ski base structures with increased roughness along the ski. 
• Confidence for ski technicians and competition skiers that the best structures can be 

reproduced. 
• Confidence for ski technicians and competition skiers that optimum structures and skis are 

used in competitions under different snow and weather conditions. 
• Investigation and visualisation of the effect of ski base mass being replaced during rilling, 

while being removed during stone grinding. 
• Increased knowledge of the effect of ski base structure on ski base sliding friction. 
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5. Characterisation of snow structure in a cross-country race ski
track

Notation

Bm measured bandwidth of the Snow Fork resonance curve when the Snow Fork is put in snow,
MHz

Bwl bandwidth of the Snow Fork resonance curve at the frequency fm for a material without loss,
MHz

C cloudiness in octoparts, C = 0 ⇒ clear sky, C = 8 ⇒ complete cloud cover

d mean of dj for the ng snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a microscope image of a
snow surface, mm

dba diameter of steel ball, 4×10-2 m
dj length of the largest 2D diagonal for snow grain surface number j in a microscope image of a

snow surface, mm
dsn indentation diameter of the dropped steel ball in the snow, m
fair measured resonant frequency when the Snow Fork is in air, MHz
fm measured resonant frequency when the Snow Fork is put in snow, MHz
F momentary resistance of the snow relative to the dropped steel ball, N

Fsn mean resistance of the snow relative to the dropped steel ball, N

g acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m/s2
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H snow hardness, N/m2 or Pa

H mean snow hardness for a snow type, Pa
Hmax maximum snow hardness for a snow type, Pa
Hmin minimum snow hardness for a snow type, Pa
H50 median snow hardness for a snow type, Pa

hba drop height of the steel ball through the plastic tube, hba has been varied from 6.47×10-2 m

for soft snow to 44.1×10-2 m for hard snow
hsn indentation depth of the dropped steel ball in the snow, m
j snow grain surface number in a microscope image of a snow surface
mba mass of steel ball, 0.265 kg
ng number of snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a microscope image of a snow

surface
nH number of hardness measurements for a given snow type

nρ number of density measurements for a given snow type
qnet net radiation 50 cm above the snow surface, W/m2

Rh relative humidity 50 cm above the snow surface, %
S surface contact area of the steel ball with snow, m2

Ta air temperature 50 cm above the snow surface, ∞C

Ts snow temperature 2 cm below the snow surface, ∞C

Wvol,% volume per cent liquid water content in the snow, %
Wwgt,% weight per cent liquid water content of snow, %

δd standard deviation of dj for the ng snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a
microscope image of a snow surface, mm

δH standard deviation of H , Pa

δρ standard deviation of ρ , g/cm3

′ε real part of the relative permittivity of the snow
′′ε imaginary part of the relative permittivity of the snow

ρ density of snow, g/cm3

ρ mean snow density for a snow type, g/cm3

ρmax maximum snow density for a snow type, g/cm3

ρmin minimum snow density for a snow type, g/cm3

ρw density of water, 1 g/cm3

ρ50 median snow density for a snow type, g/cm3

smss electrolytic conductivity of snow collected from the snow surface, i.e. electrolytic

conductivity of a melted snow sample from the snow surface, mS/cm

5.1. Introduction

This chapter describes the methods and procedures we have used when measuring and characterising
the different snow and weather parameters. Furthermore results from measurement and
characterisation of snow are referred and discussed.
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Characterisation of the sliding surface, i.e. the snow surface in the cross-country ski track, is necessary
in order to understand ski base sliding friction and results from ski base sliding friction tests. It is
therefore important to register essential snow parameters when performing accurate ski base sliding
friction tests in-situ. In our research we have registered and characterised the following snow
parameters:

• Snow temperature at depths -5, -2 and 0 cm relative to the snow surface

• Snow hardness

• Snow humidity and snow density

• Snow type and snow grain structure

• Electrolytic conductivity and water chemistry of melted snow samples

In addition the following weather parameters have been registered:

• Air temperature (50 cm above the snow surface)

• Relative humidity (50 cm)

• Net radiation (50 cm)

Knowledge on the matter of snow is essential for scientists (and others) working with e.g.:

• Friction between different vehicles and snow or ice

• Snow avalanche safety

• Glacier and ice sheet advance and retreat

• Climate modelling and meteorology

• Remote sensing of seasonal snowcovers

• Snow hydrology

• Tracking of pollution spreading

• Structural engineering in cold regions

• Snow mechanics

• Snow physics

Due to the variety of physical processes involving snow, the published material on the subject is quite
comprehensive. In spite of this fact it has been pointed out that "the properties of snow are not yet well
enough known for use with a high degree of confidence" (Brown, 1989). This highlights the
importance of further measurements and characterisation of snow parameters and generation of
knowledge databases on snow.

It is neither the scope of this chapter nor thesis to review or refer to most published material on snow.
Instead this section briefly gives an account of some chosen works on measurement and
characterisation of different snow parameters and some general works on snow. A further study of
snow measurements and characterisation of snow parameters should be possible to accomplish by
reading the references.

Gray and Male (1981) gave an extensive survey of snow in the Handbook of Snow. This book
presented snow topics such as the impact and interaction of snow with living things, climate and
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agriculture, snowfall formation, snow cover distribution, measurement of snow, physics and properties
of snowcovers, snow drifting, snowcover ablation and runoff, avalanches, snow engineering and
skiing. A review of progress in snow and ice research in the quadrennial between 1987 and 1990 was
given by Richter-Menge et al. (1991). Their review focused on the influence of layers in seasonal
snow covers, research in ice mechanics on freshwater and sea ice, and remote sensing of polar ice
sheets. Bales and Harrington evaluated recent progress in snow hydrology in 1995.

The latest classification of seasonal snow on the ground was given by Colbeck et al. (1990). This
included classification of features of deposited snow such as:

• Snow density

• Grain shape

• Grain size

• Liquid water content of the snow (snow humidity)

• Impurities in the snow

• Snow strength

• Snow hardness

• Snow temperature

• Snow layer thickness

The terms used in Colbeck et al. (1990) for classification of grain shape, grain size, liquid water
content and hardness have been applied in this chapter. More details on classification of these snow
parameters are given in Section 5.2. A classification system for seasonal snow covers with six classes;
tundra, taiga, alpine, maritime, prairie and ephemeral has been proposed by Sturm et al. (1995).
Falling snowflakes are normally classified according to the system of Magano and Lee (1966). Their
system was based on the work of Nakaya (1954).

Colbeck (1997) reviewed sintering in seasonal snow. He has also given a review of the metamorphism
and classification of seasonal snow cover crystals (Colbeck, 1987) and evaluated the basic ideas
behind snow metamorphism (Colbeck, 1996). Arons and Colbeck (1995) have reviewed theories and
experiments involving geometry of heat and mass transport in dry snow. Davis (1991) discussed links
between snow metamorphism, water flow and solute transport through a snowpack. Ionic elution
through a snowpack has furthermore been studied by e.g. Davies et al. (1982 and 1987), Tsiouris et al.
(1985), Brimblecombe et al. (1985 and 1987), Tranter et al. (1986), Bales et al. (1989), Hewitt et al.
(1989 and 1991), Cragin et al. (1993), Raben and Theakstone (1994, 1997 and 1998) and Davis et al.
(1995). Davidson et al. (1996) evaluated atmospheric deposition of chemical species to polar snow.
Hewitt and Cragin (1994) have investigated chemical composition of snow crystals.

Measurements and characterisation of snow morphology have usually been destructive to the original
state of the snow surface. A normal measurement procedure (see e.g. Coléou and Lesaffre, 1998) has
been to:

• Remove snow grains from the snow surface or snow sample.

• Put the snow grains on a glass slide or plate that has been ruled in millimetres.

• Observe the snow grains through a microscope.
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• Capture microscope images with a camera that is connected to the microscope.

• Analyse the registered snow microscope images with some sort of image analysis system.

Another method has been to use planar sections of snow, i.e. flat face cuts through specimen of snow
(Arons and Colbeck, 1995). Planar sections have been preserved by use of special conservation
techniques and analysed indoor at a later stage using transmitted or reflected light, for more details see
e.g. Fuchs (1956), Kinosita and Wakahama (1960), Perla et al. (1986) and Good (1987; 1989). A new
method for in-situ photography of snow slabs using transmitted light was reported by Good et al.
(1991). According to Arons and Colbeck (1995) this method seemed to be well suited for analyses of
large delicate snow structures that would not survive sample collection and transport. In our research

we have used a stereomicroscope (max. 40¥ magnification) to observe the snow surface directly in-

situ in the ski track.

Snow structure in natural ski fields have been evaluated by e.g. Seligman (1936), Yosida (1971), and
Perla and Glenne (1981), but to our knowledge no authors have so far performed a proper systematic
microscope examination of the snow surfaces that exists in-situ in ski tracks. Warren et al. (1989) have
depicted a snow grain with melt cap from a snow surface where a slider had passed over.

Studies of snow grain structure have taken place since the mid 1930's e.g. by Bader et al. (1939), de
Quervain (1948; 1958), Eugster (1952), Kinosita (1960a), Yosida (1963) and Wakahama (1968).
These studies were followed by works in the late 1960's and 1970's by LaChapelle (1969), Narita
(1969; 1971), Sommerfeld and LaChapelle (1970), Akitaya (1974), Kry (1975), Good (1975), Gubler
(1978), and Raymond and Tusima (1979). The 1980's introduced papers by e.g. Good (1980; 1982;
1987), Perla (1985), Perla and Ommanney (1985), Colbeck (1986; 1987), Hansen and Brown (1986)
and Dozier et al. (1987). More recent work have been presented by e.g. Colbeck et al. (1990), Hewitt
et al. (1991), Davis (1991), Edens and Brown (1991), Cragin et al. (1993), Takahashi et al. (1996),
Colbeck (1997) and Wiesmann et al. (1998). Specific snow grain image analysis systems have been
described by e.g. Brun et al. (1987), Good (1987; 1989) and Lesaffre et al. (1998). Studies of the
relationship between permeability, density and snow structure have been performed by e.g. Shimizu
(1970), Buser and Good (1987), and Arons and Colbeck (1995).

Because shear and tensile tests are both time consuming and difficult to make, hardness is often used
as an index of the strength of snow (Schaerer, 1981). Hardness is defined as the resistance of the snow
to penetration by a specified object and is related to the tensile, shear and compressive strengths of
snow. Field measurements of snow hardness can be performed by e.g. the Swiss Rammsonde, the
Russian AARI penetrometer, the Canadian gauge, a Kinosita-type hardness meter (Kinosita, 1960b), a
flat plate penetrometer (Kragelski, 1949), a thin-walled hollow cylinder penetrometer (Shapiro et al.,
1997) and the blade penetration test (Fukue, 1979). Recently a handheld, digital load-gauge (push-pull
gauge) has also been developed for snow hardness measurements (Takeuchi et al., 1998). In our study
we have estimated the snow hardness of the surface of a track from the indentation diameter a steel
ball with known mass and diameter gives in the snow surface when being dropped from a known
height through a plastic tube (more details in Section 5.2.2).

Hardness measurements made systematically for evaluating ski performance have been performed by
e.g. Kinosita (1960b), Yosida (1971), Kuroiwa and LaChapelle (1972), and Hämäläinen and Spring
(1986). Bader and Kuroiwa (1962), Mellor (1964; 1975; 1977), Gubler (1975), Salm (1982) and
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Shapiro et al. (1997) have presented reviews on snow mechanics. Johnson (1998) has examined the
micromechanics of snow compaction. Snow compaction or snow densification have also been studied
by e.g. Anderson and Benson (1963), Yosida (1963), Kojima (1967) and Gow (1968). In the 1970's
studies were performed by e.g. Gray et al. (1970), Grant and Rhea (1974), Abele and Gow (1975;
1976), Voitkovsky et al. (1975), Wakahama (1975) and Colbeck et al. (1978). In the last two decades
works have been presented by e.g. Goodison et al. (1981), Maeno and Ebinuma (1983), Alley (1987),
Ebinuma and Maeno (1987), Wilkinson (1988), Johnson et al. (1993), and Frolov and Fedyukin
(1998).

Several measurement methods can be used for determining the snow humidity or liquid water content
in a snowpack:

• Melting (hot) calorimetry, see e.g. Yosida (1940; 1960), and Hansen and Jellenik (1957).

• Freezing (cold) calorimetry, see e.g. Jones et al. (1983).

• Alcohol calorimetry, see e.g. Fisk (1986).

• Dilution measurements, see e.g. Davis et al. (1985).

• Centrifugal measurements, see e.g. Kuroda and Hurukawa (1954), and Kuroiwa (1954).

• Dielectric measurements, see e.g. Ambach and Denoth (1975), Aebischer and Mätzler (1983),
Denoth et al. (1984), Sihvola and Tiuri (1986), Bergman (1986; 1987), Kendra et al. (1994),
Denoth (1997) and Stein et al. (1997).

Calorimetry, dilution and centrifugal measurements are destructive methods. Freezing calorimetry is
accepted as a standard field measurement method and is used to calibrate non-destructive methods
(Stein et al., 1997). Dielectric measurements are faster to perform than the other measurement
methods (Boyne and Fisk, 1987) and suitable for in-situ non-destructive measurements. The Snow

Fork instrument (Sihvola and Tiuri, 1986) has been used for measuring snow humidity and density in
the work of this thesis.

Measurements of the liquid water content of snow have not been made systematically to a great extent
in in-situ ski studies. Spring (1988) presented kinetic friction coefficients for skis gliding with speeds
up to 10 m/s on old grainy snow with 0 and 20 % snow humidity. Slotfeldt-Ellingsen and Torgersen
(1983) published laboratory friction tests on crushed ice with various liquid water contents, but these
tests were performed with too small slider speed (0.3 m/s) to be of great relevance for typical ski base
sliding friction situations. Non-destructive in-situ measurements of liquid water content in snow have
been presented by e.g. Sihvola and Tiuri (1986), Toikka (1992), Kendra et al. (1994), Denoth (1997)
and Stein et al. (1997).

Measurements of electrical conductivity and chemical properties of snow and melted snow samples
have to the author's knowledge not been paid any attention to in in-situ ski studies. Petrenko (1994)
presented static electrical conductivity values for ice used in friction tests in laboratory at -10 (10-3

µS/cm) and -30°C (10-5 µS/cm). The electrical static conductivity of snow was evaluated by Kopp
(1962) for different snow densities, snow temperatures and snow types. Norwegian snow chemistry
was studied in the 1970's by e.g. Elgmork et al. (1973), Hagen and Langeland (1973), Johannesen et
al. (1975), Johannesen and Henriksen (1978), Wright and Dovland (1978), and Skartveit and Gjessing
(1979). The last two decades have introduced works by e.g. Davies et al. (1982), Tsiouris et al. (1985),
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Storrø (1990), He and Theakstone (1994), Raben and Theakstone (1994, 1997; 1998) and Reimann et
al. (1996). Annual records of long range-transported pollutants in precipitation in Norway can be
retrieved from the Norwegian Institute for Air Research.

5.2. Measurement methods and procedures

This section describes briefly the measurement methods and procedures used in the thesis work.

5.2.1. Snow temperature

Snow temperature has been measured using a STAR HD 8901 Hygrometer-Thermometer with a snow

probe with a small temperature sensor in the tip. The instrument has an accuracy of ±0.1% of

registered value ±0.2°C (STAR, 1995). Snow temperature measurements have been taken at three
different levels in the race ski track:

• 5 cm below the surface of the track

• 2 cm below the surface of the track

• In the surface of the track

It can be difficult to perform qualitatively good measurements of snow surface temperature due to
potential influence from air temperature, precipitation and solar radiation on the snow temperature
sensor. Direct sunlight on the sensor has been avoided by using the body of the person that holds the
probe, to shade for the sun when necessary.

Different measurement levels have been chosen in order to get consistent snow temperature
measurements and obtain information about the temperature gradient in the snow. Throughout this
chapter the snow temperature 2 cm below the surface of the track is referred to as the snow
temperature Ts.

5.2.2. Snow hardness

Snow hardness has been estimated from the indentation diameter, dsn, a steel ball with mass, mba =

0.265 kg, and diameter, dba = 4.0×10-2 m, gives in the snow surface when being dropped from a known
height, hba, through a plastic tube. The measurement procedure is shown in Fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.1a shows
the setup before the steel ball is dropped through the plastic tube from a known height. The drop
height is adjusted according to the snow conditions. Under soft snow conditions smaller drop heights
are used than under hard snow conditions. Fig. 5.1b shows the situation after the steel ball has been
dropped, and an indentation in the snow surface has been made. In Fig 5.1c the indentation diameter of
the dropped steel ball is measured with a slide gauge. The snow hardness is estimated from the
measured indentation diameter.
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The mean resistance of the snow relative to the dropped steel ball, Fsn , is given from the following

energy considerations:
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where:

Fsn - momentary resistance of the snow relative to the dropped steel ball, N
g - acceleration due to gravity, 9.81 m/s2

hsn - indentation depth of the dropped steel ball in the snow, m

The indentation depth of the dropped steel ball in the snow, hsn, may be obtained from the measured
indentation diameter of the steel ball in the snow, dsn:
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The snow hardness, H, is defined as:
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where the surface contact area of the steel ball with snow, S, is given by:
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The snow hardness measurements have an accuracy of approximately ±5% of the measured value. The
classification of snow hardness has been performed according to Colbeck et al. (1990), see Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Classification of snow hardness according to Colbeck et al. (1990).

Term H (Pa) Hand test Symbol
Very low 0 - 103 fist R1
Low 103 - 104 4 fingers R2
Medium 104 - 105 1 finger R3
High 105 - 106 pencil R4
Very high > 106 knife blade R5
Ice R6
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 (a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5.1. The snow hardness measurement procedure: (a) The steel ball is about to be dropped through
the plastic tube from a known height. (b) The steel ball has been dropped, and an indentation
in the snow surface has been made. (c) The indentation diameter of the dropped steel ball is
measured. The snow hardness is estimated from the measured indentation diameter.
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5.2.3. Snow humidity and snow density

The snow humidity and snow density have been measured with the Snow Fork instrument (Sihvola
and Tiuri, 1986). The Snow Fork is a steel fork used as microwave resonator which operates in the
resonance frequency range 500 to 1000 MHz and measures the resonance frequency, attenuation and
3-dB bandwidth of a snow volume. From these electrical parameters the complex dielectric
permittivity of the snow can be calculated as well as the density and liquid water content of the snow.
The real part of the relative permittivity of the snow, ′ε , is given from a Snow Fork measurement by
(Toikka, 1998):
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where:

fm - measured resonant frequency when the Snow Fork is put in snow, MHz
fair - measured resonant frequency when the Snow Fork is in air, MHz

The imaginary part of the relative permittivity of the snow, ′′ε , is calculated from the equation
(Toikka, 1998):
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where the bandwidth of the Snow Fork resonance curve at the frequency fm for a material without loss,
Bwl, is given in MHz by:

B fwl m= × −0 03 183. ( ) (5.7)

where:

Bm - measured bandwidth of the Snow Fork resonance curve when the Snow Fork is put in snow,
MHz

The volume per cent liquid water content in the snow, Wvol,%, may be deduced from the values of
′′ε and fm by using the equation (Toikka, 1998):
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Further, the density of the snow in g/cm3, ρ, reads (Toikka, 1998):
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The weight per cent liquid water content of snow, Wwgt,%, can be deduced from the values of Wvol,% and

ρ (Toikka, 1998):
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where:

ρw - density of water, 1 g/cm3

The Snow Fork is designed for measuring liquid water content between 0 and 10 % with an accuracy

of ±0.3 % (Toikka, 1996). The measurement of snow density has an accuracy of ±0.005 g/cm3. The
Snow Fork is primarily designed for measuring snow density below 0.6 g/cm3, but is also usable for
measuring higher snow densities.

Normally when measuring the snow humidity and snow density, the Snow Fork is pushed horizontally
into the snow pack. In order to measure the snow humidity and snow density as close as possible to the

snow surface, the Snow Fork has been put into the snow surface with an angle of approximately 30∞

relative to the snow surface. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5.2. When the Snow Fork

measurements are performed at an angle of 30∞ to the snow surface, a small part of the measurement

volume will contain air instead of snow. It is important to adjust the humidity and density results
accordingly. This can be performed quite simply by using the fact that the spikes of the Snow Fork are
75 mm long, and the width is 20 mm. Assuming that the Snow Fork measurement volume consists of a
75 mm long cylinder with 10 mm radius, it can be found that approximately 6 % of the measurement

volume is air when the Snow Fork is put into the snow at a 30° angle relative to the snow surface. The
calculated density and snow humidity must therefore be multiplied by the factor:
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If a 45∞ angle to the snow surface is used in the measurements instead of a 30∞ angle, the

multiplication factor will be approximately 1.034. Half-space measurements (Sihvola and Tiuri, 1986)
where the Snow Fork lies at the snow surface have also been tested in our research. This setup has not
given reliable results.

Classification of the snow humidity or liquid water content of the snow according to Colbeck et al.
(1990) is shown in Table 5.2. Snow with liquid water content less than 0.5 % has been approximated
as dry in our measurements.
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Fig. 5.2. Setup for snow surface measurements with the Snow Fork.

Table 5.2. Classification of the snow humidity or liquid water content of the snow according to
Colbeck et al. (1990).

Term Wvol.,% (%)
Dry 0
Moist < 3
Wet 3 - 8
Very wet 8 - 15
Slush > 15

5.2.4. Snow type and snow grain structure

To avoid damage of the original structure of the snow surface in the track, we chose to use a
measurement procedure that did not involve movement of snow from the track. A LEICA MS5

stereomicroscope (max. 40¥ magnification) was used to observe the snow surface directly in-situ in

the track. Microscope images of the snow surface were captured with a Nikkon F70D camera
connected to the microscope through a phototube. The setup without camera connected to the
phototube is shown in Fig. 5.3. At a later stage (indoor) the captured images were converted to digital
form by a scanner, and analysed and characterised digitally using the general image processing
program Adobe Photoshop 5.0 (Adobe, 1998).

The in-situ measurement procedure has proved to be very efficient for ski tracks with snow surface
grains larger than approximately 0.1-0.2 mm. For smaller snow surface grains it has been difficult to
capture microscope images with sufficient quality.

The 2D snow grain surfaces in microscope images have been characterised using the following
definitions:

j - snow grain surface number in a microscope image of a snow surface
dj - length of the largest 2D diagonal for snow grain surface number j in a microscope image

of a snow surface, mm
ng - number of snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a microscope image of a snow

surface
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d - mean of dj for the ng snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a microscope image
of a snow surface, mm

δd - standard deviation of dj for the ng snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a
microscope image of a snow surface, mm

d  has also been classified according to the classification of grain size given in Colbeck et al. (1990),
see Table 5.3.

Fig. 5.3. Snow microscopy setup without camera connected to the phototube. The camera is used to
take the setup picture.

Table 5.3. Classification of d  according to the classification of grain size given in Colbeck et al.
(1990).

Term d  (mm)
Very fine < 0.2
Fine 0.2 - 0.5
Medium 0.5 - 1.0
Coarse 1.0 - 2.0
Very coarse 2.0 - 5.0
Extreme > 5.0

Further, the snow type in the track has roughly been classified according to the following snow type
categories:

1. Falling new snow
2. New snow
3. Combination of new snow and transformed snow, mainly new snow
4. Combination of new snow and transformed snow, mainly transformed snow.
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5. Transformed snow
6. Artificial snow

The grain shape of the snow has furthermore been classified according to Colbeck et al. (1990), see
Table 5.4.

Table 5.4. Classification of the grain shape of the snow according to Colbeck et al. (1990).

Basic classification Graphic symbol
Precipitation particles Æ

Decomposing and fragmented precipitation particles /
Rounded grains (monocrystals) l
Faceted crystals ¨
Cup-shaped crystals and depth hoar ∧
Wet grains ¡
Feathery crystals ∨
Ice masses n

Surface deposits and crusts "

5.2.5. Electrolytic conductivity

Snow from the surface of the ski tracks has been collected in 500 ml plastic bottles and analysed in
laboratory for electrolytic conductivity i.e. electrical conductivity of the melted snow sample. In

addition, the content of Cl--, Na+-, K+-, Ca2+-, SO4
2− -, Mg2+-, NO3

−- and F--ions have been registered

for some chosen melted snow samples.

Electrolytic conductivity, σmss, was registered with the stationary WTW Microprocessor Conductivity

Meter LF537 instrument in 1996-1998 and the portable testo 240 instrument in 1999. All

measurements were performed at 25°C, and the accuracy was typically ±1 % of the measured value.
The ionic content of Na+, K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+ has been found by using atomic absorption after the NS
(Norwegian Standard) 470 procedure. Ion chromatography has been applied in order to find the ionic

content of NO3
− , F-, SO4

2−  and Cl-.

5.2.6 Air temperature

Air temperature, Ta, has been measured by using an air probe on the STAR HD 8901 Hygrometer-
Thermometer. The measurement of air temperature has the same precision as the snow temperature
measurements (STAR, 1995). The measurements have been performed 50 cm above the snow surface.
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5.2.7. Relative humidity

Relative humidity has been registered 50 cm above the snow surface with the same air probe as in the

air temperature measurements. The measurement of relative humidity has a precision of ±2 % for
relative humidities between 5 and 90 % and +4/-2.5 % for relative humidities between 90 and 98 %.
The relative humidity, Rh, is defined as the ratio between the amount of vapour present in the air
considered and the amount that air at the same temperature could contain if it was saturated. Air is
defined as saturated when it in these determined conditions of temperature, air and pressure, has
absorbed the greatest possible amount of vapour.

5.2.8 Net radiation and cloudiness

Net radiation, qnet, is the difference between incoming and outgoing radiation at the surface of the
earth. Modelling of net short wave and long wave radiation has been performed by e.g. Male and Gray
(1981), and Løset (1992).

Net radiation has been registered 50 cm above the snow surface with the Anderaa Instruments net

radiation sensor 2811 instrument. This sensor measures both sunlight and infrared radiation. The

measurement range of the instrument is ±2000 W/m2, and the accuracy ± 1 % of full scale.

Cloudiness, C, has roughly been characterised in octoparts (0<C<8). A complete cloud cover is
expressed as C = 8, while C = 0 indicates a clear cloud cover.
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5.3. Results

This section presents major results from measurements of different snow parameters in 152 cross-
country race ski tracks. The presented measurement results are based on measurement campaigns in
Norway, 1995-98, Hakuba/Japan, 1996-98 and Sundance/USA, 1999. Some measurements have also
been performed in the jumping ski track of the jumping hill in Granåsen, Trondheim, Norway, 1997-
98. In addition an analysis of the electrolytic conductivity and ionic content of artificial Continental
snow has been made.

The snow temperature in the campaigns has ranged from 0 to -22.1C (Granåsen, 26.01.1996), while
the air temperature has ranged from +14.2 (Hakuba, 14.02.1996) to -14.6C (Granåsen, 26.01.1996).
The relative humidity has varied from 18 % in dry sunny Sundance (03.03.1999) to 100 % during
snow events in Trondheim (winter 1996). A maximum net radiation of 816 W/m2 has been registered
in Hakuba at 36N (27.01.1998).

Specific attention is not given to parameters such as snow temperature, air temperature, relative
humidity, cloudiness and net radiation in the following. Instead the rest of this chapter focuses on
snow hardness, snow humidity, snow density, snow grain structure and electrolytic conductivity in the
presentation and discussion of the results.

5.3.1. Snow hardness

The cumulative distribution of our snow hardness measurements is shown in Fig. 5.4. It can be seen
that medium and high snow hardness, i.e. hardness values between 104 and 106 Pa, are most common
in ski tracks. Snow hardness statistics for different snow types in cross-country race ski tracks are
given in Table 5.5. The following definitions are used:

H mean snow hardness for a snow type, Pa
H standard deviation of H , Pa
Hmax maximum snow hardness for a snow type, Pa
Hmin minimum snow hardness for a snow type, Pa
H50 median snow hardness for a snow type, Pa
nH number of hardness measurements for a given snow type

Table 5.5 shows that the snow hardness values have ranged between 4.3103 Pa and 2.8106 Pa in our
143 measurements. The maximum hardness was measured in the jumping ski track of the jumping hill
in Granåsen in Trondheim, but very high snow hardness has also been registered on transformed snow
types in cross-country ski tracks e.g. in the morning after cold, clear nights. In race ski tracks passed
by more than 20 skiers, low snow hardness has been registered on both falling new snow and
transformed snow. Very low snow hardness had probably also been obtained if hardness tests had been
performed on new-fallen virgin snow in ski tracks. The lowest registered hardness value was obtained
in a very wet jumping ski track (Wvol.,% = 8.4 %).
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Fig. 5.4. Cumulative distribution of the 143 snow hardness measurements.

Table 5.5. Snow hardness statistics for different snow types in cross-country race ski tracks.
Snow type H

(Pa)
H

(Pa)
Hmax

(Pa)
Hmin

(Pa)
H50

(Pa)
nH

All 1.5105

High
2.9105 2.8106

Very high
4.3103

Low
5.9104

Medium
143

1 6.8104

Medium
4.8104 1.5105

High
7.2103

Low
5.9104

Medium
17

2 1.3105

High
1.3105 5.1105

High
2.7104

Medium
6.6104

Medium
45

3 1.8105

High
1.9105 6.6105

High
2.2104

Medium
9.0104

Medium
15

4 1.6105

High
3.1105 9.8105

High
1.2104

Medium
4.1104

Medium
9

5 1.7105

High
4.2105 2.8106

Very high
4.3103

Low
4.1104

Medium
55

The mean hardness of the measurements, H , is equal to 1.5105 Pa. Since the snow hardness is found
to vary by almost three orders of magnitude, the median hardness, H50, might be a better measure for
the typical snow hardness in a ski track. H50 is equal to 5.9104 Pa in our measurements. Snow type 3,
i.e. a combination of new snow and transformed snow where new snow dominates, has the highest
median and mean snow hardness (H50 = 9.0104 Pa and H  = 1.8105 Pa). Snow type 5, i.e.
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transformed snow, has the highest standard deviation (H = 4.2105 Pa), i.e. the highest variation. The
variation in snow hardness is generally lower for Snow types 1 and 2, i.e. falling new snow and new
snow, than for the other snow types.

Fig. 5.5 shows snow hardness as a function of snow density for different snow types. There seems to
be no apparent relationship between the snow hardness and snow density, except for perhaps Snow
type 1 that tends to have an increased snow hardness with an increased snow density. The snow
hardness has large variance for the most common snow densities between 0.3 and 0.6 kg/m3.

Fig. 5.6 shows snow hardness as a function of snow humidity for different snow types. It can be seen
from the figure that ski tracks with snow humidity above 5 % tend to have lower mean values and less
variance in snow hardness. Both the highest and lowest snow hardness values seem to decrease when
the snow humidity is above approximately 3 %.

Fig. 5.7 shows snow hardness as a function of snow temperature for different snow types, while Fig.
5.8 displays snow hardness as a function of snow temperature for Snow types 1 and 2. It can be seen
from Fig. 5.7 that the minimum snow hardness tends to increase with decreasing snow temperature.
The hardest conditions for newer snow types, i.e. Snow types 1 and 2, are found at snow temperatures
below -3C. The best-fit relationship for H (Pa) for Snow type 1 is:

H T  22000 13000s (5.11a)

while the best-fit relationship for Snow type 2 is:
H T  11000 79000s (5.11b)

Fig. 5.9 shows a contour plot of the logarithm of H versus snow humidity and snow temperature for
our measurements. The highest hardness values in the measurements are found for moist snow with
snow temperature between -1 and -4C and dry snow with snow temperature below -2C. The snow
hardness and the bonding between the snow grains seem to be dependent on both the snow
temperature and the snow humidity.

Fig. 5.10 illustrates snow hardness as a function of grain size, i.e. d , for different snow types, while
Fig. 5.11 displays a contour plot of the logarithm of H versus grain size and snow temperature. As
shown in the figures there seem to be relatively little correlation between snow hardness and grain size
in the analysed snow temperature range. Differences in hardness of almost three orders of magnitude
are found for snow with medium and coarse grain sizes (0.5 mm < d  < 2 mm).

Snow hardness statistics for different snow types in cross-country classic ski tracks and skating ski
tracks are given in Table 5.6. All the tests in the skating and classic tracks have been performed as a
set of experiments, thus separated in time by just a few minutes. The average snow hardness for new
snow types, i.e. Snow types 1 and 2, is approximately three times higher in classic ski tracks than in
skating ski tracks. The few measurements performed on transformed snow have indicated less
difference in snow hardness between classic and skating ski tracks. The snow hardness in skating ski
tracks have ranged from 73 to 142 % of the hardness in classic ski tracks under such conditions.
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Fig. 5.5. Snow hardness as a function of snow density for different snow types.

Fig. 5.6. Snow hardness as a function of snow humidity for different snow types.
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Fig. 5.7. Snow hardness as a function of snow temperature for different snow types.

Fig. 5.8. Snow hardness as a function of snow temperature for Snow types 1 and 2.
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Fig. 5.9. Contour plot of log H versus snow humidity and snow temperature.

Fig. 5.10. Snow hardness as a function of grain size for different snow types.
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Fig. 5.11. Contour plot of log H versus grain size and snow temperature.

Table 5.6. Snow hardness statistics for different snow types in cross-country classic ski tracks and
skating ski tracks. All the tests in the skating and classic tracks have been performed at the
same time.

Snow type Track
(C = Classic, S = Skating)

H
(Pa)

H

(Pa)
Hmax

(Pa)
Hmin

(Pa)
H50

(Pa)
nH

All C 1.8105

High
1.3105 5.1105

High
3.0104

Medium
1.2105

High
25

All S 8.0104

Medium
7.8104 3.6105

High
1.6104

Medium
5.6104

Medium
25

1 C 8.6104

Medium
4.6104 1.2105

High
3.0104

Medium
9.5104

Medium
4

1 S 3.2104

Medium
1.2104 4.1104

Medium
1.6104

Medium
3.5104

Medium
4

2 C 2.3105

High
1.6105 5.1105

High
3.0104

Medium
2.2105

High
14

2 S 7.2104

Medium
5.5104 2.4105

High
2.7104

Medium
5.8104

Medium
14

3 C 1.2105

High
5.6104 1.8105

High
7.7104

Medium
9.1104

Medium
3

3 S 9.6104

Medium
8.0104 1.8105

High
2.6104

Medium
8.1104

Medium
3

5 C 1.2105

High
8.3104 2.1105

High
4.8104

Medium
1.1105

High
3

5 S 1.7105

High
1.7105 3.6105

High
3.5104

Medium
1.1105

High
3
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5.3.2. Snow humidity and snow density

Histograms for snow density measurements of different snow types in cross-country race ski tracks are
shown in Fig. 5.12, while snow density statistics are given in Table 5.7. The following definitions are
used in Table 5.7:

 mean snow density for a snow type, g/cm3

 standard deviation of  , g/cm3

max maximum snow density for a snow type, g/cm3

min minimum snow density for a snow type, g/cm3

50 median snow density for a snow type, g/cm3

n number of density measurements for a given snow type

Fig. 5.12. Histograms for snow density measurements of different snow types in cross-country race ski
tracks.

The snow density values in the 117 measurements have ranged between 0.22 and 0.92 g/cm3, i.e. the
density of ice. The minimum density was registered for Snow type 1 in Granåsen, 27.03.1996. The
highest measured density value was obtained for wet snow (Wvol.,% = 5.4 %) in Sundance, 27.02.1999.
The accuracy of this value can be questioned since the Snow Fork, although usable also for measuring
higher snow densities, is primarily designed for measuring snow density below 0.6 g/cm3. The highest
measured snow density for new snow types, 0.69 g/cm3, was registered on a warm day (Ta = +5.1C)
in Lillehammer in April 1998. The lowest snow density value for transformed snow types, 0.41 g/cm3,
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was obtained in Granåsen 24.02.1997, immediately after the 10 km classic race for men in the Nordic
World Ski Championships'97.

Table 5.7. Snow density statistics for different snow types in cross-country race ski tracks.
Snow type 

(g/cm3)


(g/cm3)
max

(g/cm3)
min

(g/cm3)
50

(g/cm3)
n

All 0.50 0.13 0.92 0.22 0.49 117
1 0.39 0.06 0.46 0.22 0.39 15
2 0.43 0.08 0.69 0.30 0.43 39
3 0.51 0.03 0.56 0.45 0.52 14
4 0.57 0.12 0.79 0.47 0.56 6
5 0.59 0.12 0.91 0.41 0.56 42

It can be seen from both Table 5.7 and the histograms in Fig. 5.12 that the mean snow density is
higher for transformed snow types than new snow types. While Snow types 1 and 2 have mean snow
densities of 0.39 and 0.43 g/cm3 respectively, the mean snow densities of Snow types 3, 4 and 5 are
0.51, 0.57 and 0.59 g/cm3.

Fig. 5.13 shows snow density plotted as a function of snow humidity for different snow types in 116
ski tracks. It is easy to see that the snow density increases with increased snow humidity, at least for
snow humidities up to 8-10 %.

The liquid water content of snow or snow humidity has ranged from 0 to 12.5 % in the 117
measurements in ski tracks. No liquid water content (Wvol.,% = 0.0 %) has been found at snow
temperatures below approximately -6C. The highest value was measured 21 April 1998 at
Lillehammer on a warm, sunny day (Ta = +5.8C and qnet = 753 W/m2). At this day the snow humidity
increased from 0.6 % at 9:40 to 12.5 % at 11:59. Large variations in snow humidity have also been
measured during ski competitions in winter. During the Nordic Combined competition in the Nordic
World Ski Championships'97 in Granåsen (24.02.1997), the snow humidity changed from 2.4 % at
11:40 to 6.8 % at 14:17.

Fig. 5.14 shows snow humidity plotted as a function of snow temperature for different snow types in
ski tracks. In the present experiments it is found that the snow humidity is less than 2 % for snow
temperatures below -2C and less than 1 % for snow temperatures below -7C. Furthermore, the snow
humidity is found to be less than 2 % for new snow types and below zero snow temperatures.

Fig. 5.15 depicts snow humidity versus air temperature for various snow types in ski tracks. It can be
seen from the figure that the snow humidity is less than 1 % for air temperatures below -4C and less
than 2 % for air temperatures below -2C. Snow humidities exceeding 4 % have only been registered
at air temperatures above +1C.
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Fig. 5.13. Snow density plotted as a function of snow humidity for different snow types in ski tracks.

Fig. 5.14. Snow humidity versus snow temperature for different snow types in ski tracks.
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Fig. 5.15. Snow humidity plotted as a function of air temperature for different snow types in ski tracks.

Fig. 5.16 shows a contour plot of the measured snow humidity in ski tracks as a function of relative
humidity and air temperature. A C/E line (Condensation/Evaporation line) based on Petterssen (1956)
has been added to the plot. This line indicates the limiting value of relative humidity. If the relative
humidity in the air above the snow is higher than that indicated by the line, water vapour condenses on
the snow, otherwise it evaporates. It can be seen from the figure that the highest snow humidities are
registered on clear, warm days with relative humidities between 40 and 60 % and air temperatures
above +5C. The snow humidity is relatively lower at relative humidities between 60 and 80 %,
probably due to less efficient solar radiation compared to lower relative humidities. At relative
humidities above 80 % the snow humidity shows an increasing tendency again when condensation
processes start to be efficient. For relative humidities exceeding 65 %, the snow humidity is highest to
the right of the C/E line, i.e. when condensation on the snow dominates over evaporation from the
snow.
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Fig. 5.16. Contour plot of the measured snow humidity in ski tracks as a function of relative humidity
and air temperature. A C/E line (Condensation/Evaporation line) based on Petterssen
(1956) has been added to the plot.

5.3.3. Snow type and snow grain structure

The mean snow grain diameter, d , and the standard deviation of grain diameters, d, have been
calculated for 34 snow surface microscope images of ski tracks. These results are presented in Table
5.8 together with information of time, location, snow type, grain shape, snow humidity Wvol.,%, snow
density , snow hardness H and snow temperature Ts. Ionic content of Cl-, Na+, K+, Ca2+, so4

2 , Mg2+,

NO3
  and F- and electrolytic conductivity mss  of collected and melted samples from the snow surfaces

are shown in Table 5.9 for 22 of the images. Table 5.10 presents data on air temperature Ta, relative
humidity Rh, cloudiness C and net radiation qnet at the time of snow microscope image registration.
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Table 5.8. Table of snow measurements for snow surface microscope images.
Image
No.

Date
(Time)

Location Snow
type

Grain
shape

d d

(mm)
Wvol,%

(%)


(g/cm3)
H

(Pa)
Ts

(C)
1 21.02.97

(12:54)
Granåsen

cross-country
5  0.930.33

Medium

1
Moist

0.48 2.6104

Medium
-6.2

2 23.02.97
(8:46)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  0.740.33
Medium

1.7
Moist

0.57 2.2104

Medium
-0.1

3 23.02.97
(11:40)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  0.840.29
Medium

2.4
Moist

0.59 4.1104

Medium
-0.1

4 23.02.97
(14:17)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  0.720.20
Medium

6.8
Wet

0.8 2.6104

Medium
-0.1

5 24.02.97
(8:52)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  1.310.49
Coarse

1.2
Moist

0.52 6.6104

Medium
-0.9

6 24.02.97
(11:45)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  1.380.44
Coarse

1.5
Moist

0.41 2.2104

Medium
-0.4

7 24.02.97
(13:49)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  1.430.35
Coarse

1.8
Moist

0.44 -0.2

8 25.02.97
(8:36)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  1.570.50
Coarse

0.8
Moist

0.55 1.9104

Medium
-2.4

9 25.02.97
(11:38)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  1.560.53
Coarse

1.4
Moist

0.49 8.3103

Low
-1.7

10 26.02.97
(10:45)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  1.890.52
Coarse

0.5
Moist

0.49 1.9104

Medium
-7.7

11 27.02.97
(11:42)

Granåsen
cross-country

3 / 0.080.02
Very fine

1.5
Moist

0.51 9.1104

Medium
-3.5

12 28.02.97
(8:40)

Granåsen
cross-country

3 / 0.110.03
Very fine

2.3
Moist

0.45 7.7104

Medium
-2.1

13 28.02.97
(12:35)

Granåsen
cross-country

4  0.460.34
Fine

3.4
Wet

0.57 1.3105

High
-0.6

14 01.03.97
(8:47)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  0.730.03
Medium

1.4
Moist

0.6 7.7104

Medium
-3.9

15 01.03.97
(12:34)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  1.490.64
Coarse

2.6
Moist

0.53 8.4105

High
-1.7

16 02.03.97
(8:37)

Granåsen
cross-country

5  1.030.39
Coarse

5.2104

Medium
-0.1

17 16.12.97
(19:28)

Granåsen
jumping hill

5  0.470.28
Fine

4.2105

High
-0.9

18 27.12.97
(11:48)

Granåsen
jumping hill

4  (/) 0.260.09
Fine

-9.4

19 28.12.97
(10:15)

Granåsen
jumping hill

4  2.590.71
Very coarse

-5.4

20 13.01.98
(14:49)

Granåsen
jumping hill

5  1.320.44
Coarse

2.8106

Very high
-0.8

21 25.03.98
(12:15)

Granåsen
cross-country

2 / 0.210.07
Fine

1.3
Moist

0.6 7.7104

Medium
-0.1

22 31.03.98
(13:49)

Granåsen
jumping hill

5  1.260.36
Coarse

8.4
Very wet

0.6 4.3103

Low
0.0

23 01.04.98
(13:44)

Meråker
cross-country

5  1.240.48
Coarse

4
Wet

0.53 4.8104

Medium
0.0

24 17.04.98
(12:35)

Lillehammer
cross-country

2  (/) 0.380.13
Fine

8.5
Very wet

0.69 2.7104

Medium
0.0

25 20.04.98
(13:34)

Lillehammer
cross-country

5  0.700.24
Medium

11.2
Very wet

0.74 2.7104

Medium
0.0
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26 21.04.98
(11:59)

Lillehammer
cross-country

5  0.860.29
Medium

12.5
Very wet

0.61 1.1104

Medium
0.0

27 07.11.98
(11:07)

Golå
cross-country

2 / 0.120.07
Very fine

0.1
Dry

0.49 4.2105

High
-6.8

28 28.02.99
(11:15)

Sundance
cross-country

5  0.320.16
Fine

2.0104

Medium
0.0

29 28.02.99
(12:46)

Sundance
cross-country

5  0.400.16
Fine

3.8
Wet

0.72 <2104 0.0

30 01.03.99
(11:30)

Sundance
cross-country

4  0.490.22
Fine

4.5
Wet

0.79 1.2104

Medium
0.0

31 02.03.99
(9:40)

Sundance
cross-country

5  0.830.21
Medium

1.3106

Very high
-3.3

32 02.03.99
(13:00)

Sundance
cross-country

5  0.850.38
Medium

5.3
Wet

0.87 2.0104

Medium
0.0

33 02.03.99
(13:43)

Sundance
cross-country

5  0.950.34
Medium

4.6
Wet

0.89 2.2104

Medium
0.0

34 03.03.99
(10:55)

Sundance
cross-country

5  1.110.54
Coarse

0
Dry

0.62 3.6104

Medium
0.0

Table 5.9. Electrolytic conductivity and chemical water properties for collected and melted samples
from the snow surfaces described in Table 5.8.

Image
No.

mss

(S/cm)
Cl-

(mg/l)
Na+

(mg/l)
K+

(mg/l)
Ca2+

(mg/l)
SO4

2-

(mg/l)

Mg2+

(mg/l)
NO3



(mg/l)

F-

(mg/l)

1 25.4 3.73 1.06 0.17 0.16 <0.01 0.26 0.54 <0.01
2 17.2 1.52 0.64 0.13 0.16 <0.01 0.05 0.01 0.01
5 13.5 1.2 0.66 0.06 0.02 <0.1 0.05 <0.1 <0.1
8 14.9 1.4 0.71 0.09 0.02 <0.1 0.06 0.8 <0.1

10 17.3 1.4 0.72 0.15 0.045 <0.1 0.06 <0.1 <0.1
11 46.8 9.1 5.12 0.295 0.155 1.1 0.625 <0.1 <0.1
12 61.7 14.4 7.18 0.345 0.245 2.6 0.835 <0.1 <0.1
14 12.9 1.6 0.76 0.065 0.01 <0.1 0.05 <0.1 <0.1
16 12.1 1.2 0.62 0.06 0.01 <0.1 0.04 <0.1 <0.1
17 8.7
21 16.6 3.08 1.32 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.2 <0.01 <0.01
22 3.8
23 4
24 21.6 0.3 0.05 0.02 0.01 1.6 0.01 1.9 <0.1
25 8.5 0.4 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.5 0.01 1 <0.1
26 3.8 0.3 0.02 <0.1 0.01 0.4 0.01 0.7 <0.1
27 4.1
28 28.8 1.52 1.2 0.2 2.63 1.47 0.5 1.13 <0.01
30 18.7 1.07 0.61 0.18 2.16 <0.01 0.51 0.24 0.01
31 16.9 1.37 0.72 0.77 1.34 <0.01 0.33 0.2 <0.01
33 15.4 0.76 0.45 0.08 1.56 <0.01 0.41 <0.01 0.01
34 8.3 0.65 0.29 0.09 1.26 <0.01 0.37 <0.01 <0.01
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Table 5.10. Table of weather measurements for the snow surface microscope images described in the
snow measurements in Table 5.8 and the electrolytic conductivity and chemical water
measurements in Table 5.9.

Image
No.

Ta

(C)
Rh
(%)

C
(octoparts)

qnet

(W/m2)
1 -0.1 58 3 243
2 1.6 89 8 0
3 2.6 87 8 131
4 6.7 64 8 103
5 -0.3 72 8 0
6 2.3 61 8 0
7 3.8 64 8 33
8 -2.3 61 8 0
9 4.1 57 8 250

10 -2.4 71 4 217
11 -0.3 79 0 74
12 3.6 60 7 57
13 5.2 60 8 152
14 3.6 60 2 0
15 5.2 64 4 119
16 5.7 80 8 0
17 1.3 96 0 -21
18 -5.1 57
19 -3.2 72 7
20 3.7 60 2 -33
21 4.7 43 4 415
22 4.3 80 5 415
23 0.0 74 8 312
24 3.1 83 7 164
25 5.1 57 8 205
26 5.8 53 0 753
27 -5.9 64 0 79
28 9.4 32 0 580
29 13.0 31 0 596
30 10.3 32 6
31 1.6 48 0
32 7.0 35 1 480
33 7.0 29 1 440
34 9.6 23 8 94

Examples of registered snow microscope images are given in Figs. 5.17-5.30. In particular Figs. 5.17-
5.23 focus on snow surfaces with different grain sizes and snow types. Snow surfaces with coarse (d
= 1.89 mm), medium (d  = 0.85 mm) and fine (d  = 0.40 mm) snow grains of Snow type 5 are
presented in Figs. 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19, respectively. Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 show surfaces with very
coarse (d  = 2.59 mm) and fine (d  = 0.49 mm) snow grains of Snow type 4, while a surface with very
fine (d  = 0.11 mm) snow grains of Snow type 3 is given in Fig. 5.22. An example of a snow surface
with Snow type 2 and fine (d  = 0.21 mm) snow grains is depicted in Fig. 5.23.

Wet grains, rounded grains, faceted crystals and decomposing and fragmented precipitation particles
are the most common grain shapes on snow surfaces in ski tracks. Faceted crystals on a ski track
surface are shown in Fig. 5.24.
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Fig. 5.17. Example of a snow surface with Snow type 5 and coarse snow grains (d  = 1.89 mm and d

= 0.52 mm): Image No. 10. The distance between the tick marks on the ruler in the image is
1 mm.

Fig. 5.18. Example of a snow surface with Snow type 5 and medium snow grains (d  = 0.85 mm and
d = 0.38 mm): Image No. 32. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.
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Fig. 5.19. Example of a snow surface with Snow type 5 and fine snow grains (d  = 0.40 mm and d =
0.16 mm): Image No. 29. The distance between the two tick marks is 1 mm.

Fig. 5.20. Example of a snow surface with Snow type 4 and very coarse snow grains (d  = 2.59 mm
and d = 0.71 mm): Image No. 19. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.
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Fig. 5.21. Example of a snow surface with Snow type 4 and fine snow grains (d  = 0.49 mm and d =
0.22 mm): Image No. 30. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.

Fig. 5.22. Example of a snow surface with Snow type 3 and very fine snow grains (d  = 0.11 mm and
d = 0.03 mm): Image No. 12. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.
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Fig. 5.23. Example of a snow surface with Snow type 2 and fine snow grains (d  = 0.21 mm and d =
0.07 mm): Image No. 21. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.

Fig. 5.24. Example of a snow surface with faceted crystals (d  = 0.93 mm and d = 0.33 mm): Image
No. 1. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.

Figs. 5.25-5.28 depict snow humidity of snow surfaces. Examples of very wet (Wvol,% = 12.5 %), wet
(Wvol,% = 6.8 %), moist (Wvol,% = 2.4 %) and dry (Wvol,% = 0 %) snow surfaces are presented in Figs.
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5.25, 5.26, 5.27 and 5.28, respectively. Figs. 5.29 and 5.30 show examples of snow surfaces of Snow
type 5 with high ( = 0.89 g/cm3) and low ( = 0.41 g/cm3) densities.

Fig. 5.25. Example of a very wet snow surface (Wvol,% = 12.5 %, d  = 0.86 mm and d = 0.29 mm):
Image No. 26. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.

Fig. 5.26. Example of a wet snow surface (Wvol,% = 6.8 %, d  = 0.72 mm and d = 0.2 mm): Image
No. 4.
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Fig. 5.27. Example of a moist snow surface (Wvol,% = 2.4 %, d  = 0.84 mm and d = 0.29 mm): Image
No. 3.

Fig. 5.28. Example of a dry snow surface (Wvol,% = 0 %, d  = 1.11 mm and d = 0.54 mm): Image No.
34. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.
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Fig. 5.29. Example of a snow surface with high density ( = 0.89 g/cm3, d  = 0.95 mm and d = 0.34
mm): Image No. 33. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.

Fig. 5.30. Example of a snow surface with low density ( = 0.41 g/cm3, d  = 1.38 mm and d = 0.44
mm): Image No. 6. The distance between the tick marks is 1 mm.
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Fig. 5.31 presents a histogram of the grain size, i.e. d , in 23 microscope images of ski tracks
containing Snow type 5. The grain size in the microscope images has ranged from 0.32 to 1.88 mm
with a mean value of 1.06 mm.

Fig. 5.31. Histogram of the grain size, i.e. d , in 23 microscope images of ski tracks containing Snow
type 5.

In the four analysed microscope images of Snow type 4, the grain size varied from 0.26 to 2.59 mm
with a median value of 0.41 mm. The highest value was obtained in a jumping ski track with below
zero snow temperature after a night where a thin veil of new snow had settled on very transformed
snow. When 10 ski jumpers had slid down the track, the new snow grains had either blown away or
fallen between the old transformed grains. The old snow grains therefore dominated the microscope
image of the surface, thus indicating that larger grain size than 1.88 mm also should be possible to
register for Snow type 5.

The five analysed microscope images of Snow types 2 and 3 have ranged in grain size from 0.08 to
0.38 mm with a mean grain size of 0.18 mm. Snow microscope images of Snow type 1 have at present
not been registered.
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5.3.4. Electrolytic conductivity

The development of electrolytic conductivity mss, and grain size d for various snow types in three
different test campaigns is shown in Figs. 5.32-5.34. The snow in the ski courses was prepared with a
trail groomer each morning during the test campaigns.

Fig. 5.32 presents results from the period 23 February to 2 March 1997 during the Nordic World Ski
Championships'97 in Trondheim, Norway. We see that the electrolytic conductivity is increased and
the grain size decreased when precipitation is introduced to the snow surface. It was also experienced
during this campaign that the electrolytic conductivity could increase with snow density. After a warm
day with snow melt (20.02.1997: Ta = +3.0C and Wvol,% = 1.6 %), the snow was compacted and
increased its density from 0.48 to 0.65 g/cm3 and the electrolytic conductivity from 17.2 to 25.4 S/cm
during a cold, clear night with no snow precipitation (21.02.1997: Ta = -5.7C and Wvol,% = 0.3 %).

Figs. 5.33 and 5.34 show results from test campaigns in Lillehammer and Sundance/USA,
respectively. The electrolytic conductivity in the figures decreases as the snow goes through melt-
freeze cycles and the grain size increases.

Fig. 5.32. Development of electrolytic conductivity mss, and grain size d  for Snow types 3 and 5 in
the period 23 February to 2 March 1997 during the Nordic World Ski Championships'97 in
Trondheim, Norway.
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Fig. 5.33. Development of electrolytic conductivity mss, and grain size d  for Snow types 2 and 5 in
the period 17 to 21 April 1998 during ski base structure tests in Lillehammer, Norway.

Fig. 5.34. Development of electrolytic conductivity mss, and grain size d  for Snow types 4 and 5 in
the period 28 February to 3 March 1999 during a test campaign in Sundance, USA.

Figs. 5.35-5.37 shows the development of ionic content in melted snow samples from the ski track for
three different test campaigns. The development of electrolytic conductivity mss, grain size d  and
snow type in the test campaigns was given in Figs. 5.32-5.34, respectively.
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Fig. 5.35 depicts ionic content of melted snow samples from the ski track in the period 28 February to
2 March 1997 during the Nordic World Championships'97 in Trondheim. The electrolytic conductivity
decreased in the period from 61.7 S/cm for Snow type 3 on 28 February to 12.9 and 12.1 S/cm for
Snow type 5 on 1 and 2 March, respectively. It can be seen from 5.35a that Cl-- and Na+-ions
dominated the snow precipitation introduced to the snow pack on 27 and 28 February (see Fig. 5.32
for data on 27 February), thus indicating that sea salt was the major agent during snow nucleation.
Further, Cl-- and Na+-ions were the only ions in the melted snow samples with non-negligible content
after the snow had been through melt-freeze and restructured, i.e. on 1 and 2 March 1997. The SO4

2--
ions had for instance been completely removed from the snow samples, i.e. the upper part of the snow
pack.

Fig. 5.35. Development in the ionic content of melted snow samples from the ski track in the period 28
February to 2 March 1997 during the Nordic World Ski Championships'97 in Trondheim,
Norway. a) 28 February 1997: Snow type 3 and mss = 61.7 S/cm. b) 1 March 1997: Snow
type 5 and mss = 12.9 S/cm. c) 2 March 1997: Snow type 5 and mss = 12.1 S/cm.

Fig. 5.36 shows the ionic content of melted snow samples from the ski track in the period 17 to 21
April 1998 during ski base structure tests in Lillehammer. The electrolytic conductivity decreased in
the period from 21.6 S/cm for Snow type 2 on 17 April to 8.5 and 3.8 S/cm for Snow type 5 on 20
and 21 April, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 5.36a that sulphur and nitrate dominated the snow
precipitation at Lillehammer on 17 April. Further, the development of the ionic content of SO4

2- , NO3


and Cl- in the melted snow samples in the period indicated the anion elution order:

SO NO Cl4
2

3
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Fig. 5.36. Development in the ionic content of melted snow samples from the ski track in the period 17
to 21 April 1998 during ski base structure tests in Lillehammer, Norway. a) 17 April 1998:
Snow type 2 and mss = 21.6 S/cm. b) 20 April 1998: Snow type 5 and mss = 8.5 S/cm.
c) 21 April 1998: Snow type 5 and mss = 3.8 S/cm.

Fig. 5.37 depicts the ionic content of melted snow samples from the ski track in the period 28 February
to 3 March 1999 during a test campaign in Sundance, USA. The electrolytic conductivity decreased in
the period from 28.8 S/cm on 28 February to 8.3 S/cm on 3 March. The melted snow sample from
the start of the period (28 February) contained Cl--, Na+-, K+-, Ca2+-, SO4

2--, Mg2+- and NO3
 -ions.

Ca2+ was the dominating ion (2.63 mg/l), while the contributions from Mg2+- and K+-ions were rather
small (0.5 and 0.2 mg/l, respectively). At the end of the period (3 March) the SO4

2-- and NO3
 -ions had

been eluted completely from the top of the snow pack and no such ions were found in the melted snow
samples. The Na+-content of the melted snow samples had decreased by 76% from 1.2 mg/l on 28
February to 0.29 mg/l on 3 March. The Ca2+-, K+- and Cl--content showed a decrease of 52 to 57 %
from 2.63 to 1.26 mg/l, 0.2 to 0.09 mg/l and 1.52 to 0.65 mg/l, respectively. The ionic content of Mg2+

had decreased by only 26 % from 0.5 mg/l to 0.37 mg/l.

Electrolytic conductivity mss of melted snow samples from Trondheim, Hakuba, Lillehammer, Golå
(Norway), Sundance/Heber and Toblach (Italy) is tabulated in Table 5.11, while the ionic content of
melted snow samples from the same places is depicted in Fig. 5.38. The registered electrolytic
conductivities have ranged from 3.8 to 169.7 S/cm. A sample of artificial snow from Toblach has
given the highest value. The ionic content of this sample is shown in Fig. 5.38f. It can be seen from the
figure that the sample contained high levels of Mg2+-, Ca2+-, SO4

2--, NO3
 - and K+-ions; 13.6, 8.71,

5.56, 3.91 and 2.26 mg/l, respectively. The lowest electrolytic conductivity value has been registered
in snow samples from Lillehammer (Snow type 5) and Golå/Norway (Snow type 2).
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Fig. 5.37. Development in the ionic content of melted snow samples from the ski track in the period 28
February to 3 March 1999 during a test campaign in Sundance, USA. a) 28 February 1999:
Snow type 5 and mss = 28.8 S/cm. b) 1 March 1999: Snow type 4 and mss = 18.7 S/cm.
c) 2 March 1999: Snow type 5 and mss = 16.9 S/cm. d) 3 March 1999: Snow type 5 and
mss = 8.3 S/cm.

Table 5.11. Electrolytic conductivity mss of melted snow samples from some ski tracks in different
parts of the world.

Location mss (S/cm) Snow type n
Trondheim, Norway (cross-country) 11.8 to 61.7 1 to 5 19

Hakuba, Japan 4.7 to 21.9 1 to 5 16
Lillehammer, Norway 3.8 to 21.6 2 and 5 3

Golå, Norway 3.8 to 4.1 2 4
Sundance/Heber, USA 8.3 to 94.5 1 to 5 13

Toblach, Italy 169.7 6 1

The snow samples from Trondheim and Sundance/Heber gave the highest conductivities for new snow
types, 61.7 and 94.5 S/cm, respectively. These values are approximately 3 to 5 times higher than the
maximum values found for snow samples from Hakuba and Lillehammer (21.9 and 21.6 S/cm,
respectively). The reason for the high conductivities in Trondheim and Sundance/Heber is the high
levels of Na+- and Cl--ions in the melted snow samples as depicted in Figs. 5.38a and 5.38e. The ionic
content of Cl- and Na+ was 14.4 and 7.2 mg/l in Trondheim, and 25.1 and 14.4 mg/l in
Sundance/Heber, respectively. High ionic content of Cl- and Na+ is due to salt being the major agent
during snow nucleation in the snowfalls. Figs. 5.38b and 5.38c show that the ionic content of Cl- and
Na+ in melted snow samples is relatively small in Hakuba (1.6 and 0.84 mg/l of Cl-- and Na+-ions,
respectively) and negligible at Lillehammer (0.3 and 0.05 mg/l of Cl-- and Na+-ions, respectively).
SO4

2- and NO3
  are the dominant ions at Lillehammer (1.6 and 1.9 mg/l of SO4

2-- and NO3
 -ions,
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respectively). These ions do also give a significant contribution to the total ionic content in Hakuba
(1.5 and 0.9 mg/l of SO4

2-- and NO3
 -ions, respectively). The lowest conductivities for new snow

types, 3.8 to 4.1 S/cm, were registered in melted snow samples from Golå. This snow is extremely
pure as can be seen in Fig. 5.38e.

Fig. 5.38. Ionic content of melted snow samples from different parts of the world: a) Trondheim,
Norway: Snow type 3 and mss = 61.7 S/cm. b) Hakuba, Japan: Snow type 1 and mss =
21.9 S/cm. c) Lillehammer, Norway: Snow type 2 and mss = 21.6 S/cm. d) Golå,
Norway: Snow type 2 and mss = 3.8 S/cm. e) Sundance/Heber, USA: Snow type 1 and
mss = 94.5 S/cm. f) Toblach, Italy: Snow type 6 and mss = 169.7 S/cm.
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5.4. Discussion 
 

5.4.1. Snow hardness 
 
It was shown in Section 5.3.1 that hardness values between 104 and 106 Pa are the most common in ski 
tracks. This is considerably lower than the average compressive strength of freshwater ice at -10°C. 
Kovacs (1993) reports typical values for ice between 5.7×106 and 1.0×107 Pa. According to Yosida 
(1971) the ideal snow hardness for slalom and giant slalom races should be between 7 and 10 kg/cm2, 
i.e. approximately 7-10×105 Pa. Approximately 90 % of the measurements performed in ski tracks 
have been below this hardness. Hämäläinen and Spring (1986) performed ski friction tests in 
laboratory with snow hardness varying from approximately 1×105 to 3×106 Pa. Friction tests were not 
performed on medium and low hardness snow conditions which are likely to be present 60 % of the 
time in ski tracks according to our measurements. In the future more attention needs to be paid to the 
snow hardness range between 104 and 105 Pa in friction tests. Empirical experiences indicate that the 
macroscopic impact and compaction resistances are important for ski base sliding friction when the 
snow hardness is below approximately 7×104 Pa. 
 
Except for snow conditions with Snow type 1 where the snow hardness tended to increase with snow 
density, no apparent relationship has been found between snow hardness and snow density in our 
measurements. This is not a new experience. Several authors e.g. Yosida (1956), Voitkovsky et al. 
(1975), Fukue (1979) and Armstrong (1980) have argued that the snow density is not a reliable 
indicator of the mechanical properties of snow e.g. compressive strength or hardness. Shapiro et al. 
(1997) stated that the bonding between snow grains is the critical factor in determining response of 
snow to applied loads. They further claimed that the reason why an apparent relationship between 
density and mechanical properties often seems to exist is that both the density and the mechanical 
properties depend on the nature of the bonding/grain contacts. 
 
It was shown in Section 5.3.1 that ski tracks tend to have lower mean snow hardness when the snow 
humidity is above 5 %, and that moist snow with snow temperature between -1 and -4°C can have 
high snow hardness. Colbeck (1997) has also done similar experiences. He stated that wet snow is well 
bonded at low liquid contents, but cohesionless and slushy at high liquid contents because the grain 
boundaries then are unstable against pressure melting. Lower snow hardness at high snow humidities 
causes higher macroscopic impact and compaction resistances during ski base sliding friction. Moist 
snow with high hardness can ease the development of water film during skiing. These aspects must be 
accounted for when choice of optimum skis and ski base structures are made under the respective 
conditions.  
 
It has also been experienced in our measurements that the minimum snow hardness tends to increase 
with decreasing snow temperature. Perla and Glenne (1981) have stated that the snow hardness 
correlates inversely with temperature, all other factors held constant. This means that macroscopic 
impact and compaction resistances in average should be less dominant at lower snow temperatures. 
Microscopic impact and compaction resistances are still important due to the thin water film present 
under such conditions. 
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It was established in Section 5.3.1 that the average snow hardness for new snow types in our 
measurements was approximately three times higher in classic ski tracks than in skating ski tracks. 
More measurements are needed in order to establish reliable trends for transformed snow types, but so 
far the differences between classic and skating ski tracks have been small for transformed snow types 
compared to new snow types. These results indicate that macroscopic impact and compaction 
resistances are much more important for skating skis than classic skis under new snow conditions. 
This must be accounted for when performing sliding tests of skating skis and ski base structures, and 
when choosing skis and ski base structures for skating competitions on new snow. 
 
In future research it might be advantageous to use a ball with less mass in the measurement setup, e.g. 
an aluminium ball instead of a steel ball, when performing measurements on soft snow. In this way the 
accuracy for snow with low or very low hardness can be increased. Perla and Glenne (1981) have 
recommended to use a heavy-weight Rammsonde (1 kg) for hardness measurements in hard snow and 
a light-weight Rammsonde (0.1 kg) in soft snow. 
 
 

5.4.2. Snow humidity and density 
 
The snow density has ranged between 0.22 and 0.92 g/cm3 in our measurements. It was commented in 
Section 5.3.2 that the accuracy of the highest value can be questioned since the measurement 
equipment, although usable also for measuring higher snow densities, is primarily designed for 
measuring snow density below 0.6 g/cm3. In spite of this it can not be excluded that snow density 
close to the density of ice (0.92 g/cm3) might occur in groomed compressed wet ski trails. Yosida 
(1963) showed that a snow pillar with initial density of 0.35 g/cm3 could be deformed with a 
compression machine until the density of ice was reached. This typically occurred when the snow 
pillar was compressed to approximately one-hundredth of its initial height. Sommerfeld and 
LaChapelle (1970) referred a typical density range of 0.8 to 0.83 g/cm3 for "firnication" induced by 
advanced pressure metamorphism in their classification of snow by metamorphic state. Anyhow, the 
mean density of snow in ski tracks (0.50 g/cm3) is considerably higher than typical densities of 
seasonal snow covers. Sturm et al. (1995) referred bulk densities of 0.38 g/cm3 for tundra, 0.26 g/cm3 
for taiga and 0.35 g/cm3 for maritime snow covers in their seasonal snow cover classification system. 
Yosida (1971) concluded that the ideal snow density for slalom and giant slalom races should not be 
much less than 0.5 g/cm3. This corresponds to the mean snow density in our measurements in ski 
tracks. 
 
The snow density is important for the permeability of the snow and the potential drainage of frictional 
water film down in the snow during skiing. In Section 5.3.2 it was found that the mean snow densities 
were higher for transformed snow types than new snow types. Although fine-grained compact snow 
can have lower permeability than coarse-grained snow in spite of lower density (Shimizu, 1970), this 
might indicate higher frictional water film thickness in average during skiing on transformed snow. 
Higher frictional water film thickness means that coarser ski base structures have to be used in order to 
attain optimum sliding properties. See Chapter 2 for more details. 
 
The snow humidity can be viewed as an indicator of the initial water film thickness in the ski track and 
the frictional water film thickness that is possible to attain during skiing. This makes it a very 
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important parameter for optimum choices of ski base structure, glide wax/powder and kick wax in a 
ski competition. Shimbo (1961) has also pointed out the importance of snow humidity on snow 
friction. The typical distribution of snow humidity with relative humidity and air temperature was 
shown for our measurements in Fig. 5.16. This figure indicates under which weather conditions the 
snow humidity (and thereby the initial water film thickness) is significant and needs to be measured. 
For instance is it sufficient to perform snow humidity measurements at air temperatures above -3°C 
when the relative humidity is 40 %, while it has to be considered for temperatures down to -10°C 
when the relative humidity is 80 %. 
 
 

5.4.3. Snow type and snow grain structure 
 
Throughout this text we have applied a simple classification system for snow types on snow surfaces. 
This system has been used quite extensively in practice by ski technicians due to its ease to use when 
no measurement equipment is accessible. It is for instance easy to interpret Snow type 5 in this system 
as snow where klister wax ought to be applied as kick wax, and Snow type 2 as snow where hard wax 
should be applied. The grain shape and grain size classification system presented by Colbeck et al. 
(1990) should be used in addition when a microscope or hand lens is accessible for inspection of the 
snow surface. 
 
The maximum value of d  for Snow type 4 in our measurements (2.59 mm) was higher than the 
maximum value registered for Snow type 5 (1.88 mm). This indicates that higher values of d  also 
should be possible to obtain for Snow type 5. Schemenauer et al. (1981) have stated that individual 
snow crystals observed at the surface of the earth range in maximum dimension from approximately 
0.05 mm to 5 mm. Wiesmann et al. (1998) found that grain sizes in snow covers ranged from less than 
0.1 mm to 3 mm. In our few analysed microscope images of new snow types in ski tracks grain sizes 
have ranged from 0.08 to 0.38 mm. Smaller grain sizes would probably also have been obtained if we 
had been able to register more snow microscope images of new snow types. In-situ microscope 
imaging of ski tracks is very difficult for new snow types with snow surface grains below 0.2 mm.  
 
More microscope images of ski tracks need to be registered in order to find typical distributions of 
grain sizes for different snow types. The sizes of the snow surface grains are essential for the contact 
configuration between the ski base structure and the snow surface, and the design of optimum ski base 
structures for different snow conditions. 
 
 

5.4.4. Electrolytic conductivity 
 
It was established in Section 5.3.4 that electrolytic conductivity increases and the grain size decreases 
when precipitation is introduced to the snow surface. Further, the electrolytic conductivity decreases 
as the snow goes through melt-freeze cycles and the grain size increases. It was also experienced that 
electrolytic conductivity can increase with snow density. Kopp (1962) has also found similar trends 
for the electrical conductivity of snow, although the conductivity then is several orders of magnitude 
less than the electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples. In Fig. 5.39 the electrical conductivity 
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of snow is depicted as a function of temperature for fresh snow compressed to various densities. It is 
easy to see from the figure that the electrical conductivity of snow increase with snow density and 
temperature. At temperatures above -5°C the electrical conductivity increases more steeply than for 
lower temperatures. It is interesting whether this is due to increased snow humidity or not. Fig. 5.40 
shows electrical conductivity as a function of temperature for various states of snow metamorphism. 
Kopp found as can be seen in the figure, that snow samples that had previously reached the melting 
point showed significantly lower electrical conductivity values than samples that had not reached the 
melting point. He explained this with washout of trace quantities of contaminants rather than 
metamorphism. This corresponds very well with the electrolytic conductivity results. The electrical 
conductivity of snow and electrolytic conductivity of melted snow might be very important for 
electrical discharge between ski and snow during skiing.  
 
 

 
Fig. 5.39. Electrical conductivity versus temperature for fresh snow compressed to various densities 

(after Kopp, 1962): a) ρ = 0.175 g/cm3. b) ρ = 0.29 g/cm3. c) ρ = 0.39 g/cm3. d)   ρ = 0.57 
g/cm3. 

 
High electrolytic conductivities and high levels of Na+- and Cl--ions have been registered in our 
melted snow samples from Trondheim and Sundance/Heber due to salt being a major agent during 
snow nucleation in the snowfalls. The maximum ionic content of Cl- and Na+ has been 14.4 and 7.2 
mg/l in Trondheim, and 25.1 and 14.4 mg/l in Sundance/Heber, respectively. The maximum 
electrolytic conductivity of the melted snow samples from Trondheim was 61.7 µS/cm, while the 
samples from Sundance/Heber had a maximum conductivity value of 94.5 µS/cm. The values for 
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Trondheim correspond well with registrations of precipitation in Kaldvellfeltet near Trondheim in 
1988 described by Storrø (1990). He found a maximum electrolytic conductivity of 72.2 µS/cm and 
maximum Cl-- and Na+-contents of 13.2 and 7.4 mg/l, respectively. Proximity to the Atlantic Ocean is 
known to result in relatively high inputs of sea-salt ions (Na+, Mg2+, Cl-) as either wet or dry 
deposition to the snowpack (Raben and Theakstone, 1997). Mean Na+-concentrations (mg/l) in 
precipitation in Norway in 1997 is shown in Fig. 5.41. It is easy to see from the figure that Na+-
concentrations are higher in coastal areas e.g. Trondheim, than in interior parts of Norway, e.g. Golå 
and Lillehammer. The proximity to the Great Salt Lake causes the high inputs of salt ions to the 
snowpack in Sundance/Heber. 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.40. Electrical conductivity versus temperature for various states of metamorphism (after Kopp, 

1962): a) Untransformed snow, ρ = 0.68 g/cm3. b) After temperature gradient 
metamorphism, ρ = 0.66 g/cm3. c) Large grained neve (firn i.e. grains that have been 
through melt-freeze metamorphism), ρ = 0.56 g/cm3. d) Fresh snow equitemperature 
metamorphosed to granular form, ρ = 0.24 g/cm3. Different metamorphic states have 
different conductivities with similar densities. 

 
Ca2+ has been the dominating ion (2.63 mg/l) in some snowfalls, e.g. the snowfall in Sundance prior to 
the period 28 February to 3 March 1999 shown in Fig. 5.37. The relatively high Ca2+-content in 
Sundance can for instance be due to calcareous dust from bedrock of limestone in the area.  
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SO4
2- and NO  have been the dominant ions in melted snow samples from Lillehammer and have also 

given a significant contribution to the total ionic content in Hakuba. Langham (1981) have stated that 
gases like sulphur dioxide (SO

3
−

2) and nitrogen oxides (e.g. NO3) can be adsorbed on the surface of 
snow crystals and that high sulphur contents in a snowpack are due to industrial sources. Mean nitrate-
concentrations in precipitation in Norway in 1998 are shown in Fig. 5.42. It can be seen from the 
figure that nitrate pollution is higher in the southern part of Norway e.g. Lillehammer than further 
north e.g. in Trondheim. This corresponds well with our results, although our highest nitrate 
concentration in Trondheim (0.8 mg/l) has been higher than the nitrate concentration registered in 
Golå (0.34 mg/l). Snow precipitation in Trondheim has most often been registered with no nitrate 
content, see e.g. Fig. 5.38e. 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.41. Mean Na-concentrations (mg/l) in precipitation in Norway in 1997 (Lükeville et al., 1998). 
 
The development of ionic content of SO , 4

2- NO3
−  and Cl- in the melted snow samples from 

Lillehammer indicated the anion elution sequence: 
 
 SO NO Cl4

2
3

− − −> >   
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This anion elution sequence was first proposed by Tranter et al. (1986). The sequence can be 
explained by chloride being more likely to find in the interior regions of snow crystal and sulphate on 
the outside (Davis, 1991). 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.42. Mean nitrate-concentrations (mg/l) in precipitation in Norway in 1998 (Tørseth et al., 1999). 
 
A sample of artificial snow from Toblach has given the highest measured electrical conductivity value 
to present (169.7 µS/cm). The high value is probably due to pollution in the water applied in the snow 
production. The high conductivity value highlights that artificial snow has different chemical 
properties compared to normal snow and thereby can have other sliding properties. This influence 
optimum choice of ski wax and glide product on artificial snow compared to normal snow. 
 
The varying electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples with snow type, geography, grain size 
and density and the similarly varying electrical conductivity of snow with snow type and density are 
very interesting in connection with electrical discharge between ski and snow during skiing. The effect 
of electrical charging and electrostatic pressure on ski base sliding friction is further discussed in 
Chapter 7. Electrical charging and electrostatic pressure effects might be very important factors for 
making optimum choices of ski wax and glide product in different parts of the world. It might also 
have great impact on the understanding of ski base sliding friction, ski base structures and the 
frictional water film. Future research ought to be performed in this field. 
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5.5. Conclusions 
 
During measurement campaigns in ski tracks in Norway (1995-98), Hakuba/Japan (1996-98) and 
Sundance/USA (1999) the following parameters have been registered: air temperature, relative 
humidity, net radiation, snow temperature, snow hardness, snow humidity, snow density, snow type, 
snow grain structure, electrolytic conductivity and ionic content of melted snow samples. Specific 
attention has been paid to snow hardness, snow humidity, snow density, snow grain structure and 
electrolytic conductivity in this text. 
 
The measurements of snow hardness in ski tracks have given the following major results: 
 

• Snow hardness between 104 and 106 Pa is most common in ski tracks, and snow hardness 
below 105 Pa is likely to be present 60 % of the time. Ski friction tests described in the 
literature have concentrated on snow with snow hardness above 105 Pa. More attention needs 
therefore to be paid on the snow hardness range between 104 and 105 Pa in friction tests in the 
future. 

• Except for snow conditions with Snow type 1 where the snow hardness has tended to increase 
with snow density, no apparent relationship has been found between snow hardness and snow 
density. 

• Ski tracks tend to have lower mean snow hardness when the snow humidity is above 5 %. This 
causes higher macroscopic impact and compaction resistances during ski base sliding friction 
and must be accounted for when choice of optimum skis and ski base structures are made 
under such conditions.  

• The minimum snow hardness tends to increase with decreasing snow temperature. 
• The snow hardness and the bonding of the snow grains seem to be dependent on both the snow 

temperature and the snow humidity. 
• The average snow hardness for new snow types has been approximately three times higher in 

classic ski tracks than in skating ski tracks, thus implying that macroscopic impact and 
compaction resistances are much more important for skating skis than classic skis under such 
conditions. It is important to consider this when performing sliding tests of skating skis and ski 
base structures, and when choosing skis and ski base structures for skating competitions on 
new snow. 

 
The measurements of snow density in ski tracks have shown that: 
 

• The snow density typically ranges between 0.2 and 0.9 g/cm3.  
• The mean density of snow in ski tracks (0.50 g/cm3) is considerably higher than typical 

densities of seasonal snow covers (0.26-0.38 g/cm3). 
• The mean snow densities are higher for transformed snow types (0.51-0.59 g/cm3) than new 

snow types (0.39-0.43 g/cm3). 
 
The measurements of snow humidities in ski tracks have resulted in the following findings: 
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• The snow humidity typically ranges between 0 and 12.5 %. It has been measured an increase 
in the snow humidity from 0.6 % to 12.5 % during two hours on a warm, sunny day in April at 
Lillehammer (Ta = +5.8°C and qnet = 753 W/m2). The snow humidity can be viewed as an 
indicator of the initial water film thickness in the ski track and the frictional water film 
thickness that is possible to attain during skiing. It is thus a very important parameter for 
optimum choices of ski base structure, glide wax/powder and kick wax in a ski competition. 

• The snow humidity is typically less than 2 % for snow temperatures below -2°C and less than 
1 % for snow temperatures below -7°C. 

• Snow humidities exceeding 4 % have only been registered at air temperatures above +1°C. 
• The highest snow humidities have been registered on clear, warm days with relative 

humidities between 40 and 60 %, and an air temperature above +5°C. Due to condensation 
processes being more efficient, the snow humidity has shown an increasing tendency at 
relative humidities above 80 % and air temperatures between +1 and +6°C compared to 
relative humidities between 60 and 80 %. 

 
The mean snow grain diameter and the standard deviation of grain diameters have been calculated for 
34 snow surface microscope images of ski tracks. Fourteen of the analysed snow microscope images 
have been depicted in this chapter. The analysis of snow surface grains in ski tracks have shown that: 
 

• The typical grain size has ranged from 0.26 to 2.59 mm for Snow types 4 and 5. 
• The five analysed microscope images of Snow types 2 and 3 have ranged in typical grain size 

from 0.08 to 0.38 mm.  
• In-situ microscope imaging of ski tracks is very difficult for new snow types with snow 

surface grains below 0.2 mm. Thus, snow microscope images of Snow type 1 have not been 
registered at present. 

• More microscope images of ski tracks need to be registered in order to find typical 
distributions of grain sizes for different snow types. The sizes of the snow surface grains are 
essential for the contact configuration between the ski base structure and the snow surface, and 
the design of optimum ski base structures for different snow conditions. 

 
The measurements of electrolytic conductivity and ionic content of melted snow samples from ski 
tracks have given the following major results: 
 

• The electrolytic conductivity increases and the grain size decreases when precipitation is 
introduced to the snow surface. The electrolytic conductivity can also increase with snow 
density. 

• The electrolytic conductivity decreases as the snow goes through melt-freeze cycles and the 
grain size increases. 

• The electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples follows similar trends with respect to 
snow metamorphosis and snow density as the results referred by Kopp (1962) for the electrical 
conductivity of snow, but the electrical conductivity of snow is several orders of magnitude 
less than the electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples. The electrical conductivity of 
snow and electrolytic conductivity of melted snow might be very important for the electrical 
discharge between ski and snow during skiing. The effect of electrical charging and 
electrostatic pressure on ski base sliding friction is further discussed in Chapter 7. 
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• In melted snow samples from Trondheim and Sundance/Heber high electrolytic conductivities 
(61.7 µS/cm and 94.5 µS/cm, respectively) and high levels of Na+- and Cl--ions have been 
registered due to salt being a major agent during snow nucleation in the snowfalls. These 
values are approximately 3 to 5 times higher than the maximum values found for snow 
samples from Hakuba and Lillehammer (21.9 and 21.6 µS/cm, respectively).  

•  and NO  have been the dominant ions in melted snow samples from Lillehammer and 
have also given a significant contribution to the total ionic content in Hakuba. 
SO4

2-
3
−

• Ca2+ has been the dominating ion in some snowfalls, e.g. one snowfall in Sundance. 
• A sample of artificial snow from Toblach has given the highest measured electrical 

conductivity value to present (169.7 µS/cm). 
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6. Searching for the optimum cross-country ski base structure

Notation

C cloudiness in octoparts, C = 0  clear sky, C = 8  complete cloud cover

d mean of dj for the ng snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a microscope image of a
snow surface, mm

dj length of the largest 2D diagonal for snow grain surface number j in a microscope image of a
snow surface, mm

H snow hardness, N/m2 or Pa

hmin,wf approximate average minimum water film thickness for a ski in the structure test series under

different snow conditions, m
ng number of snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a microscope image of a snow

surface
py typical period between grooves in the y-direction, i.e. across the ski
qnet net radiation 50 cm above the snow surface, W/m2

Ra arithmetic mean surface roughness, m

Ra,y mean of Ra of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each

column has an individual reference line parallel to the y-axis, m

Ra,yas mean of Ra,ys for the afterbody of the ski, m

Ra,yfs mean of Ra,ys for the forebody of the ski, m

Ra,ys mean of Ra of the columns in a measured surface image, i.e. across the ski, when each

column has an individual possibly sloping reference line relative to the y-axis, m

Ra,yws mean of Ra,ys for the whole ski, m
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Rq,sbs root mean square roughness of the ski base structure surface in a specific area on the ski

defined in Eq. (2.20), m

Rq,sn root mean square roughness of snow surface defined in Eq. (2.20), m
Rh relative humidity 50 cm above the snow surface, %

Ta air temperature 50 cm above the snow surface, C
Ts snow temperature 2 cm below the snow surface, C
x co-ordinate along the ski, mm
y co-ordinate across the ski, mm

zi surface height registrations on a surface profile, m
Wvol,% volume per cent liquid water content in the snow, %

d standard deviation of dj for the ng snow grains with distinguishable boundaries in a
microscope image of a snow surface, mm

Rayas standard deviation of Ra,yas , m

Rayfs standard deviation of Ra,yfs , m

Rayws standard deviation of Ra,yws , m

 film parameter defined in Eq. (2.20)

opt optimum film parameter for cross-country skiing

 density of snow, g/cm3

mss electrolytic conductivity of snow collected from the snow surface, i.e. electrolytic

conductivity of a melted snow sample from the snow surface, S/cm

6.1. Introduction

Competition skiers and ski technicians have experienced that the optimum ski base structure depends
on the skier speed and varies under different snow conditions. The large speed differences under some
snow conditions make choice of the best structure an important issue for competition skiers and an
interesting angle of incidence to understand the physical processes that control friction against snow.
The effect of ski base structure on ski base sliding friction can be quantified by performing accurate
sliding tests of ski pairs with various ski base structures, but otherwise equal qualities, i.e. the same
pressure distribution, base material quality and ski wax.

This chapter describes and discusses the results from nine ski base structure sliding tests performed
under various snow conditions. The tests have been performed using a structure test series consisting
of ten ski pairs. The ten ski pairs have been ground with eight different ski base structures in order to
test various hypothesis for low ski base sliding friction and ski base structures. Apart from two tests
that took place at 25 and 50 km/h, the sliding tests have been performed with skier speeds between 30
and 40 km/h. The weight of the test skiers has been from 75 to 80 kg. The test results ought to be
interpreted as valid only for such skier weight and skier speed conditions.
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6.2. Hypotheses of low ski base sliding friction and ski base structures

Ski base sliding friction can to some extent be described and explained by:

 Tribology

 Impact and compaction resistances

 Electrostatic charging effects

A tribological approach was presented in Chapter 2 using Eq. (2.20) and Fig. 2.10. This theoretic
framework postulated that the optimum ski base structure roughness varies under different snow
conditions according to the generated frictional water film thickness under the ski and the roughness
of the snow surface. Thick water films correspond to coarse ski base structures, while it is
advantageous to use finer ski base structures and increase the water film thickness when the water film
is thin. Possible increase of water film thickness along the ski implies increase of the ski base structure
roughness along the ski. Measurement of snow humidity can be viewed as an indicator of the initial
water film thickness in the ski track and the frictional water film thickness that is possible to attain
during skiing. The structure pattern affects the dilution of the water film, the contact configuration
between the ski base structure and the snow grains, and the bearing, pressure and drag area of the ski
base structure during skiing.

Impact and compaction resistances are important when the snow hardness is below a certain limit. It

has been found empirically that this limit is approximately 7104 Pa for cross-country skis on snow.
Microscopic impact and compaction resistances are also important when the water film thickness is
low relative to the roughness of the ski base structure and the snow surface.

Electrostatic charging and pressure effects interact with the tribological framework. This interaction is
further discussed in Chapter 7.

The purpose of the development and accurate sliding tests of the structure test series has been:

 To find the optimum and least optimum ski base structure roughness and patterns under
different snow conditions for the given skier speed and skier weight conditions.

 To investigate the effect of different ski base structure roughness and patterns along the ski
under different snow conditions for the given skier speed and skier weight conditions.

 To study the relation between optimum ski base structure roughness and snow humidity for
the given skier speed and skier weight conditions.

 To study the effect of different ski base structures on different snow types with various snow
grain sizes for the given skier speed and skier weight conditions.
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6.3. Experimental setup

A structure test series consisting of ten Madshus TXC 234H Skate Hard Packed Dry ski pairs with
195-cm length and similar pressure distributions and ski base qualities has been made. A typical
pressure distribution for a ski in the structure test series is shown in Fig. 6.1. All the ski pairs were
prepared in the same way with SWIX CH10, CH4 and LF10 after stone grinding.

Pressure distribution (1/2 weight = 40.2 kg)
Madshus TXC 234 H Skate Hard Packed Dry 195 cm

-100 -90 -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Length (cm)

Fig. 6.1. Typical pressure (or load) distribution for a Madshus TXC 234H Skate Hard Packed Dry ski
in the structure test series.

The structures on the forebody and the afterbody of the ski pairs in the test series, SP1 - SP10, are
listed in Table 6.1. Four ski base structures named A, B, C and D were used to make the structure test
series. The six ski pairs SP1, SP2, SP3, SP4, SP9 and SP10 were ground with the same structure on
the forebody and the afterbody of the ski. Ski pair SP9 was ground as a replica of SP2, while SP10
was ground as a replica of SP3. The four ski pairs SP5, SP6, SP7 and SP8 were ground with different
structures along the ski. Ski pair SP5 and SP7 were intended to have coarser structure on the afterbody
than the forebody of the ski, while SP 6 and SP8 should have finer structure on the afterbody relative
to the forebody.

Specifications for the ski base structures A, B, C and D are listed in Table 6.2. The different

parameters in the table were defined in Chapter 4. The roughness parameter Ra,ys  can be assumed to be

equal to Ra,y  for all four structures, i.e. the surface profiles do not contain any significant error of form.

Notice that the period py increase with roughness when standard stone grinding is used to set the ski
base structure, and that the two coarsest structures (C and D) are continuous, while the two finer
structures (A and B) are discontinuous.
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Table 6.1. Structures on the ski pairs in the test series.

Ski pair
No.

Structure
forebody

Structure
afterbody

SP1 A A
SP2 B B
SP3 C C
SP4 D D
SP5 B C
SP6 C B
SP7 C D
SP8 D C
SP9 B B
SP10 C C

Table 6.2. Ski base structure specifications.

Structure Ra,ys  (m) py (mm) Continuity

A  3.2 0.23 Discontinuous

B  4.0 0.31 „
C  5.3 0.39 Continuous

D  12.7 0.55 „

Prior to the grinding of a specific structure on a ski pair in the test series, the grindstone was setup and
tested with other skis. According to the results from the SSA measurement and characterisation of the
structure on the forebody and the afterbody of these skis, the grindstone was adjusted until the desired
structure was attained. The respective ski pairs in the test series were then ground with the specific
structure directly afterwards. Although this procedure mainly gave ski base structures with outstanding

qualities, we were unlucky with the structure on the afterbody of one ski pair, namely SP5. The Ra,ys

parameter for ski base structure C on the afterbody of this ski pair was 0.8 m less (i.e. 4.5 m) than

the desired value (5.3 m), thus giving less roughness difference than desired between the forebody
and the afterbody of the ski pair. Further structure roughness statistics for the ski pairs in the test series
are given in Table 6.3 in Section 6.4.

Nine sliding tests were executed with the structure test series under different snow conditions in
Trondheim, Meråker, Lillehammer and Golå in Norway. As mentioned in Section 6.1, the sliding tests
were performed with skier speeds between 30 and 40 km/h apart from two tests at 25 and 50 km/h,
while the weight of the test skiers varied between 75 and 80 kg. Skier speeds were calculated from
sliding time measurements in downhill slopes and flats in the different classic cross-country tracks. An
electronic device called Ski Time Test mod. STN 94 M that contains both a stopwatch and a photocell,
was attached round the ankle of the test skier and registered the sliding time of the test skier between
two reflectors set up at the start and end of the test distance. The skier speed at the start of the test
distance was never below 20 km/h in any of the tests. The time resolution of the stopwatch of the Ski

Time Test mod. STN 94 M was 0.01 seconds. Fortunately no cabling was necessary with this
measurement setup. The length of the test distances could therefore be increased compared to standard
sliding tests where the test distances normally vary between 10 to 40 m. In our sliding tests the test
distances varied between 55 and 180 m, thus giving variations in sliding time between approximately
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4 and 18 seconds. The long duration of the test runs increased our confidence in the test results. Four
to six test runs were performed on each ski pair during a sliding test. Mean speeds from these test runs
are presented for each sliding test in Section 6.4, together with results from snow and weather
measurements before, during and after the tests. Snow and weather measurements were executed using
the methods and procedures described in Chapter 5.

It would have been advantageous also to register the sliding friction coefficients during the sliding
tests in the way described in Section 2.1.2. In order to do this at the time being different measurement
equipment would have to be used. This would have involved more photocells and cabling, and
resulted in shorter test distances. Preference was therefore rather given to have measurement
equipment that was quick and easy to use, and that gave no restrictions on the test distance length.
Measurement of the sliding friction coefficient during sliding tests might be given preference in future
research.

6.4. Results

All the skis in the structure test series have been measured and characterised with the SSA. Examples
of typical surface profiles across the ski for the ski base structures A, B, C and D are shown in Figs.
6.2, 6.4, 6.6 and 6.8, respectively. Contour plots of the surface topography of the different ski base
structures are depicted in Figs. 6.3, 6.5, 6.7 and 6.9.

Table 6.3 lists the structure roughness statistics for the ten ski pairs in the structure test series. All the
roughness parameters used in Table 6.3 have been defined earlier in Chapter 4. Six areas on each ski,
i.e. twelve areas on each ski pair, have been measured and characterised with the SSA in order to find
mean structure roughness values for the forebody and the afterbody of the ski pairs. The ski pairs in
the structure test series can be divided into three structure roughness classes:

1. 3.2 m < Ra,yws  < 5.4 m, i.e. SP1, SP2, SP3; SP5, SP6, SP9 and SP10

2. Coarse: 8.9 m < Ra,yws  < 9.3 m, i.e. SP7 and SP8

3. Very coarse: Ra,yws  = 12.7 m, i.e. SP4

As mentioned in Section 6.3, the grinding of ski pair SP5 was not optimal. From Table 6.3 it can be

seen that the mean structure roughness on the forebody of ski pair SP5, Ra,yfs , is 3.8 m, while the

mean structure roughness on the afterbody of the ski pair, Ra,yas , is 4.5 m. Ra,yas  was intended to be

equal to 5.4 m in order to have a significant difference in structure roughness between the forebody
and the afterbody of the ski.

Mean speeds in the different sliding tests are listed for the ski pairs in the structure test series in Table
6.4. The mean speed of all sliding tests is given for each ski pair in the last row of Table 6.4.
Measurements at two different speeds were performed during the same test run in Test 1. The

measurements at low speed ( 30 km/h) are listed in Table 6.4 as Test 1A, while the measurements at

high speed ( 49-50 km/h) are listed as Test 1B. For Test 6 the results from the start of the test, Test
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6A, and the end of the test, Test 6B, are presented together with the results from the whole test. The
reason why this has been done is that the snow humidity increased from 0.6 to 12.5 % during this test,
thus changing the behaviour of the different structures considerably. Test 8 has also been listed as two
subtests, namely Test 8A and 8B, in addition to the whole test. This has been done since the four ski
pairs with poorest glide only took part in the first half of Test 8. The same four pairs were not tested
under relatively similar snow and weather conditions in Test 9.

Tables of snow and weather measurements for the ski base structure tests are given in Tables 6.5 and
6.6, respectively. The electrolytic conductivity and chemical water properties for collected and melted
samples from the snow surfaces in the different ski base structure tests are listed in Table 6.7. All the
parameters used in Tables 6.5-6.7 has been defined in Chapter 5.

The best structures and ski pairs in the sliding tests listed in Table 6.4 can be summarised as follows:

 Ski pairs with Ra,yws  5.4 m have except for ski pair SP6, been best under snow conditions

with snow humidity Wvol,%  0.6 %, snow temperatures below zero and Snow type 2, i.e. in
Tests 7, 8 and 9. An average skier speed difference of approximately 3.4 % has been
registered between the structure with best (C) and poorest (D) glide under these conditions.

 Structure C with Ra,yws  = 5.3-5.4 m has in average been best under snow conditions with

snow humidity Wvol,%  1.3 %, snow grain size d  less than approximately 0.25 mm and Snow
type 2, i.e. in Tests 2, 7, 8 and 9.

 Ski pair SP7 with Ra,yws  equal to 9.3 m, Ra,yfs  = 6.0 m and Ra,yas  = 12.6 m, has been best

under snow conditions with snow humidity Wvol,% between approximately 0.3 and 4.0 %, snow

hardness H higher than 4.1104 Pa, and Snow types 4 and 5, i.e. in Tests 1 and 3. Average
skier speed differences between 1.3 and 3.0 % have been registered between the ski pair with
best (SP7) and poorest (SP5) glide under these conditions.

 Structure D with Ra,yws  = 12.7 m has been best under snow conditions with snow humidity

Wvol,% higher than approximately 4 %, and Snow types 2 and 5, i.e. in Tests 4, 5, and 6B.
Average skier speed differences between 3.0 and 6.3 % have been registered between the best
(SP4) and the poorest (SP6 and SP9) ski pairs in the tests under these conditions. Structure D
had 2.5 % higher average sliding speed than the second best structure in Test 6B.

Notice also that ski pair SP5 was the second best ski pair in Tests 4 and 5 under snow conditions with

wet and very wet snow and average snow grain size d  equal to or below 0.70 mm. Typical relations
between optimum structure roughness, snow humidity and snow type in the sliding tests of the
structure test series are summarised in Table 6.8.

The highest average skier speed difference between two ski pairs in the structure test series, 2.5 km/h
(6.3 %), was registered on very wet snow in Test 6B. The smallest average skier speed difference, 0.5
km/h (1.2-1.6 %), was found under snow conditions with dry and moist snow, snow hardness

H  4.1104 Pa, and Snow types 4 and 5, i.e. in Tests 1, 3 and 6A.
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Fig. 6.2. Example of a surface profile across the ski for ski base structure A.

Fig. 6.3. Contour plot of the surface topography of ski base structure A.
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Fig. 6.4. Example of a surface profile across the ski for ski base structure B.

Fig. 6.5. Contour plot of the surface topography of ski base structure B.
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Fig. 6.6. Example of a surface profile across the ski for ski base structure C.

Fig. 6.7. Contour plot of the surface topography of ski base structure C.
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Fig. 6.8. Example of a surface profile across the ski for ski base structure D.

Fig. 6.9. Contour plot of the surface topography of ski base structure D.
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Table 6.3. Structure roughness statistics for the ski pairs in the test series.

Ski pair
No.

Ra,yws Rayws 

(m)

Ra,yfs Rayfs 

(m)

Ra,yas Rayas 

(m)

SP1 3.2  0.3 3.3  0.3 3.0  0.1
SP2 4.0  0.3 4.2  0.1 3.7  0.2

SP3 5.4  0.4 5.4  0.3 5.4  0.5
SP4 12.7  1.2 13.2  1.4 12.3  1.0
SP5 4.2  0.5 3.8  0.2 4.5  0.5
SP6 4.4  1.0 5.3  0.2 3.5  0.2

SP7 9.3  3.5 6.0  0.7 12.6  0.6
SP8 8.9  4.0 12.7  0.4 5.1  0.4
SP9 4.1  0.4 4.1  0.4 4.1  0.4
SP10 5.3  0.4 5.1  0.3 5.6  0.3

Table 6.4. Ski base structure test results.

Test
No.

SP1
(km/h)

SP2
(km/h)

SP3
(km/h)

SP4
(km/h)

SP5
(km/h)

SP6
(km/h)

SP7
(km/h)

SP8
(km/h)

SP9
(km/h)

SP10
(km/h)

1A 30.1
(9)

30.3
(4)

30.5
(2)

30.2
(6)

30.1
(9)

30.2
(6)

30.6
(1)

30.3
(4)

30.2
(6)

30.4
(3)

1B 48.8
(9)

49.3
(4)

49.1
(6)

49.4
(3)

48.6
(10)

48.9
(8)

50.1
(1)

49.0
(7)

49.3
(4)

49.9
(2)

2 32.5
(7)

32.6
(3)

32.7
(2)

31.5
(10)

32.5
(7)

32.6
(3)

32.6
(3)

32.1
(9)

32.6
(3)

32.9
(1)

3 30.2
(5)

30.3
(2)

30.3
(2)

30.3
(2)

30.0
(8)

30.1
(6)

30.4
(1)

30.1
(6)

29.9
(10)

30.0
(8)

4 37.3
(9)

37.8
(7)

38.3
(3)

38.5
(1)

38.4
(2)

37.2
(10)

37.9
(5)

37.9
(5)

37.7
(8)

38.1
(4)

5 35.9
(6)

35.6
(9)

36.0
(4)

36.5
(1)

36.4
(2)

35.4
(10)

36.4
(2)

36.0
(4)

35.8
(8)

35.9
(6)

6 39.9
(2)

39.9
(2)

39.8
(4)

40.2
(1)

39.6
(6)

39.2
(8)

39.7
(5)

39.6
(6)

38.9
(10)

39.1
(9)

6A 40.8
(1)

40.8
(1)

40.7
(3)

40.6
(5)

40.4
(7)

40.4
(7)

40.7
(3)

40.5
(6)

40.4
(7)

40.3
(10)

6B 38.6
(2)

38.5
(3)

38.5
(3)

39.6
(1)

38.4
(5)

37.7
(8)

38.3
(6)

38.3
(6)

37.1
(10)

37.6
(9)

7 36.5
(3)

36.6
(2)

36.7
(1)

35.5
(10)

36.3
(6)

36.2
(7)

36.1
(8)

35.9
(9)

36.5
(3)

36.5
(3)

8 37.9
(4)

37.8
(6)

38.0
(1)

38.0
(1)

37.9
(4)

38.0
(1)

8A 37.8
(6)

37.9
(3)

38.1
(1)

36.8
(10)

38.0
(2)

37.8
(6)

37.3
(8)

37.3
(8)

37.9
(3)

37.9
(3)

8B 37.8
(5)

37.7
(6)

37.9
(4)

38.0
(3)

38.1
(2)

38.2
(1)

9 24.8
(3)

24.8
(3)

24.9
(1)

24.8
(3)

24.9
(1)

24.8
(3)

Mean 37.1
(5)

37.2
(3)

37.3
(1)

37.2
(3)

37.1
(5)

36.9
(9)

37.3
(1)

37.0
(8)

36.9
(9)

37.1
(5)
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Table 6.5. Table of snow measurements for the ski base structure tests.

Test
No.

Date
(Time)

Place Snow
type

Grain
shape

d d

(mm)

Wvol,%

(%)


(g/cm3)

H

(Pa)
Ts

(C)
1 24.03.98

(15:39)
Trondheim

classic
4 4.09E+04

Medium
-0.1

1 24.03.98
(16:45)

Trondheim
classic

5 7.71E+04
Medium

0.0

1 24.03.98
(17:49)

Trondheim
classic

5 0.3
Dry

0.5 2.89E+05
High

-0.3

2 25.03.98
(10:19)

Trondheim
classic

2 1
Moist

0.54 1.06E+05
High

-0.2

2 25.03.98
(12:15)

Trondheim
classic

2 / 0.210.07

Fine

1.3
Moist

0.6 7.71E+04
Medium

-0.1

3 01.04.98
(10:15)

Meråker
classic

5 2.03E+05
High

-2.4

3 01.04.98
(11:40)

Meråker
classic

5 2.42E+05
High

-0.1

3 01.04.98
(13:44)

Meråker
classic

5  1.240.48
Coarse

4
Wet

0.53 4.81E+04
Medium

0.0

3 01.04.98
(13:44)

Meråker
skating

5 2.1
Moist

0.53 3.45E+04
Medium

0.0

4 17.04.98
(10:18)

Lillehammer
classic

1 1.3
Moist

0.36 7.22E+03
Low

0.0

4 17.04.98
(11:40)

Lillehammer
classic

1 1.46E+04
Medium

0.0

4 17.04.98
(12:35)

Lillehammer
classic

2  (/) 0.380.13
Fine

8.5
Very wet

0.69 2.69E+04
Medium

0.0

5 20.04.98
(11:15)

Lillehammer
classic

5 6.2
Wet

0.67 1.06E+04
Medium

0.0

5 20.04.98
(12:01)

Lillehammer
classic

5 10.1
Very wet

0.91 2.69E+04
Medium

0.0

5 20.04.98
(12:40)

Lillehammer
classic

5 2.91E+04
Medium

0.0

5 20.04.98
(13:34)

Lillehammer
classic

5  0.700.24

Medium

11.2
Very wet

0.74 2.69E+04
Medium

0.0

6 21.04.98
(09:40)

Lillehammer
classic

5 0.6
Moist

0.43 4.09E+04
Medium

-0.6

6 21.04.98
(11:59)

Lillehammer
cl., shadow

5 5.3
Wet

0.68 1.98E+04
Medium

0.0

6 21.04.98
(11:59)

Lillehammer
cl., sun

5  0.860.29
Medium

12.5
Very wet

0.61 1.06E+04
Medium

0.0

7 05.11.98
(09:24)

Golå
classic

2 0
Dry

0.45 5.14E+05
High

-5.8

7 05.11.98
(11:43)

Golå
classic

2 0.6
Moist

0.46 2.42E+05
High

-6.0

7 05.11.98
(11:43)

Golå
skating

2 0.6
Moist

0.46 4.81E+04
Medium

-6.0

8 06.11.98
(09:02)

Golå
classic

2 0.1
Dry

0.46 2.03E+05
High

-7.4

8 06.11.98
(09:02)

Golå
skating

2 0.1
Dry

0.46 6.60E+04
Medium

-7.4

8 06.11.98
(10:47)

Golå
classic

2 0.1
Dry

0.49 5.14E+05
High

-6.4
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8 06.11.98
(10:47)

Golå
skating

2 0.1
Dry

0.49 7.71E+04
Medium

-6.4

9 08.11.98
(09:15)

Golå
classic

2 0.0
Dry

0.45 4.21E+05
High

-8.3

9 08.11.98
(09:15)

Golå
skating

2 0.0
Dry

0.45 2.42E+05
High

-8.3

Table 6.6. Table of weather measurements for the ski base structure tests.
Test
No.

Date
(Time)

Place Ta

(C)

Rh
(%)

C
(octoparts)

qnet

(W/m2)
1 24.03.98

(15:39)
Trondheim

classic
4.4 67 7 258

1 24.03.98
(16:45)

Trondheim
classic

4.4 46 0

1 24.03.98
(17:49)

Trondheim
classic

1.1 63 2 -70

2 25.03.98
(10:19)

Trondheim
classic

2.5 57 8 254

2 25.03.98
(12:15)

Trondheim
classic

4.7 43 4 415

3 01.04.98
(10:15)

Meråker
classic

-2.4 74 8

3 01.04.98
(11:40)

Meråker
classic

-0.1 8

3 01.04.98
(13:44)

Meråker
classic

0.0 74 8 312

3 01.04.98
(13:44)

Meråker
skating

0.0 74 8 312

4 17.04.98
(10:18)

Lillehammer
classic

5.1 73 8 110

4 17.04.98
(11:40)

Lillehammer
classic

1.7 92 8

4 17.04.98
(12:35)

Lillehammer
classic

3.1 83 7 164

5 20.04.98
(11:15)

Lillehammer
classic

5.6 48 7 325

5 20.04.98
(12:01)

Lillehammer
classic

8.1 44 8 526

5 20.04.98
(12:40)

Lillehammer
classic

8.5

5 20.04.98
(13:34)

Lillehammer
classic

5.1 57 8 205

6 21.04.98
(09:40)

Lillehammer
classic

3.1 64 0 431

6 21.04.98
(11:59)

Lillehammer
cl., shadow

5.8 53 0 753

6 21.04.98
(11:59)

Lillehammer
cl., sun

5.8 53 0 753

7 05.11.98
(09:24)

Golå
classic

-12.3 91 8 -20

7 05.11.98
(11:43)

Golå
classic

-11.6 81 8 17

7 05.11.98
(11:43)

Golå
skating

-11.6 81 8 17
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8 06.11.98
(09:02)

Golå
classic

-8.8 75 8 -386

8 06.11.98
(09:02)

Golå
skating

-8.8 75 8 -386

8 06.11.98
(10:47)

Golå
classic

-6.3 73 8 -89

8 06.11.98
(10:47)

Golå
skating

-6.3 73 8 -89

9 08.11.98
(09:15)

Golå
classic

-8.8 71 7 -490

9 08.11.98
(09:15)

Golå
skating

-8.8 71 7 -490

Table 6.7. Electrolytic conductivity and chemical water properties for collected and melted samples
from the snow surfaces in the ski base structure tests described in Table 6.5.

Test
No.

mss

(S/cm)

Cl-

(mg/l)
Na+

(mg/l)
K+

(mg/l)
Ca2+

(mg/l)
SO4

2-

(mg/l)

Mg2+

(mg/l)
NO3



(mg/l)

F-

(mg/l)

1 22.4 4.79 2 0.12 0.08 0.34 0.31 <0,01 <0,01
2 16.6 3.08 1.32 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.2 <0,01 <0,01
3 4
4 21.6 0.3 0.05 0.02 0.01 1.6 0.01 1.9 <0,1
5 8.5 0.4 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.5 0.01 1 <0,1
6 3.8 0.3 0.02 <0,1 0.01 0.4 0.01 0.7 <0,1
7 3.8 0.42 0.08 0.06 <0,01 <0,01 <0,1 0.34 0.01
8 4.1
9 3.8

Table 6.8. Typical relations between optimum structure roughness, snow humidity and snow type in
the sliding tests of the structure test series.

Optimum structure roughness

Ra,yws  (m)

Snow humidity
Wvol,% (%)

Snow type

 5-6  0.6 2

 5-6  1.3 2

 9  0.3-4 4 and 5

 13 > 4 2 and 5

The least optimum structures and ski pairs in the sliding tests have been:

 Structure D under snow conditions with snow humidity Wvol,% below approximately 1.3 % and
Snow type 2, i.e. in Tests 2, 7, 8 and 9.

 Ski pair SP6 under snow conditions with snow humidity Wvol,% above approximately 1.3 %,
for instance in Tests 4, 5 and 6.

The sliding tests with different structures along the ski have resulted in the following findings:
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 The mean speeds of all the nine sliding tests are 0.5 and 0.8 % higher for the ski pairs SP5 and
SP7 that have coarser structure on the afterbody relative to the forebody of the ski, than for the
ski pairs SP6 and SP8 that have finer structure on the afterbody relative to the forebody of the
ski.

 Decrease of the structure roughness along the ski is unfortunate at snow temperatures below
zero. It has for instance been registered 0.8 and 1.4 % higher average sliding speeds for SP3
than SP6 under such conditions in Tests 8A and 7, respectively.

 Decrease of the structure roughness along the ski is unfortunate under snow conditions with
snow humidity Wvol,% above approximately 1.3 %. It has been registered 0.7 to 3.3 % higher
average sliding speeds for SP4 than SP8 under such conditions in Tests 3, 4, 5 and 6B.

 The largest speed differences between ski pair SP5 and SP6 have been measured under snow
conditions with snow humidity Wvol,% above approximately 1.3 %, i.e. under snow conditions

where the structure roughness Ra,yws  of the ski pairs have been lower than the optimum

roughness. It has been registered 1.8 to 3.1 % higher average sliding speeds for SP5 relative to
SP6 under such conditions in Tests 4, 5 and 6B.

Tests 1A and 1B showed a rather large speed difference between ski pair SP3 and SP10 at high speed

( 49-50 km/h) compared to low speed ( 30 km/h) during the same test runs. SP3 had 0.3 % (0.1
km/h) higher average sliding speed than SP10 at about 30 km/h, while SP10 had 1.6 % (0.8 km/h)
higher average sliding speed than SP3 at about 49-50 km/h. The reason for this is probably a slight
difference in the pressure distribution of ski pair SP3 relative to the other ski pairs. It was also found in
Tests 1A and 1B that the coarsest structure D was relatively better than the finest structure A at high
speeds compared to at low speeds. Structure D had only 0.3 % (0.1 km/h) higher average sliding speed
than structure A at about 30 km/h, while the difference was 1.2 % (0.6 km/h) at about 49-50 km/h.

At the end of Test 3 some snowflakes with 1-mm diameter fell on the glazed test track and increased
the snow humidity of the track. This led to an average decrease in sliding speed of 2.6 % (0.8 km/h),
thus highlighting the importance of the snow humidity on the sliding properties of the ski track.

In spite of equal structures had ski pair SP2 2.5 % higher average sliding speed than SP9 in Test 6,
while SP3 had 1.8 % higher average sliding speed than SP10. The main reason for this was the large
increase in snow humidity from 0.6 to 12.5 % during this test. This led to deterioration of the sliding
conditions for the ski pairs that were tested late in the test rounds compared to the ski pairs that were
tested early.

6.5. Discussion

The sliding tests presented in Section 6.4 showed that the optimum ski base structure roughness of the

best structures and ski pairs Ra,yws  increased with snow humidity Wvol,%, thus indicating that the

optimum ski base structure roughness increases with water film thickness. This corresponds very well
with the tribological theories deduced from Eq. (2.20) and Fig. 2.10 in Chapter 2. It also highlights the
importance of measurement of snow humidity as an indicator of the initial water film thickness in the
ski track and the frictional water film thickness that is possible to attain during skiing.
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The water film thickness developed under the ski under different snow conditions can be postulated
for the given skier speed and skier weight in the sliding tests by applying Eq. (2.20) and Fig. 2.10. By

setting Rq,sn in Eq. (2.20) equal to zero and letting Rq,sbs in Eq. (2.20) be transformed from the Ra,yws -

values in Table 6.8, the approximate average water film thickness hmin,wf  under different snow

conditions is found from Eq. (2.20) as:

h Rmin,wf opt q,sbs  (6.1)

where:

opt - optimum film parameter for cross-country skiing

The optimum film parameter for cross-country skiing opt is not known at present, but probably lies

somewhere between 5 and 8. By letting opt be equal to 6, values of the approximate average water

film thickness hmin,wf  can be deduced for the structure tests series under different snow conditions as

shown in Table 6.9. It is quite clear that the water film thickness values given in Table 6.9 are very
speculative, and the values may be overestimated.

Table 6.9. Approximate average water film thickness hmin,wf  for the structure tests series under

different snow conditions.

hmin,wf  (m) Wvol,% (%) Snow type

 40  0.6 2

 40 0.6-1.3 2

 60  0.3-4 4 and 5

 80 >4 2 and 5

Tests 1A and 1B showed that the coarsest structure D was relatively better than the finest structure A
at high speeds compared to low speeds. This can be explained by increased water film thickness at
higher speeds, and thus increase in optimum structure roughness according to Eq. (2.20) and Fig. 2.10.

It was also found in Section 6.4 that structure D was the least optimum structure under snow
conditions with Snow type 2 and snow humidity Wvol,% below approximately 1.3 %. This can be
explained from the fact that:

 Structure D has an average structure roughness ( Ra,yws = 12.7 m) that is too high to give an

optimum  in Eq. (2.20) under such conditions. It can therefore be assumed that the frictional
situation under the ski lies in the dry friction area (the left part) of Fig. 2.10, thus implying a
higher sliding friction coefficient for structure D than for a structure with lower structure
roughness under such conditions.

 The groove widths of structure D that typically vary between 0.3 and 0.4 mm (See for instance
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9), lead to a contact configuration between ski and snow that is not efficient
under snow conditions with typical snow grain sizes below 0.3 mm. This might be due to e.g.
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enlargement of the dry friction contact surface between ski and snow and increased carving
compared to structures with smaller groove widths and depths.

Further, ski pair SP6 was the least optimum ski pair under snow conditions with snow humidity Wvol,%

above approximately 1.3 %. This can be elucidated from the fact that:

 Ski pair SP6 has an average structure roughness on the afterbody of the ski ( Ra,yas  = 3.5 m)

that is too low to give an optimum  in Eq. (2.20) for the afterbody of the ski under such
conditions. Thus, the frictional situation under the afterbody of the ski lies in the wet friction
area (the right part) of Fig. 2.10, and suction may take place.

The sliding tests with different structures along the ski presented in Section 6.4 showed that it is
unfortunate to decrease the structure roughness along the ski. This is very intuitive since it is not likely
that the water film thickness decrease along the ski during skiing.

The effect of increasing the structure roughness along the ski relative to having the same structure
roughness is more difficult to interpret at present. This is partly because the roughness difference
between the forebody and the afterbody of ski pair SP5 was smaller than desired, and partly because

no ski pair had structure roughness Ra,yws  9 m along the whole ski. Thus, it is difficult to state how

an optimally made ski pair SP5 would have performed relative to the other ski pairs and structures,

and how a ski pair with structure roughness Ra,yws  9 m along the whole ski would have performed

under the snow conditions where SP7 showed the best structure test results (Tests 1 and 3).

Another aspect that is important to be aware of when testing the effect of increased structure
roughness along the ski, is that the effect of a change in structure pattern might dominate over the
effect of increased structure roughness. The structure pattern of structure C was for instance
considerably better than the structure pattern of structure D under snow conditions with Snow type 2
and also better than the structure pattern of structure B under most snow conditions. This highlights
the importance of testing ski pairs with equal structure patterns and increased structure roughness
along the ski in future sliding tests.

Ski pair SP5 was the second best ski pair in Tests 4 and 5 under snow conditions with wet and very

wet snow and average snow grain size d  equal to or below 0.70 mm. This was probably due to a
combination of:

 Good "floating" (bearing) properties

 Small groove widths that were effective in reducing suction under snow conditions with such
snow grain sizes

 Higher structure roughness on the afterbody relative to forebody of the ski

It would have been fortunate to perform more than nine tests with the structure test series and also to
test other types of structures. The results described in this chapter should therefore be considered as
only a starting point for research on ski base sliding friction and ski base structures. In spite of this the
theoretical and experimental approach presented in this chapter and thesis ought to be interesting and
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applicable also to increase understanding of other fields of snow tribology and sliding friction against
snow and ice, e.g. studded tyres vs. normal tyres.

6.6. Conclusions and recommendations

6.6.1. Conclusions

A structure test series consisting of ten ski pairs have been ground with eight different ski base
structures in order to:

 Find the optimum and least optimum ski base structure roughness and patterns under different
snow conditions.

 Investigate the effect of different ski base structure roughness and patterns along the ski under
different snow conditions.

 Study the relation between optimum ski base structure roughness and snow humidity.

 Study the effect of different ski base structures on different snow types with various snow
grain sizes.

Sliding tests of the structure test series have been performed with skier speeds mainly between 30 and
40 km/h, and test skier weight between 75 and 80 kg. The experiments have resulted in the following
findings:

 Ski pairs with Ra,yws  5.4 m have been best under snow conditions with snow humidity

Wvol,%  0.6 %, snow temperatures below zero and Snow type 2.

 A structure with Ra,yws  equal to 5.3-5.4 m has in average been best under snow conditions

with snow humidity Wvol,%  1.3 %, snow grain size d  less than approximately 0.25 mm and
Snow type 2.

 A ski pair with Ra,yws  = 9.3 m, Ra,yfs  = 6.0 m and Ra,yas  = 12.6 m, has been best under snow

conditions with snow humidity Wvol,% between approximately 0.3 and 4.0 %, snow hardness H

higher than 4.1104 Pa, and Snow types 4 and 5.

 A structure with Ra,yws  = 12.7 m has been best under snow conditions with snow humidity

Wvol,% higher than approximately 4 %, and Snow types 2 and 5. It was registered 2.5 % higher
average sliding speed for this structure relative to the second best structure in one of the tests
under very wet snow conditions. The same structure was the least optimum structure under
snow conditions with snow humidity Wvol,% below approximately 1.3 % and Snow type 2.

 A ski pair with Ra,yws  = 4.4 m, Ra,yfs  = 5.3 m and Ra,yas  = 3.5 m, was the least optimum ski

pair under snow conditions with snow humidity Wvol,% above approximately 1.3 %.

 The highest average skier speed differences between ski pairs in the structure test series     (6.3
%) have been registered on very wet snow.
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 The smallest average skier speed differences between ski pairs in the structure test series  (1.2-

1.6 %) have been found under snow conditions with dry and moist snow, snow hardness H 
4.1104 Pa, and Snow types 4 and 5.

 The optimum ski base structure roughness of the best structures and ski pairs has increased
with snow humidity, thus indicating that the optimum ski base structure roughness increases
with the water film thickness.

 Coarser structures have been relatively better than finer structures at high speeds compared to
low speeds, thus implying increase in the water film thickness and optimum structure
roughness with speed.

 Decrease of the structure roughness along the ski has been unfortunate under most snow
conditions.

 The effect of increasing the structure roughness along the ski relative to having the same
structure roughness is difficult to interpret at present. Accurate sliding tests of ski pairs with
equal structure patterns and increased structure roughness along the ski is needed before
conclusions can be drawn.

6.6.2. Recommendations

Many aspects regarding ski base structures and ski base sliding friction were not studied in detail in
the experiments referred to in this chapter. More sliding tests with different structure test series and
measurement of ski base structure, snow and weather parameters are therefore needed in order to
further improve the present understanding of ski base sliding friction. Future research ought to
investigate aspects such as the effect of the:

 Structure pressure contact area during skiing

 Structure capillary contact area during skiing under wet snow conditions

 Structure carving area during skiing under hard and dry snow conditions

 Structure bearing area during skiing under soft snow conditions

 Structure pattern on the dilution of water film during skiing under wet snow conditions

 Structure pattern on the minimisation of attachment of dirt during skiing

 Glide wax/powder and the pressure distribution of the ski on the optimum structure

It would also be interesting to perform measurement of the water film thickness along the ski and
investigate the ski track with an infra red video camera during sliding tests of ski base structures under
different snow conditions.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. The effect of electrical charging and electrostatic pressure on ski 
base sliding friction 

 
 

Notation 
 

e proton charge, 1.602 × 10-19 C 
ei,ice charge of carrier given by defect i in ice, C 
E electric-field strength in dielectric gap, V/m 
Eag electric-field strength in the air gap between the slider and snow/water film, V/m 
Ez,sk-wf (x, y, t) electric field-strength normal to the ski base (z-direction) at the interfacial contact 

between a point (x, y) on the ski and the frictional water film at time t, V/m 
Ez,sn-wf (x, y, t) electric field-strength normal to the ski (z-direction) under the ski base in the 

interfacial contact between snow and the frictional water film at time t, V/m 
Ez,wf (x, y, z, t) electric field-strength normal to the ski (z-direction), in the frictional water film at 

time t and at a point (x, y) under the ski base at a normal distance z from the ski base, 
V/m  

hmin,wf minimum water film thickness between a specific area on the ski and snow at a 
specific time during skiing, µm 

i type of charge carrier or defect in ice, i = 1 for H3O+ ions, i = 2 for OH--ions, i = 3 for 
D-defects and i = 4 for L-defects 

kB Boltzmann constant, 1.381 × 10-23 JK-1 
L thickness of dielectric gap, m 
Lag thickness of the air gap, m 
ni,ice concentration in ice of defect i, m-3 
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Pel electrostatic pressure, N/m2 
Pel, ag electrostatic pressure in an air gap between slider and snow/water film, N/m2 
Pel, sk-wf (x, y, t) the electrostatic pressure at the interfacial contact between a point, (x, y) on the ski 

base and the frictional water film in a frictional ski base sliding situation at time t, 
N/m2 

Pel, sn-wf (x, y, t) the electrostatic pressure at a point (x, y) under the ski base in the interfacial contact 
between snow and the frictional water film in a frictional ski base sliding situation at 
time t, N/m2 

Pel, wf (x, y, z, t) the electrostatic pressure in the water film at a point (x, y) under the ski base at a 
normal distance, z, from the ski base in a frictional ski base sliding situation at time t 

1/R conductance, Ω-1 
R resistance, Ω 
Rq,sbs root mean square roughness of the ski base structure surface in the specific area, µm 
Rq,sn root mean square roughness of snow surface, µm 
roo oxygen - oxygen distance in the ice lattice, 2.76 Å (1 Å = 10-10 m) 
t time, s 
T temperature, °C or K 
V potential difference in dielectric gap, V 
Vag potential difference in the air gap between the slider and snow/water film, V 
(x, y)  point on the ski base 
z direction normal to the ski and/or normal distance from the ski base, µm 
ε relative dielectric permittivity for a material between which a potential difference 

exists, ε = 1 for vacuum 
ε0 dielectric permittivity of vacuum, 8.854 ×10-12 F/m 
εs,ice relative static dielectric permittivity of ice 
εsk-wf (x, y, t) relative dielectric permittivity at the interfacial contact between a point (x, y) on the 

ski base and the frictional water film at time t 
εsn-wf (x, y, t) relative dielectric permittivity at a point (x, y) under the ski base in the interfacial 

contact between snow and the frictional water film at time t 
εwf (x, y, z, t) relative dielectric permittivity in the frictional water film at time t and at a point (x, y) 

under the ski base at a normal distance z from the ski base  
ε∞ ,ice relative high-frequency dielectric permittivity of ice 
Φ factor defined in Eq. (7.10), Jm 
Λ non-dimensional film parameter 
µ sliding friction coefficient 
µi,ice mobility in ice of charge carrier given by defect i, m2/Vs 
σ•,ice H3O+- and OH--ions conductivity in ice, Ω-1m-1=104 µS/cm 
σDL,ice D- and L- defects conductivity in ice, Ω-1m-1=104 µS/cm 
σi,ice partial conductivity given by defect i in ice, Ω-1m-1=104 µS/cm 
σs,ice static electrical conductivity of ice, Ω-1m-1=104 µS/cm  
σ∞,ice high frequency electrical conductivity of ice, Ω-1m-1=104 µS/cm 
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7.1. Introduction 
 
This section is based on the measurements and theories described in a report written by Petrenko 
(1993) and papers written by Petrenko (1994), Petrenko and Colbeck (1995) and Colbeck (1995). A 
comprehensive review of the electric properties of ice was given in the report by Petrenko (1993). 
Petrenko (1994) performed laboratory experiments on the effect of an electric dc bias applied between 
ice and sliders on static and dynamic ice friction. The effect of electric fields, electrostatic pressures 
and frictional self-electrification on ice friction was also discussed. Petrenko and Colbeck (1995) 
studied frictional ice electrification and generation of electric fields during ice friction in laboratory 
situations and snow friction in-situ for alpine skis. Electrical charging of alpine and cross-country skis 
gliding on in-situ snow were measured and discussed by Colbeck (1995).  
 
Petrenko (1994) showed in laboratory experiments that a 3 kV bias applied between ice and a slider 
can increase the friction by 2/3 for polyethylene and by 2/5 for metal sliders on ice. Prior to this he had 
found that electric fields developed during ice friction due to frictional self-electrification. Electric 
fields with a strength in the order of 2×106 V/m had been induced by friction at an ice/polyethylene 
interface at a temperature of -31.5°C and sliding velocity of 8 m/s. Metal sliders (stainless-steel and 
aluminium foils) gliding on ice under the same conditions developed a potential difference of up to 1.6 
kV between the ice and the sliders. These experimental results and basic electric field theory 
considerations showed that frictional self-electrification may play a significant role in forming ice and 
snow friction coefficients. The laboratory experiments were performed on pure polycrystalline ice 
with grain sizes between 5 and 12 mm (Petrenko and Colbeck, 1995) and temperatures ranging from   
-5 to -30°C and sliding velocities from 0.5 to 8 m/s. The static electrical conductivity of ice, σs,ice, was 
measured to 10-9 Ω-1m-1 (10-5 µS/cm) at T = -30°C and 10-7 Ω-1m-1 (10-3 µS/cm) at T = -10°C. These 
figures are close to the electrical conductivity found in pure single crystalline ice (Petrenko, 1993, and 
Petrenko and Schulson, 1992), but much smaller than the electrolytic conductivity values for melted 
snow samples measured by the author (3.8 - 169.7 µS/cm). Notice that this indicates a difference in 
electrical conductivity of three to seven orders of magnitude between ice or the solid phase of snow 
and melted ice or snow, i.e. water. 
 
 

7.2. The effect of electrical charging and electrostatic pressure on ski base 
sliding friction 

 
The electrical conductivity of ice is known to have a characteristic frequency dependence (Petrenko, 
1993). High frequency electrical conductivity, σ∞,ice, which Petrenko has given as             
(1.8±0.2)×10-5 Ω-1m-1 = (0.18±0.02) µS/cm at -10°C, is approximately three orders of magnitude 
higher than static electrical conductivity, σs,ice. Measured values of σs,ice (-10°C) in literature vary from 
6×10-10 to 10-6 Ω-1m-1. Petrenko has explained this with the difficulty of purifying ice to a level where 
intrinsic ions dominate over ions supplied by impurities. The temperature dependence of bulk and 
surface conductance of pure ice is given in Fig. 7.1. Notice that conductance has the unit Ω-1, while 
conductivity is given in  Ω-1m-1. 
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Fig. 7.1. Temperature dependence of bulk and surface conductance of pure ice. Temperature, T, is 

given in °C. Conductance, 1/R is given in Ω-1 (after Bullemer and Riehl, 1966). 
 
It has been shown that the electrical conductivity of pure ice is entirely determined by proton motion 
within the temperature range of 0 to -42°C (Petrenko and Chesnakov, 1990). Three sources of protonic 
motion in ice are known (Petrenko, 1993): 
 

1. Thermal generation of carriers 
2. Atoms and molecules of impurities 
3. Various types of external excitation such as strong electric fields, ultraviolet radiation or high-

energy particle beams 
 
The two first sources exist in a state of thermal equilibrium. Although liquid water (and thereby 
presumably a significantly thick water film generated during skiing by frictional melting of snow and 
containing pollution in form of the original snow nucleating agents) is a very good solvent for many 
substances, ice dissolves to almost nothing. Most of the impurities dissolved in water either get 
repelled from ice back into water or precipitate as a second phase inside the ice bulk in the form of 
segregations and clusters during the process of ice growth. Some exceptions exist, such as: 
 

• A few acids: HF, HCl 
• Ammonia: NH3 
• Some alkalises: KOH, NaOH 
• Derivatives such as NH4F or KCl 
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These substances can be included properly into the ice crystal lattice and drastically change the 
protonic carrier concentration in ice.  
 
Protons can not be transferred sizeable distances in a defect-free ice structure. They must either move 
along hydrogen bonds, thereby creating H3O+- and OH--ions, or from bond to bond, thereby causing a 
pair of Bjerrum defects: 
 

• D-defect (Dobbelt-effect): O-O bond in ice crystal lattice with two protons close to or on it. 
• L-defect (Leer-defect): O-O bond in ice crystal lattice with no protons close to or on it. 

 
The motion of an L-defect causes the same reorientation of hydrogen bonds in a water molecule chain 
as H3O+-ions. OH--ions and D-defects cause the opposite reorientation.  
 
Jaccard (1959, 1964) has described the electric properties of ice assuming that charge carriers in ice 
are protons. Petrenko (1993) has defined the static electrical conductivity of ice, σs,ice, using the 
theoretical model given by Jaccard (be aware that the nature of surface conductivity of ice/snow will 
differ considerably from Jaccard's model): 
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(7.1)
 
where: 
 

e     - proton charge, 1.602 × 10-19 C 
i      - type of charge carrier or defect in ice, i = 1 for H3O+ ions, i = 2 for OH--ions, i = 3 for 

D-defects and i = 4 for L-defects 
ei,ice  - charge of carrier given by defect i in ice, C 
σi,ice - partial conductivity given by defect i in ice, Ω-1m-1=104µS/cm 

 
The sum of charge of a H3O+ ion and a D-defect is defined by Petrenko as: 
 
 e e1 3,,ice ice+ =  (7.2)
 
Hubman (1979a, b) has found experimentally that: 
 
 e e3, 0 38 0 01ice = ±. .a f  (7.3a)
 
while Scheiner and Nagle (1983) theoretically has analysed that: 
 
 e e3, 0 36 0 03ice = ±. .a f  (7.3b)
 
The partial conductivities of the charge carriers in ice, σi,ice, are given as: 
 
 σ µi,ice i,ice i,ice i,ice= e n  (7.4)
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where: 
 

µi,ice - mobility in ice of charge carrier given by defect i, m2/Vs 
ni,ice - concentration in ice of defect i, m-3 

 
The high-frequency electrical conductivity of ice, σ∞,ice, is defined by Petrenko (1993) as: 
 
 

σ σ∞
=

= ∑,ice i,ice
i 1

4

 
(7.5)

 
The temperature dependencies of H3O+- and OH--ions conductivity, σ•,ice: 
 
 σ σ σ• = +, ,ice ice ice1 2,  (7.6)
 
and D- and L- defects conductivity, σDL,ice: 
 
 σ σ σDL,ice ice ice= +3, 4,  (7.7)
 
calculated from experimental results using best-fit method for ice doped with a small amount of HF in 
the concentration of (1.3±0.1)×1020 molecules/m3 (Camplin et al., 1978) are shown in Fig. 7.2. The 
figure shows that σDL,ice exceeds by about two orders of magnitude the value of σ•,ice (ionic 
conductivity) at high temperatures (0 to -10°C) indicating that normally at these temperatures σs,ice is 
dominated by σ•,ice and σ∞,ice by σDL,ice according to Eqs. (7.1) and (7.5). 
 
 

 
Fig. 7.2. The temperature dependencies of H3O+- and OH--ions conductivity, σ•,ice, and D- and L- 

defects conductivity, σDL,ice, calculated from experimental results, using best-fit method, for 
ice doped with a small amount of HF in the concentration of (1.3 ± 0.1) × 1020 molecules/m3 
(Camplin et al., 1978). Temperature, T, is given in K. The conductivity, σ, is given in Ω-1m-1. 
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Petrenko (1993) states that the most efficient impurities for the increase of H3O+ ion and L-defect 
concentrations in ice appear to be the acids HF and HCl. He also explains that the equilibrium 
concentrations of D-defects and OH--ions in pure ice are determined by a balance between the rate of 
their thermoactivated production and the rate of recombination: D- with L-defects and H3O+ with OH--
ions. Increased H3O+ ion and L-defect concentrations, increase the rate of recombination, which result 
in lowered D-defect and OH--concentrations. He further explains that D-defects and OH--ions are less 
mobile carriers than H3O+ ions and L-defects thus indicating higher values for the electrical 
conductivities in Eqs. (7.1) and (7.5), when H3O+ ion and L-defect concentrations increase, like 
efficiently done by HF and HCl. The influence in terms of electrical conductivity of HF doping of ice 
is termed by Petrenko as "efficient" compared to NH3. He has explained this with the sizeable 
activation energies for release of D-defects and OH--ions from the NH3-molecule in ice and D-defects 
and OH--ions in ice being less mobile carriers. 
 
Ski waxes based on fluorocarbons are highly appreciated by skiers. For warmer conditions, ski waxes 
contain less synthetic wax and increased amounts of fluorocarbon additives (SWIX, 1996). Waxes for 
cold man-made snow contain higher amounts of hard, brittle and synthetic paraffins. Haltenorth and 
Klinger (1969) have reported an extremely large mobility of fluorine ions in ice. This implies that 
fluorine ions possibly introduced by a fluorocarbon glide product during skiing should be effective for 
electrical discharge between ski and snow. The extent of introduction of fluorine ions by a 
fluorocarbon glide product during skiing can be questioned due to the chemical inertness of a 
fluorocarbon. Hamrock (1994) has stated that although not strictly fluorocarbons, the 
chlorotrifluorethylene polymers have found some applications and are better lubricants than 
fluorocarbons because chlorine is more reactive with metals than fluorine. 
 
High electrolytic conductivity values due to high Cl--concentrations have been measured in freshwater 
mountain lakes situated close to the sea in the European multidisciplinary, multinational AL:PE 
project (Wathne et al., 1997). Cl- was in most cases related to Na+-concentrations, indicating that they 
mainly derived from atmospheric deposition. Sea salt (Junge, 1963) and clay minerals (Kumai and 
Francis, 1962) are known as good snow nucleating agents. Hewitt and Cragin (1994) found in their 
measurements of anion (negatively charged ion) concentrations in individual snow crystals and 
snowflakes that Cl- was frequently the dominant anion in stellar (planar dendrite) crystals. It was 
shown in Chapter 5 that: 
 

• The electrolytic conductivity increases and the grain size decreases when precipitation is 
introduced to the snow surface. The electrolytic conductivity can also increase with snow 
density. 

• The electrolytic conductivity decreases as the snow goes through melt-freeze cycles and the 
grain size increases. 

• The electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples follows similar trends with respect to 
snow metamorphosis and snow density as the results referred by Kopp (1962) for the electrical 
conductivity of snow, but the electrical conductivity of snow is several orders of magnitude 
less than the electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples. 

 
Decreased values for transformed snow types are natural due to drainage of free ions/impurities 
through the snowpack by melt waves during melt sequences of melt-freeze-cycles of the snowpack. 
Ion flux through a shallow snowpack and the effects of initial conditions and melt sequences on ion 
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flux was investigated using tracers under controlled laboratory conditions by Davis et al. (1995). 
Hewitt et al. (1989) proposed that preferential chemical elution in snowpack meltwater is caused by 
preferential ion exclusion from snow grains during snow metamorphosis. Hewitt et al. (1991) 
concluded that less soluble chemical impurities, such as sulphates: 
 

• are excluded more efficiently during snow crystal growth 
• appear sooner and in higher concentrations in the meltwater during snowpack melting 

 
than more soluble species such as chloride. Tranter et al. (1986) have proposed the anion elution 
sequence: 
 
 SO NO Cl4

2
3

− − −> >   

 
while Brimblecombe et al. (1987) suggested the cation elution order: 
 
 K > Ca Mg Na2+ 2++ +> >   

 
 
In the measurements referred in Chapter 5 the input to the snowpack of pollutants, which increased the 
ion level and electrolytic conductivity values of the melted snow samples collected at the top of the 
snowpack (ski track), were mainly introduced by snow precipitation. Davidson et al. (1996) have 
stated that particle and gases can deposit from the atmosphere to polar snow by several mechanisms: 
 

1. Dry deposition considered to consist of three steps: 
 

• aerodynamic transport from the free atmosphere to the viscous sublayer near the 
surface 

• boundary layer transport across the sublayer 
• interactions with the surface 

 
2. Wet deposition: 

 
• in-cloud scavenging: 

 
 uptake of particles during nucleation of cloud water 
 scavenging of particles and gases by existing droplets and ice crystals 

 
• below-cloud scavenging 

 
3. Incorporation of particles and gases into fog droplets and subsequent settling of the fog to the 

snow surface 
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In a study of the area surrounding the Nickel industries in Nikel and Zapoljarnij, Russia, and the iron 
ore mine and mill in Kirkenes, Norway, snow pack samples taken at the end of the 1991-1992 winter 
distinguished four different sources of element input (Reimann et al., 1996): 
 

1. Industrial emissions 
2. Sea spray 
3. Geogenic dust 
4. Anthropogenic dust 

 
 
In the measurement campaigns prior to the 1998 Olympics in Japan and prior to and during the 1997 
World Championship in cross-country skiing in Trondheim, two to three times higher electrolytic 
conductivity values were registered for melted snow samples of new-fallen snow from ski tracks in 
Trondheim than in Hakuba, Japan (See Section 5.3.4 for more details). Colbeck (1995) has pointed out 
that ionic charge can be introduced with the meltwater (water film) during friction. He explained this 
with the preferential separation of ions during freezing and therefore preferential production of ions 
during melting. Measurement of the electrolytic conductivity of a melted snow sample might be a 
good indicator of: 
 

1. The electrolytic conductivity in the water film developed by frictional melting during skiing 
under a specific snow condition. 

2. Possible sizes of potential differences that: 
 

• exists between ski and snow, ski and water film, water film and snow and in the water 
film under a specific snow condition 

• are generated by frictional electrification during skiing under a specific snow 
condition at a given time, where the friction situation in an area under the ski from a 
tribological point of view can be approached by using Eq. (2.20) and Fig. 2.10 in 
Chapter 2. 

 
 
It was shown in Fig. 2.10 that the sliding friction coefficient, µ, between two interacting surfaces in 
relative motion, depends characteristically on a non-dimensional film parameter, Λ. The film 
parameter Λ is a function of: 
 

hmin,wf - minimum water film thickness between a specific area on the ski and snow at a 
specific time during skiing, µm 

Rq,sbs - root mean square roughness of the ski base structure surface in the specific area, 
µm 

Rq,sn - root mean square roughness of snow surface, µm 
 
The friction situation in an area under the ski is possible to approach at a given time during skiing by 
exploiting the knowledge of Fig. 2.10. At least this is true when impact and compaction resistances 
between ski and snow are negligible or small. 
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Petrenko and Colbeck (1995) found that frictional electrification during ice friction increased with 
decreasing temperature and increasing sliding velocity. The maximum voltage (1.6 kV) was found at 
the lowest temperature (-35°C) and the highest sliding velocity (8 m/s). The increased electrification at 
low temperatures is natural to analyse using the knowledge of: 
 

• the lower measured electrical conductivity for ice at low temperature (-30°C) compared to 
high temperature (-10°C) in the laboratory experiments of Petrenko and Colbeck (1995), thus 
indicating lower discharge at lower temperatures and initial electrical conductivities for ice. 

• the measured grain sizes of ice of 5-12 mm in the laboratory experiments of Petrenko and 
Colbeck (1995), which indicate a high surface roughness for ice compared to the water film 
thicknesses developed under the slider in the experiments, thus indicating a small Λ in Eq. 
(2.20) and a position to the left in Fig. 2.10 (dry friction area). 

 
It is very interesting that during this presumably low Λ, dry friction process, the process of charge 
pick-up by the slider dominated over the process of electric discharge through the water film to the ice 
surface at different speeds. The last process was probably difficult due to the low conformity (poor 
connection) in the contact between water film and ice due to the presumably high surface roughness of 
ice. Although less frictional melting at lower temperatures also might have had influence, it is very 
interesting that charge pick-up was relatively largest when the electrical conductivity of ice was 
smallest. This may indicate that high initial snow or ice conductivity gives lower potential differences 
between slider and snow during friction under otherwise equal frictional situations and snow 
conditions, at least for the dry friction regime. It also addresses the importance of the electrolytic 
conductivity in a developed frictional water film (and thereby presumably the electrolytic conductivity 
of a melted snow sample!) on the potential differences between slider and snow/ice. It is tempting to 
suggest from the above discussion that: 
 

• Sliders on highly electrical conductive snow should discharge easier than sliders on snow with 
lower electrical conductivity, given otherwise equal snow conditions and frictional situations 
(thus shifting the graph in Fig. 2.10 downwards!). 

• Larger frictional electrification should take place on snow with low electrical conductivity 
compared to snow with high electrical conductivity given otherwise equal snow conditions 
and frictional situations (thus shifting the graph in Fig. 2.10 upwards!). 

 
Petrenko (1993) stated that the process of proton transfer in ice via the creation of defects by an 
electric field turns out to be possible only in extremely strong electric fields: E ≥ 3×1010 V/m. Petrenko 
(1994) referred to electric fields with a strength of the order of 2×106 V/m being induced by friction at 
an ice/polyethylene interface at a temperature of -31.5°C and sliding velocity of 8 m/s. This indicate 
that the following assumptions can be made for the laboratory experiments of Petrenko (1994) and 
Petrenko and Colbeck (1995): 
 

• The electric fields generated between slider and ice were too weak to cause proton transfer in 
solid ice and significant discharge between slider and ice when no water was present in a 
contact between slider and ice during friction (assumed pure dry friction contact). 

• The developed frictional water films under the slider were thin compared to ice roughness 
(small Λ) at all speeds. The electrical conduction and discharge between slider and ice through 
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a water film was thereby difficult due to poor contact between water film and ice. This 
resulted in negligible electric discharge taking place even at high speeds. 

 
According to Petrenko (1994) the change in frictional force due to electrification can be explained by 
means of electrostatic pressures on the slider, that increase the normal pressures of the slider on the ice 
or snow surface. It is known from electric field theory that the electrostatic pressure, Pel, in a gap, L, 
filled with a dielectric material between which a potential difference, V, exists, is given by: 
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where: 
 

V - potential difference in the dielectric gap, V 
E - electric-field strength in the dielectric gap, V/m 
L - thickness of the dielectric gap, m 
ε0 - dielectric permittivity of vacuum, 8.854 ×10-12 F/m 
ε   - relative dielectric permittivity for the material between which a potential difference 

exists, ε = 1 for vacuum 
 
Petrenko (1993) has defined the relative static dielectric permittivity of ice, εs,ice, theoretically 
according to Jaccard's (1959, 1964) model as: 
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(7.9)

 
where: 
 

ε∞,ice - relative high-frequency dielectric permittivity of ice 
 
and Φ is given by: 
 
 Φ = 3 85. k TrB oo  (7.10)
 
where: 
 

kB - Boltzmann constant, 1.381 × 10-23 JK-1 
T - temperature, K 
roo - oxygen - oxygen distance in the ice lattice, 2.76 Å (1 Å = 10-10 m) 
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Petrenko states that the theory in its present form has some problems. For example, the slight 
anisotropy of ε measured in some experiments, but at present Jaccard's theory describes well, both 
quantitatively and qualitatively different electrical properties of ice. 
 
The relative dielectric permittivity values found in literature for ice, water, polyethylene, ethylene, 
paraffin, HCl, HF, chlorine and fluorine are given in Table 7.1. Fig. 7.3 shows the change of the 
relative static dielectric permittivity of ice and water with temperature. Ice doped with HF has lower 
relative dielectric permittivity than pure ice (Camplin and Glen, 1973). At particular temperatures and 
impurity concentrations the relative static dielectric permittivity of ice, εs,ice, can decrease 
considerably, and small values comparable with those of relative high-frequency dielectric permittivity 
of ice, ε∞,ice = 3.2, can be found. This phenomena happens when the values of σ•,ice and σDL,ice become 
comparable, see Eqs. (7.6), (7.7) and (7.9), and is named "crossover" (more details and physical 
interpretation in Petrenko, 1993). High HF-concentrations in HF-doped ice gave "crossover" and 
minimum relative static dielectric permittivity at a higher temperature compared to the case for low 
HF-concentrations in the experiments of Camplin and Glen (1973), see Fig. 7.4. Steinemann (1957) 
found two "crossover" points in HF-doped ice at -3°C. In Petrenko (1993) this was explained by 
changes in σ•,ice being proportional to the HF-concentration while changes in σDL,ice being proportional 
to the square root of the HF-concentration. 
 
Table 7.1. Relative dielectric permittivity values found in literature for ice, water, polyethylene, 

ethylene, paraffin, HCl, HF, chlorine and fluorine. 
Material/Fluid Relative dielectric 

permittivity 
Temperature, K Reference 

Ice, static εs,ice = 100.8 263.2 Petrenko (1993) 
Ice, high-frequency ε∞,ice = 3.2  263.2 Petrenko (1993) 

Water, static εs,water = 87.9 273.2 CRC (1997) 
Water, high-frequency ε∞,water = 5.7 273.2 CRC (1997) 

Polyethylene 2.37 258.2 Petrenko (1994) 
Ethylene (C2H4) 1.41 270.0 CRC (1997) 

Paraffin ≈ 2 ? Van Pelt and Knol (1983) 
Fluorine (F2) 1.20 144.3 After equation in CRC (1997) 

Chlorine (Cl2) 2.05 240 After equation in CRC (1997) 
Hydrogen Fluoride (HF) 83.6 273.2 CRC (1997) 

Hydrogen Chloride (HCl) 6.3 258.2 After equation in CRC (1997) 

 
 
Due to ε = 1 for air, the electrostatic pressure, Pel,ag, in an air gap, Lag, between a slider and 
ice/snow/water film is given as: 
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where: 
 

Vag - potential difference in the air gap between slider and snow/water film, V 
Eag - electric-field strength in the air gap between slider and snow/water film, V/m 
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Lag - thickness of the air gap, m 
 
 

 
Fig. 7.3. Change of relative static dielectric permittivity of ice (Johari and Whalley, 1981) and water 

(Malmberg and Maryott, 1956) with temperature. Petrenko (1993) made the graph using 
extrapolations found in the referred papers. It is known that below a temperature of about 
200 K the phenomena called "crossover" may exist. 

 
 

 
Fig. 7.4. ∆ε = εs,ice - ε∞,ice as a function of temperature for ice doped with HF concentrations (Camplin 

and Glen, 1973). Temperature, T, is given in K, i.e. lower temperatures to the right in the 
figure. 

 
In a frictional ski base sliding situation at time, t, the electrostatic pressure, Pel, sk-wf (x, y, t), at the 
interfacial contact between a point, (x, y), on the ski base and the frictional water film, can be defined 
as: 
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where: 
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εsk-wf (x, y, t) - relative dielectric permittivity at the interfacial contact between a point (x, y) 
on the ski base and the frictional water film, at time t 

Ez,sk-wf (x, y, t) - electric field-strength normal to the ski base (z-direction) at the interfacial 
contact between a point (x, y) on the ski and the frictional water film, at time 
t, V/m 

z - direction normal to the ski base, µm 
 
In a frictional ski base sliding situation at time, t, the electrostatic pressure, Pel,sn-wf (x, y, t), at a point 
(x, y) under the ski base in the interfacial contact between snow and the frictional water film, can be 
defined as: 
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where: 
 

εsn-wf (x, y, t) - relative dielectric permittivity at a point (x, y) under the ski base in the 
interfacial contact between snow and the frictional water film, at time t 

Ez,sn-wf (x, y, t) - electric field-strength normal to the ski (z-direction) under the ski base in the 
interfacial contact between snow and the frictional water film, at time t, V/m 

 
In a frictional ski base sliding situation at time, t, the electrostatic pressure in the water film,           
Pel,wf (x, y, z, t), at a point (x, y) under the ski base at a normal distance z from the ski base, can be 
defined as: 
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where: 
 

εwf (x, y, z, t) - relative dielectric permittivity in the frictional water film, at time t, at a point 
(x, y) under the ski base at a normal distance z from the ski base  

Ez,wf (x, y, z, t) - electric field-strength normal to the ski (z-direction), in the frictional water 
film, at time t, at a point (x, y) under the ski base at a normal distance z from 
the ski base, V/m  

z - direction normal to the ski and normal distance from the ski base, µm 
 
 
Petrenko and Colbeck (1995) found that an ice surface is not homogenous with respect to 
electrification. Along the 30 cm long ice cylinder they used in their laboratory experiments, it was 
possible to find two positions where the potential differed by two. Potential variations on the snow 
surface in a ski track are therefore natural to assume. It is also intuitive that different points on the ski 
base can have different potentials at a given time, t, during skiing, due to: 
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• Different frictional conditions along the ski in the length direction. 
• Different contact conditions for different ski base structure points in an area, i.e. some ski base 

structure points are in contact with the frictional water film or snow, while others have no 
water film or snow contact (air pockets). 

• The ski being a dielectric medium. When charges have been exchanged at the interface 
between two isolators and the materials afterwards are removed from each other, it is known 
from electrostatic charging theory that charges are not evenly distributed out in the materials 
like in metals. Graphite has very high electrical conductivity, 7.1×108 µS/cm (CRC, 1978). 
The graphite content of the ski base is therefore very important for the electrical conductivity 
value of the ski base. 

 
 
A glide product used on a ski has impact on several important ski base sliding friction aspects: 
 

• It can decrease the surface tension of the ski base, thereby decreasing the surface wetted area 
and contact area between ski base structure and snow/frictional water film, thus implying 
larger air pocket volume between ski base structure and snow/frictional water film during 
skiing and influencing the friction coefficient. 

• It can decrease/change the relative dielectric permittivity at the interfacial contact between a 
point on the ski base and the frictional water film or snow surface, thereby 
decreasing/changing the electrostatic (or capillary) pressure and the friction coefficient in the 
interfacial contact. 

• It can introduce ions to the frictional water film or snow surface, thereby increasing the 
electrolytic/electrical conductivity in the frictional water film or snow surface, thus increasing 
electrical discharge and decreasing potential differences between ski and snow, thereby 
decreasing the electrostatic pressure and the friction coefficient in interfacial contacts between 
ski and water film or snow surface. One of the primary characteristics of a fluorocarbon wax is 
its inertness, and the extent of contribution of ions from the glide product can therefore be 
questioned. 

• It can give less attachment of dirt to the ski base due to decreased electrostatic charging and 
relative dielectric permittivity for the glide product treated ski base. When the ski base is 
charged it will attract other substances and therefore function as a collector for dirt and dust. 

• It can influence the thermal conductivity of the ski base and the development of frictional 
water film under the ski base. 

• It can influence the hardness and wear of the ski base surface and microscopic impact and 
compaction resistances on the ski during skiing. 

• It can influence "bleed" of electric charges (electrical conductivity) into the ski base from 
interfacial contact points between the ski base and the frictional water film or snow surface 
and thereby the distribution of electric potential on the ski base during skiing. 

 
 
Colbeck (1995) has done field measurements of the potential difference between the ski base and the 
upper part of the ski during ski runs. The measured voltage was interpreted as an indicator of the 
accumulated electric charge on the ski base during the ski runs. A weakness in the experimental set-up 
was the introduction of a capacitor parallel with the ski to keep the induced voltages within acceptable 
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limits for the data acquisition system. This greatly increased the time constant of the system due to the 
low capacitance of the ski. It also gave 59 to 1180 times decrease in measured voltages. 
 
Colbeck found that long ski runs with high speeds in deep, powder snow gave relatively steady rises in 
measured voltage during a ski run. It also produced the largest voltages. A great deal of variation in 
the measured voltage was found when skiing on wet, groomed runs or other hard or irregular surfaces 
due to frequent discharging. Icy surfaces produces even more noise and less accumulation of charge 
than wet, groomed snow. Skating in wet snow gave measured voltages that oscillated around zero. The 
glide parts of the cycle had positive peaks and were noisy when the gliding ski contacted obstacles. 
Charging mechanisms and induced voltages were different between wet and dry conditions. The 
voltage decayed much faster in wet snow than while resting on dry snow or suspending in air. This is 
natural due to the much higher electrical conductivity of water compared to snow (ice) and thereby 
better electrical connection between ski and snow when water is present. It also highlights: 
 

• The importance of the water film introduced by frictional melting  
• The electrolytic conductivity of the water film 
• The aspect and effect of the glide product on the electrolytic conductivity of the water film 
• The aspect of the measured electrolytic conductivity of a melted snow sample as an indicator 

of electrolytic conductivity of the water film 
 
During the start period of a typical ski run when according to Colbeck the ski was warming and 
adjusting to heat generated by friction, a sudden decrease to a negative voltage was found in his 
measurements. He explained this with accumulation of negative charge on the sliding surface. 
According to Colbeck once the ski temperature and rate of meltwater generation stabilised, the voltage 
began to climb toward positive values i.e. zero voltage and lower absolute potential difference 
according to Fig. 5 in Colbeck (1995). Colbeck suggested in the discussion of this observation that 
charge may have changed sign after the ski surface reached its maximum wetting by meltwater. He 
referred to the Workman-Reynolds effect which are principled on ions being preferentially separated 
during freezing and thereby ions being preferentially produced during melting. This can cause 
introduction of ionic charges by the meltwater i.e. frictional water film under the ski. Colbeck thought 
it was questionable whether this effect always carried the same sign despite local differences in snow 
chemistry, although he referred to the fact that the observed pattern was registered at highly different 
geographical locations. 
 
The author's suggestion is that this observation by Colbeck can be explained by using the knowledge 
of: 
 

1. Higher electrical conductivity of water compared to ice or snow 
2. From Point 1 it is intuitive that given approximately constant roughness for snow and ski base, 

Rq,sn and Rq,sbs in Eq. (2.20), a developed water film under the ski under dry conditions, i.e. a 
water film with larger water film thickness hmin,wf and larger Λ in Eq. (2.20) compared to at the 
start time of the frictional situation and Λ still on the left side of the minimum point in the 
graph in Fig. 2.10 (dry friction area), at some time will introduce higher electrical conductivity 
between ski and snow compared to a situation where the water film thickness is lower or 
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almost non-present i.e. equal to the tiny liquid layer present on the dry snow surface when the 
observed frictional situation i.e. ski run started.  

3. The higher electrical conductivity explained in Point 2 gives larger discharge from the ski to 
the snow. 

4. Larger discharge from the ski to the snow gives the lower absolute voltages observed by 
Colbeck. 

 
Snow compaction during the observed ski runs in soft snow may complicate the explanation given in 
Items 1 to 4. It can have lead to dynamic variations in Rq,sn and water film thickness hmin,wf and 
unstable contact situations between ski base and water film or snow during the ski runs. This surely 
would have influence on the observed voltages, but the essence in Point 1 to 4 should still be correct.  
 
 

7.3. Summary and recommendations 
 

7.3.1. Interpretation of friction 
 
It is tempting from the theories and experiments cited in this section to suggest the following present 
interpretations of friction and the graph in Fig. 2.10 using ski base sliding friction as a case study: 
 

1. The left hand side of the graph (dry friction area) in Fig. 2.10: Accumulation of electrostatic 
charges in the ski base contact points, the lubrication and discharge effect of the water film is 
still inefficient and insufficient. The friction process is dominated and characterised 
electrically by electrostatic charging behaviour. 

2. The decrease in friction coefficient from the left hand side (dry friction area) to the minimum 
point in the graph in Fig. 2.10: The water film thickness hmin,wf and the lubricate effect of the 
water film increase and the direct contact between ski and snow grains decreases. The water 
film introduces a resistance in the capacitor-dominated RC-"electrical circuit" under the ski, 
due to its much higher electrical conductivity compared to snow. This initiates discharge of 
potential differences between ski and snow. The friction coefficient decreases. 

3. The increase in friction coefficient from the minimum point to the right hand side (wet 
friction area) of the graph in Fig. 2.10: The air gap volumes between the water film and the 
ski base structure, and the water film and the snow surface get smaller. Assuming relatively 
constant Vag compared to Lag, smaller Lag cause the Vag/Lag ratio and thereby the electrostatic 
pressure in the air gap Pag in Eq. (7.11) to increase. The surface wetted ski base structure area 
also increases. This increases the area directed towards water with high relative dielectric 
permittivity and decreases the area directed towards air with low relative dielectric 
permittivity. The phenomena of suction or drag may start occurring. This is commonly 
referred to as capillary forces. 

4. The right hand side of the graph (wet friction): Electrolytic effects. The friction process is 
characterised electrically by electrolytic behaviour.  

5. Ions can be introduced to the interface between snow and ski by melting or from the snow or 
ski base surfaces. The rate of ions introduced by melting depends on the snow. The 
electrolytic conductivity of a melted snow sample may indicate the rate of ions introduced by 
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melting and thereby the rate and ease of discharge between ski and snow through the water 
film during skiing. The glide product used under the ski is decisive for introduction of ions 
from the ski base surface. The extent of ions introduced by the glide product can be 
questioned, since chemical inertness is one of the primary characteristics of a glide product. 

6. Fluid film lubrication has traditionally been modelled by continuum mechanics using mass 
and impulse balances and so-called Navier-Stokes equations that has been greatly simplified in 
order to solve them mathematically. In addition some have added energy considerations 
represented through energy balances and surface roughness considerations through surface 
roughness parameters to this framework, often introducing new assumptions. Whether the 
assumptions taken always have been sufficient for describing and understanding the true 
nature of the examined frictional process can be questioned. In order to evolve future 
understanding of friction processes it is necessary to increase the knowledge of the 
simultaneous processes of mass, impulse, energy, electrical and chemical balances between 
the two interacting surfaces in relative motion during friction. Knowledge of measured 
topography or structure of the two interacting surfaces and accurately measured test conditions 
during friction tests are important aspects in achieving this goal. Theory has to exploit and be 
able to verify repeated results found in experiments of frictional processes.  

7. Small potential differences between upper and lower surface or low dielectric permittivities in 
the interfacial contacts between slider and lubricator during friction, shift the graph in Fig. 
2.10 and thereby the sliding friction coefficient downwards. 

8. Large potential differences between upper and lower surface or high dielectric permittivities in 
the interfacial contacts between slider and lubricator during friction, shift the graph in Fig. 
2.10 and thereby the sliding friction coefficient upwards. 

9. The relative humidity of air has several important aspects during friction : 
 

• The relative humidity may affect different snow properties that affect the development 
of water film and conformity between snow and ski during friction 

• High relative humidity may increase the relative dielectric permittivity in the air gaps 
between the water film and ski base structure and between the water film and snow, 
and thereby increase the electrostatic pressures between ski and water film, between 
snow and water film and in the water film. 

• High relative humidity may increase the electrical conductivity in the air gaps and 
thereby increase the electrical conductivity and discharge between ski and snow, thus 
decreasing the electrostatic pressures between the ski and the water film, between the 
snow and the water film and in the water film. 

 
The approach and mechanisms cited above should also be possible to use to increase the 
understanding and knowledge of friction in general, although the electrical and chemical balances and 
reactions of course will be somewhat different in other friction processes due to other surfaces and 
lubricators being present. The approach and mechanisms might be interesting and useful when trying 
to understand different friction processes in the human body, for instance friction in blood veins. 
Concentrations of the most important electrolytes (anions and cations) in the human body are known 
to change during many diseases.  
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7.3.2. Minimisation of ski base sliding friction 
 
To minimise friction between snow and ski when the frictional sliding situation in an area under the 
ski at a given time is on the left side of the minimum point of the graph in Fig. 2.10, i.e. dry friction 
area, the following aspects must be taken care of at the same time by means of structure, base, skier 
weight distribution given by the tension of the ski and glide product used on the ski: 
 

• Creation of water film and increase of water film thickness under the ski in order to optimise 
the film parameter Λ given by Eq. (2.20) according to Fig. 2.10. 

• Optimisation of structure roughness along the ski in order to optimise the film parameter Λ 
given by Eq. (2.20) according to Fig. 2.10. 

• Minimisation of the electric fields and the potential differences between the ski and snow and 
water film, and minimisation of the electrostatic pressures in the contact points between the 
ski base and water film or snow, and in the air gaps between the ski base and water film or 
snow. 

• Minimisation of macroscopic (mainly given by tension) and microscopic (mainly given by 
structure) impact and compaction resistances on the ski by optimisation of ski base bearing 
area. 

 
To minimise friction between snow and ski when the frictional sliding situation in an area under the 
ski at a given time is on the right side of the minimum point of the graph in Fig. 2.10, i.e. wet friction 
area, the following aspects must be taken care of at the same time by means of structure, base, skier 
weight distribution given by the tension of the ski and the glide product used on the ski: 
 

• Dilution of water film and decrease of water film thickness under the ski in order to optimise 
the film parameter Λ given by Eq. (2.20) according to Fig. 2.10. 

• Optimisation of structure roughness along the ski in order to optimise the film parameter Λ 
given by Eq. (2.20) according to Fig. 2.10. 

• Minimisation of the electric fields and the potential differences between the ski and snow and 
water film, and minimisation of the electrostatic pressures (capillary forces) in the contact 
points between the ski base and water film or snow, and in the air gaps between the ski base 
and water film or snow. 

• Minimisation of macroscopic (mainly given by tension) and microscopic (mainly given by 
structure) impact and compaction resistances on the ski by optimisation of ski base bearing 
area. 

 
The snow grain size has great impact on the frictional interface between snow and ski both at low and 
high snow hardness. The bearing or pressure areas and typical groove widths of the ski base structure 
are highly decisive for whether snow grains fill up the structure grooves or not when the snow 
hardness is low. Using structures with relatively sharp grooves with small widths can be favourable 
under such conditions, increasing the air gaps in non-contact areas at the same time as the total 
electrostatic contact area between ski base structure and snow or water film is decreased compared to a 
plane ski. The widths and depths of the grooves have to be optimised according to snow grain size, 
structure bearing area and lubrication under the ski. Relatively fine, so-called "sharp" structures were 
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highly appreciated by several Norwegian Olympic gold medal winners under new-fallen snow 
conditions during the 1998 Olympics in Japan. Further explanation and exploration of ski base sliding 
friction and structure is given in Chapter 6. 
 
 

7.3.3. Epilogue 
 
This section has been quite speculative due to the referred mechanisms not being fully understood nor 
examined at present. Colbeck (1995) stated in the introduction of the discussion of his observations 
that explanation of even laboratory experiments tend to be speculative in terms of known charging 
mechanisms. In spite of this the author has tried to describe interesting aspects and mechanisms using 
present available knowledge and personal experiences. The entire goal and motive for doing this has 
been that it might increase and evolve future understanding of the science of friction. Excuses is given 
in advance to future readers for possible erroneous suggestions and conclusions made in this text. 
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8. Summary, conclusions and recommendations for further work

8.1. Summary and conclusions

Basics of ski base sliding friction

The first part of this theoretical framework describes briefly the friction against a moving skier on the
basis of air resistance and ski base sliding friction. The second extensive part emphasises ski base
sliding friction and presents the most important ski and snow parameters for ski base sliding friction.
Moreover, ski base sliding friction is discussed and explained by use of tribology, and impact and
compaction resistances. The major conclusions are:

• The optimum ski base structure roughness varies under different snow conditions according to
the generated frictional water film thickness under the ski and the roughness of the snow
surface. Thick water films correspond to coarse ski base structures, while it is advantageous to
use finer ski base structures and increase the water film thickness when the water film is thin.

• Possible increase of water film thickness along the ski implies an increase of the ski base
structure roughness along the ski.

• Measurement of snow humidity can be viewed as an indicator of the initial water film
thickness in the ski track and the frictional water film thickness that is possible to attain during
skiing.

• Impact and compaction resistances are important when the snow hardness is below a certain
limit, and when the water film thickness is low relative to the roughness of the ski base
structure and the snow surface.
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The ski base structure analyser (SSA) and ski base structure measurements

A Ski base Structure Analyser (SSA) utilising laser technology has been developed to analyse the
detailed structure of a stone-ground ski base. The SSA displays the measured surface as an image with

739×570 pixels, where each pixel can have a grey level value from 0 to 255. The value of each pixel is
proportional to the height at the corresponding point of the measured surface. Various roughness
parameters can be calculated from the measured surface image in order to characterise the surface
topography. In the period between 1995 and 1998 almost 1700 ski base structure measurements were
performed on more than 350 skis. The major findings from these measurements are as follows:

• Ski pairs ground with the "same" structure at two different times are not necessarily equal if
no quality control of the ski base structure and the stone grinding process has been performed.

• Ski base structure roughness can be divided into four categories: fine (arithmetic mean

roughness 1-4 µm), medium (arithmetic mean roughness 4-7 µm), coarse (arithmetic mean

roughness 7-10 µm) and very coarse (arithmetic mean roughness higher than 10 µm) that
correspond to dry to moist, moist, moist to wet, and wet to very wet snow conditions,
respectively.

• Higher structure roughness on the forebody than the afterbody of the ski (up to 84 %) has been
revealed on several competition ski pairs and led to adjustment and regrinding of the ski pairs
in order to attain constant or increased structure roughness along the ski.

• The assumption made by earlier investigators that the sliding friction coefficient remains

constant in the range of bump heights from 10 to 30 µm is not valid.

• Properly plane ground test skis have shown up to 3 % higher sliding speeds than non-plane
test skis with similar structure roughness under snow conditions with snow temperatures
below zero.

The work has resulted in development of ski base structures with increased roughness along the ski,
development and extreme optimisation of the best structures and improvement of the grinding
diamonds used to set the grinding stone. Further, it has given ski technicians and competition skiers
confidence that optimum structures and skis are used in competitions under different snow and
weather conditions, and that the best structures can be reproduced.

Characterisation of snow structure in a cross-country race ski track

Various snow parameters have been registered during measurement campaigns in ski tracks in Norway
(1995-98), Hakuba/Japan (1996-98) and Sundance/USA (1999). Specific attention has been paid to
snow hardness, snow humidity, snow density, snow grain structure and electrolytic conductivity. The
major results from this work are as follows:

• Snow hardness between 104 and 106 Pa is most common in ski tracks, and snow hardness
below 105 Pa is likely to be present 60 % of the time. Ski tracks tend to have lower mean snow
hardness when the snow humidity is above 5 %. The minimum snow hardness tends to
increase with decreasing snow temperature. The average snow hardness for new snow types
has been approximately three times higher in classic ski tracks than in skating ski tracks.
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• The mean density of snow in ski tracks (0.50 g/cm3) is considerably higher than typical
densities of seasonal snow covers (0.26-0.38 g/cm3) and higher for transformed snow types
(0.51-0.59 g/cm3) than new snow types (0.39-0.43 g/cm3).

• The snow humidity in a ski track typically ranges between 0 and 12.5 %. It is typically less

than 2 % for snow temperatures below -2°C and less than 1 % for snow temperatures below

-7°C. Snow humidities exceeding 4 % have only been registered at air temperatures above

+1°C.

• The mean snow grain diameter and the standard deviation of snow grain diameters have been
calculated for 34 snow surface microscope images of ski tracks. The typical grain size has
ranged from 0.26 to 2.59 mm for transformed snow types and from 0.08 to 0.38 mm for new
snow types. In-situ microscope imaging of ski tracks is very difficult for new snow types with
snow surface grains below 0.2 mm.

• The electrolytic conductivity increases and the grain size decreases when precipitation is
introduced to the snow surface. The electrolytic conductivity can also increase with snow
density. As the snow goes through melt-freeze cycles, the electrolytic conductivity decreases
and the grain size increases. The electrical conductivity of snow is several orders of magnitude
less than the electrolytic conductivity of melted snow samples, but follows similar trends with
respect to snow metamorphosis and snow density.

• In melted snow samples from Trondheim and Sundance/Heber high electrolytic conductivities

(61.7 µS/cm and 94.5 µS/cm, respectively) and high levels of Na+- and Cl--ions have been
registered due to salt being a major agent during snow nucleation in the snowfalls. These
values are approximately 3 times higher than the maximum values found for snow samples

from Hakuba (21.9 µS/cm). Artificial snow has given the highest measured electrical

conductivity value to present (169.7 µS/cm).

Searching for the optimum cross-country ski base structure

A structure test series consisting of ten ski pairs with eight different structures has been ground and
quality-controlled. Accurate sliding tests have been executed with the series in order to test different
hypotheses for low ski base sliding friction and ski base structure. This is the first time a proper
examination has been performed on the effect of structure roughness on ski base sliding friction. The
major results of the work are as follows:

• The optimum ski base structure roughness of the best structures and ski pairs increased with
snow humidity, thus indicating that the optimum ski base structure roughness increases with

the water film thickness. Ski pairs with arithmetic mean structure roughness ≤ 5.4 µm were

best under snow conditions with snow humidity ≤ 0.6 %, snow temperatures below zero and

new snow. A ski pair with arithmetic mean structure roughness equal to 9.3 µm was best
under snow conditions with snow humidity between approximately 0.3 and 4.0 %, snow

hardness higher than 4.1×104 Pa and transformed snow types. Under snow conditions with
snow humidity higher than approximately 4 %, a structure with arithmetic mean roughness

12.7 µm was best.
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• Coarser structures were relatively better than finer structures at high speeds compared to low
speeds, thus implying an increase in the water film thickness and optimum structure roughness
with speed.

• Decrease of the structure roughness along the ski was unfortunate under most snow
conditions. The effect of increasing the structure roughness along the ski relative to having
constant structure roughness is difficult to interpret at present.

The effect of electrical charging and electrostatic pressure on ski base sliding friction

This part of the study discusses the effect of electrical charging and electrostatic pressures on ski base
sliding friction. A present interpretation of friction is suggested combining knowledge of tribology,
electrical charging and electrostatic pressures. The major conclusions are as follows:

• The dry friction process is dominated and characterised electrically by accumulation of
electrostatic charges in the ski base contact points. The frictional water film initiates discharge
of potential differences between ski and snow due to the much higher electrical conductivity
of water relative to snow.

• When the air gap volumes between the water film and the ski base structure, and the water
film and the snow surface get small, the electrostatic pressures in the air gaps increase, and
suction or drag may start occurring. The wet friction process is characterised electrically by
electrolytic behaviour.

• The ski base structure topography and the snow surface topography is decisive for the

electrical contact configuration between ski and snow.

• The electrolytic conductivity of a melted snow sample may indicate the rate of ions introduced

to the interface between snow and ski by frictional melting and thereby the rate and ease of
discharge between ski and snow through the frictional water film during skiing. Given
otherwise equal snow conditions and frictional situations, sliders on highly electrical
conductive snow should discharge easier than sliders on snow with lower electrical
conductivity. Larger frictional electrification should take place on snow with low electrical
conductivity compared to snow with high electrical conductivity.

In addition, a summary is given of the processes that must be accounted for in order to minimise the
ski base sliding friction in different friction regimes.
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8.2. Recommendations for further work

Many aspects seem interesting and promising to extend the present work. Future research is needed on
topics such as the effect of:

• Structure pressure contact area during skiing

• Structure capillary contact area during skiing under wet snow conditions

• Structure carving area during skiing under hard and dry snow conditions

• Structure bearing area during skiing under soft snow conditions

• Structure pattern on dilution of water film during skiing

• Structure pattern on minimising attachment of dirt during skiing

• Glide wax/powder, kick wax and base material on electrical charging during skiing

• The pressure distribution of the ski on ski base sliding friction

• Electrolytic conductivity of snow on ski base sliding friction and electrical charging during
skiing

It would be informative for the interpretation of friction to perform simultaneous measurements of
water film thickness and electrical charging along the ski during sliding tests of ski base structure and
glide wax/powder. Accurate measurement and characterisation of ski base structure and snow
parameters are important in that respect. Further research is also necessary in order to increase the
knowledge of the simultaneous processes of mass, impulse, energy, electrical and chemical balances
between the two interacting surfaces in relative motion during friction.

The friction mechanisms cited and described in this thesis can also be exploited to increase the
understanding of other microtribological processes. Interesting topics for further research are for
instance friction between car tires and snow or ice, and friction in blood veins.
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